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Water- water everywhere 
High water levels, power 
outages and rain, rain, rain• 
That's been the situation in 
the Terrace area over the past 
weekand itappears things could 
get worse before they get 
better. 
.. Heavy rainfall  at the 
beginning of last week led to 
high water levels in many 
areas. The Skeene River rose 
dramatically and flooding was 
reported throughout he Nass 
area and as far n'ei'th as Alice" 
Arm and Stewart. Then later in 
thejweek, the. whole picture 
improved the rain fell off and 
watei ~ levels dropped. 
4hlngs have changed. A 
record, breakino, rainfall the 
Paul Bogelund 
Fears that Terrace would be without a Returning 
Officer for the November l6 elections went out the 
window during the course of last night's council 
meeting appointment of Mr. Paul Bogelund as 
• • Returning Officer for Terrace. Mr. Bogelund is a long 
time citizen of Terrace. He is presently a licenced 
appraiser. He is a former President of Branch 13 of 
the Royal Canadian Legion and a former Village 
Superintendant 
Stewart isolo!ed 
And you think we have R , :an niy 
problems in Terrace7 Stev art to the sea 
The people of Stewart are the f i ]st  i s  tl 
J ~" / . ,~ / !  | - /  feeling the pinch even more culverts. T.hesec( 
.: IZ~ : . f - " . . .~  , ~  than we in Terrace.. That run the town.site. 
A flotilla of 'small boats, manned by RCMP officers and the 
citizens of New Remo took to the flood waters to evacuate several 
of the families threatened by the waters. 
damaged. And the~, are not a't 
all certain that the provincial 
government's emergency fund 
will put up any money. After 
the 1972 flood there was at least 
one resident who was not re- 
imbursed for flood damage. 
)u£ two of::tl~emany house's in New' Rein0 induated by, 
floodwaters yesterday. The water level can be established by the 





m0rning; • Ma 
difficulties b
and Rupert le 
which" left. bo 
Kitimat witho~ 
A-,:m'udslide, 
south.end of ~ 
patently -tooJ ~:~ 
smission towe~ :~: 
entire Nass ar~ ~i~i 
Terrace art ,~: 
George Blake~ 
the weather 
Terrace airport tota me ,ersm 
Tuesday,morning that  the 
weather will remain wet in the 
near future.  The long range 
forecast does call for some 
clearing towards the end of the Log jams contribute to New Remo flood w ek, but Blakey is- ot that , ~ * i 
sure. . ' - • 
"We're notlooking'for any ! • ,; - " " 
sunshine for a ~,hlle at any The gentle humour that sees yesterday afternoon. If he such is all but permanent.. A The residents of Remo have 
people ,through the hardest came, he came in secrecy and 
rate," he said. times was evident at New did, not, make his presence. 
T- oblem is tl Remo, west of here, yesterday known to those at the site. ne pr n apparen y • °" ve "' to " ' as scores of people were dflven The water has cuased con. 
.w.aver.at.mr wa or. s rm from their hemes by blgh water s iderable damage. Water 
ClouCLS that a re  mvamng tne e m " . . . . . . . . . . . .  lee is fro theZnmacord'River, damage to furnishings and the 
t-'acule Normwest. tsut, .omer - " '"  t h " - -  
ta~l l tu t  gut  t~ l~ ~u~lS t~t ,~tu~ ut  . . . .  . . :  . .  m~/ny of the residenis who were a t 
ume um.aey says me.weat.ne, r flooded out for thasecond time • 
pattern as near normal or t i l l S .  - , t  . . . . .  . *t ,  . . . . .  ^ .~ . . .  . . . .  i . . . .  p . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  .By yesterciay afternoqn heevy ume ot year . ~ " . -  " " The flood according to the rainfall had" Is0lated Terrace, 
:;rllat rain has raised the water residsnts,.wasatleast.partially cutting rood links north, south, 
oue tO IOg Jams on me z lmacom level,in tlmSkeena andother east and west, The Naes Rood 
rivers .and" creeks " up- River, log jams the residents of was clased,earlier Iv the week 
preclatlvel X and if it keeps Up - New Remo ba~.'e been trying to. by  road wash-outs in a number 
of lodatlonL well that s any0nes guess, get rid of since 1972. 
Apparently after the 1972 Kalum Lake Rood suffered s
For some resideiits ol. the flood which caused mueh water wash-out at Mile 14 and the 
horse-shoo, area, it, can't get damage to the small settlement, Department of Highways was 
muchworse. An area of Sparks theresidentsbanded together to working toward getting a 
Street, around soucie and Tuck forward a petition fo r  the 
Avenues, is: underwater and removal of the log jams to the ~ e |  a 
basements in houses a long•  RegionalDtstrict, Kesmen~s 
those three streets have taken According to several people 
in'considerable water. Low at the slte,.noactl0n was ever rned 
lying fields in that area and on taken  and • the residents wa 
the north side of Kalum Street" received no explahatlon. 
have also flooded~ There is also Reg iona l  district" ad- The Skeena Health Unit in 
a greaLdeaiof  water flowing midistrator John Pousette Prince Rupert has warned all 
across Kalum Street ~Iow the achnowlcdged the petition and area residents, not on the 
Terrace Arena. As well both said it had heen passed on to the Municipalities water supply to 
entranees to the Senior Citizens Water Rights'Branch and the boil all water before using it. 
Complex onTuck are being Federal Fisheries, the two , The warning came today 
siOWTy washed away. branches :which have the from Dr. Bolduc of the Health 
jurisdlcUon; " Unit inlight of high water levels 
O,e thing Terrace residents "They, in'their wisdom," Mr. and flooding currently being 
don't have to worry about is Pousette said yesterday experienced throughout the 
snow. According to Blakey the "decided to do nothing", area. 
flow pattern of the fronts is A :representative of the Remember, if you are not on 
blessing this area with mild air  prov inc ia l  goyernment ' s  the cities water supply boil all 
from the south-west and ibere is Provincial Emergency branch water before it is used for any 
little chance of change, was to have visited Remo late. purpose. 
been evacuated and moved to 
higher and drier ground. They 
are not happy to leave their 
homes. They are not happy to 
see years of hard work and 
many possessions permently 
In Terrace, this Municipal employee found himsdlf 
• leg deep in dirty water, He's Working to clear a storm 
drain op Kalum Street below the Terrace Arena. 
number of' residents have lost 
much. One man visited his 
home by boat to find the 
basement of the ~tructure, 
worth $18,S00, bad collapse~! 
under the pressure of the water. 
everywhere, 
temporary bridge installed. 
Highway 25 was also closed 
by high.water, when Williams 
Creek, eight miles south of here, 
flooded its banks and spilled 
onto the~ road, covering the 
black-top with up to 2 feet' of 
water ,  
Old Lakehe Lake Road was 
closed again because of 
Willisms Creek. This time the 
water, had eroded the ap- 
proaehway to the wooden 
t brldge spanning the creek. 
The final road link Highway 
16 westand west was also cut. 
Between here and Rupert a 
number of major culverts 
between mile 8 and 13 were 
plugged with debris and the 
water spilled out over the High- 
way. 32 miles we.~t of Hazelton 
the Highway was also washed 
OUt ,  
Water  leve ls  ~ 
end logging: 
FloOding conditions in Nor- 
thwest forests have led to the 
closure of all logging operations 
in the area, 
iver, c o l gei through 
war  in two ways. 
T r i hrough two 
he second is to over- 
community has become all but 
totally isolated with wash-outs 
and high water levels along the 
Nass Road. Last week they 
recorded nine inches of rain and 
it's still raining heavily. 
The biggest problem with 
Stewart is that it lays at sea 
level tthe elevation of the 
town's air str ip if five feet). 
They are situated on the tidal ~ According to Mrs. Spires 
plain at the haad.of the Portland' "Stewart ma~or ~ fan McLeod 
.... ~i~il~ h 'd  th~ ~. ~~f '  " Ri~er ~: called"th~situn'tt0h"thl~Wor~tln- 
spreads oat across most of th~ the past 40.years. All, eyes in 
plain. Stewart are on the rain.' And the 
Run "off from the mountains residents don't like what they 
and  creeks; through Bear  .see.'-. , ::/~"l i . * . .  .~ 
Many residents have already 
bad to replace such furnace 
parts as blower motors due to 
high water levels in basements. 
The garden of our  Stewart 
correspendant, Mrs. Jan Spires, 
is under water and a board walk 
leading across her yard is 
afloat. Jan Spires.is the editor 
of the Stewart Sentinel. 
Hazelton watchfull 
According to Nell. Sterrit of 
the 'Ksan Historic Indian 
Village in Hazniton, they're 
keeping their eyes on the river. 
The river has risen quite a bit 
over the last few days and is 
now higher than lpvels reached 
during heavy run-off this 
spring. 
It s fill has [o come uP tour feet 
or so before the 'Ksan grounds 
would be covered.' 
According to Sterrll the rest 
of Hazelten is .dry •although 
there is water reported from 
some basements i ,  houses 
along the river. 
hit too Kitimat 
Kitlmatis experiencing much but that the municipality was 
the same problems as the keeping i t 's  eye o, the 
Terrace area, with flooding of municipal dykesystem and the 
basements reported in at least possible ffects from a high tide 
one sector of town and the expected yesterday afternoon. 
Kitlmaat River Oh the rise. It has been reported that 
The area that has ex- several roods in the Kitimat 
perienced the flooding is the, area are under some water 
Kuldo Boulevard area in the including theroadleadlng to the 
Kllkala section of Kit imat Alcan smelter site. 
where storm sewers have ap- The rood from Kflimat to the 
parently been unable to cope Kit imaat Vi l lage. has been 
with the heavy rainfall, rendered impassable with one 
Municipal manager Art Curry bridge under water and other 
told the Herald that there apparently in danger of being 
wasn't much that could be done swept away. 
Gas interuption!. 
Flow of gas in Pacific Nor- sure the fault was  somewhere 
thwost Gas pipeline between near Terrace based'on pressure 
Terrace and Smitbers was rendingsiskenatbothSmithers 
interrupted yesterday morning, and Terrace. 
yet another effect of the 
terrentisl rainfall that has hit Pacific Northern Gas also 
the Terrace area. , exper ienced  prob lems 
An official of the company in throughout this Week and last 
Terrace sa id  early yesterday with wash-outs which exposed 
afternoon the fault bad in. their pipeline. A crew of men 
terrupted gas service to' was kept busy over,theweekend 
Terrace, Kitimat andSmithers, to deal with the wash-outs and it 
Atthatt imeahel icopterwasup looks like they may be at it 
trying to search out the fault, again this weekend if the rain 
The company official was keeps falling. 
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Stan Patterson President of the newly formed 




Telephone Pioneers in 
Terrace chose the name of a 
rare white bear for their new 
club formed September 27 in the 
northern British Columbia rea 
of Skeena-Baikley Valley. 
The newly established Ker- 
medei Club is the third club of 
Telephone Pioneers in British 
Columbia and the first in the 
Northern Division. 
B.C. Tel district manager. 
Start Patterson was elected 
president ~y.acclamation a & 
• his bfficere, also elected by 
.... acclamation, are Bill Reynolds,~ - 
'~'~ !i " vlce:l~rgsldent, and Herb Lang; 
'memfier-at-large fora two year 
• term. Mrs. Jean Oakes ~vas 
: '  !![ : appointed to the position, of 
Its Name 
Lea Ireland, vice president 
Goerge Minckler and secretary- 
treasurer Stella McLaren - 
travelled to 'Terrace from 
Vancouver for the 
organizational meeting and 
officiated at the installation of 
officers. 
Charter members of thenew 
Kermodei Club are Robert 
Byrnes, Peter Heit (president of 
Caledonia Council), Stan 
Patterson, Bill Reynolds, and 
Gpy Rushton.' - ~ . . . . . .  
Pioneer clubs are ferried" in "" 
areas-where,, for geographical ,~- 
reasons, ill-is impractical to 
participate on a regular basis in 
council activities. 
Kermodei will be under the 
Can Cel employees 
complete apprentiship 
To Can Cel employees with 
the Pohle Lumber Ope:ation in 
Terrace made company late 
last week when they received 
their certification as 
millwrights . the first two 
employees to complete a four 
year apprenticeship program at 
the Lumber operation. 
The two - Ed Schulmeistei" 
and Ralph Braam, completed 
their training on August 1st but 
delays in getting the certificates 
postponed their actual car- 
tification until last Wednesday. 
On that day they were 
presented their certificates by 
Pohle resident manager Bob 
Davis in a short and informal 
ceremony. 
Both Schulmelster and 
Braam have been with Pdde 
Lumber since it was acquired 
by Can Cel (then Col Cel) in 
November of 1969. At that time 
both were working with clean- 
up crews. Braam started full 
time work at the mill in May of 
1970. Schulmeister a .month 
later. They began their ap- 
prenticeship training on August 
2. 
The apprenticeships last Ior 
three years (both were given 
one year's credit for previous 
work at the mill) and involved 
training both on the job and at a 
Vocational School in Burnaby. 
During the year they spent 
eleven months In the mill and 
one at the school. 
As well they were assigned 
textbooks which were studied 
throughout the year. 
The task of the millwright 
was described by, PR man Bob 
Blackas that of'an 'operating 
maehinist'. Millwrights are in 
charge of the installation, 
maintenance and repair of all 
industrial equipment inthe mill 
and, along with the electricians 
keep the mill running. Or as 
Ralph Bream put it: 
"If Bob Davis sees us running 
then he knows he has trouble." 
To get together to present the 
certificates was very informal 
with the two star guests, Bob 
Davis and Bob Black of the 
mills management s aff and 
members of the press. 
It began with conversation 
about various aspects of the' 
woods industry including the 
Newly'certif ied mil lwrights Ed Schulmeister and Ralph Braam. (See Story), 
PUNCH L INE  
OF THE WEEK 
rather grim situation at present ~. - - "~- ' -  - '~  
and ended with the presentation 
of the certificates, hand shakes 
and expressions of 
congratulations and good will I I  OtJREA#" I 
all around, l /VOM°'P'°PHErl 
Pohle Lumber Operation's 
training program has nine I cv<e"qmz 'e 'u~v.~ 
apprentices working their way 
to certification in three fields in 
the mill. The total staff of 
millwrights, including ap- 
prentices and non-certified 
men, is now fourteen, 
from the Opposition-IBennett 
SOCRED CONVENTION 
The Skeena Social Credit Resolutions (Banquet Room), 
Association is holding its An- Harrison Resolutions 
12- 2 p.m. - Luncheon Banquet, 
(Dining room), Address by 
Guest speaker Bob McClellan 
MLA Langley. 
2 p .m.  - 5 p .m,  - Business 
meeting (Banquet room), 
Election of officers, Further 
Top B.C. 
issue 
The need for com~lJetent. 
management of the '.B:C. 
economy, a proposal to increase' 
housing through a land bank 
system and e guideline ;for a 
federal human rights, act ere 
among the dozens of rsso]tions 
that will be hotly debated. 
during the policy session of the 
B.C. Liberal Party convention 
at the Vernon Recreation 
Centre, October 18 to 20. 
The convention, which is opeu 
to the public, is expected to 
attract delegates and observers 
from all over the province. 
David Anderson, leader of the 
Liberal Party in .B.C. and 
keynote speaker at the con- 
vention, said that .  party 
members have sho,wfi ,real 
concern . over the 
mismanagement " of .B C.'s 
economy under the present 
government and are' offering 
concrete proposals for im- 
provement. 
Other speakers will include: 
The Hen. Allan MacEaehaa, 
secretary of state for external' 
affairs; The Hen, Ray Perrauit, 
Senate Leader; The Hen. Ron 
Basford, minister of revenue;. 
and Senator Gil Molgat~ 
president of the Liberal Party of '- 
reso lu t ions . .  Canada. 
i • - - - -  i l l l  i I I i I 
JOE'S PRINTER'S 
~\\\ ~ ~t/~ ALL TYPES OF COMMERCIAL PRINTING ~:'~1 ::\\\ y/ o,S,T, .ETTER,BESS '  iiit 
i!:~"' " ~ ~  I 635  CALL-"" 3 0 2 ~-----~' 
..'~ - 1~\&-~~ ,ONE DAY .%F.RVICE ON RUBBER STAMPS I:!:!:{:1 
~8::::i:i::: i ~:: ~:~: ::i: :i: :i:i:i:i:i:i~:~ ~~:~: .  :i:!::".::~::='~i:i i F :: ::: ::::: ::iiii~ i:i~i ~!!ii| . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .......,.v.,.,...,..,Oo-,V,.,..',.,.,.,.,.,,,.~,.,,.,.~o~.,.,..,:o..,,,., • .,,,.,,,,.,.,.....,.. i . , . , . , . , . , .  ,.o.,,,:,R,:,:,,o,,:,:,,,.,.,.,.,.,.,f ,T, fy  ,.,:1 
British Columbia Social . mission Act and replace it with missions which can make laws 
Credit Party Leader, Bill legislation which would permit without legislative recourse. 
Bennett, declared in Vancouver local governments to exercise Bennett stopped short of 
Wednesday, that he is ready to control while ensuring predtciing that the Premierwas 
meet the NDP in an election safeguards for the l~rsservatioa bout o call an election but he 
"now" or "~,henever the of farmland, noted thatBarrett's"travelling 
Premier wants, to call one." . -- Repeal the Mineral road show, complete with flaks 
Bennett was responding to Royalties Act (Bill 31) and and flunldes" ls looking more 
statements made b~' Premier conduct A Royal Commission and more like an election 
BarrettinNelsonthedaybefore Inquiryintoalltheimplleations' junket. While In Nelson, 
challenging the Secrcda to show and economic impact of Barrett suggested that the only 
what they would do differently mineral ta:~ation, change noticeable about the 
if they. were the government. - Take the province "out of Social Credit Party was the 
"Although now would not be the gamble of the stock "white shoes and double knit 
the best time for the Party to market" which' Bennett said suits" worn by its members. 
fight an election because we are has already brought losses to "I see that's all the Premier 
coming up to our major Policy the people of British Columbia has noticed about our Party," 
Con~,ention in November, it approaching $10 million, said Bennett. ~'We've switched 
would be in the best interests of - Put a stop to the invasion of from tennis hoes to white shoes 
the people of British Columbia the forest industry by govern, ha notices. I think the people of 
to bring back confidence and ment ownership. . British Columbiawill find more 
competence in government - -- End compulsion and important hings than that in 
and that is more important." monopoly within ICBC. by Social credit and they will shoe 
Ben~ettd~c~rcd~ '.qnthe past alloWing'.prlvata companies to. him.otRofofficethe~iretchange 
p&x:tles'~m.'i~"fi~avd~dJffered~ on oporatayetpermitting ICBC.to~, 'they get.'~',.;,.,'." , ,: "' ' 
what.--was--.bestv.for..Brlflsh continuebecause "th~ people . .  
Columbla," but all agret'd that l~ve a tremendous ln~,,estment Bum ~oke 
nual Convention and Election of 
Officers at the Skoglund Hot- 
springs Resort on Sunday, 20 
October. 
Following is the schedule of 
events: 
8 a.m. - 9'p.m. Breakfast 
tDining room), 
9 a.m. - 12 noon -F orma ties of 
Citation cabinets have been 
adding a touch of elegance to 
Canadian homes for more than 
ten years, and our attention to 
delail hss helped make us the 
number one cabinet manufact~ rer 
in western Canada, We're proud '. 
of our cab:nets-and Our reputation. 
For tOrther Information please ¢ot~tsct 
your nearest Citation deslet. 
Rlchmond/EdrnontonlCalgaw/Winnipeg/KamlooDs/Kelowna/VemonlNanalmolReglna . 
the future was bright. Since the already which just can't be Storie# about hoboes aren't the 
Barrett-Williams government written off." only bran joke floating around 
came into office, with a full -- Eliminate the drivers' these ds~,s.  " SONNY BIENYENU 
secretary-treasurer, jurisdiction to Caledonia treasury and the most certificate. ]:ii~ :" . . /~  " ~:':;~:i:::i;~;:~i~ . . . .  
Newly elected club president Council in Prince George and prosperous years in the -- Propose alternative :;~ ...':/:el ~'~.J~:~.~':: 
Stan Patterson in his initial will. include active and l i fe province's history, they have municipal financing formulas ~ : ~ ! ' ? ~ ! ~ : : . : : : i ~ : ~ ~ ~  
address explained the member Pioneers• . managed to undermine con- which would permit 
stgnificance of the group's Thechapter's other twoclubs fidence and cause British Municipalities to anticipate ! i :~ ~ 
name. "The KermodeL" he are located in the East Columbians toloose faithin the revenues from the provincial '-~: 
said,"tsawhiteblackbcar(not Kootenay and on Vancouver future destiny of our great treasury through direct 
an albino) now nearly extinct, Island. Rocky Mountain Club at province." negotiations in advance of the 
whose habit'at is the Skeena- Cranbrook is a part of Kokanec Speaking cnnfidently~ Bennett budget 
Buikley Valley. It is protected Council, .whose headquarters listed the major areas where a - Put an end to "rampant 
by law and is one of the rarest are in Nelson, and Tyee Club at SoctalCredit government would political patronage" and ex- 
animals in Canada." Campbell River is a part of change the .course set by the cessive waste in government. 
Chapter officers - president Arbutus Council, Nanaimo. NDP: -- Put an end to politically 
- Repeal the Land Corn- appointed boards and com.  
Mayor Continues yT¢ Yea 
Bear Efforts, ' "  COME " .  .,! 
Mayor Gordon Rowland is not this bear to be on permanent 
"as the Kermedei bear which Terrace. . . 
was shot in' self-defence In a letter to Jack Radi'ord • ' 
recently is concerned. . • Minister of Recreation anal 
• tome Kegionat. uirector of .me states "There is a tremendous 
Fish and Wildhf.e Branch asking, interest locally to have this bear 
mat me•r, are .~ear ee !ur,nea displayedinourcommunity. As 
over to,he cLty onca nt oas pointed out in letters from Mr ~ N ~  
served .tt.s purpose at the. Spalding the Kermedei has been ~ " 
• u.rovlncm|. Museum. 'tl.ne turned over to the Provincial 
ls.ermouel _has long ~ee.n. me Museum for study and moun- 
symno, otrerraceanocmzees tlnc, efthehide Itlaourdesirs ~ ~ ~ I ~ N K ~ :  
'who havedeserved special 'afte'r Ihe museum has studi~ ~ 
recognition for services ren- and done the necessary tp~qtina 
tiered to: the commun!ty have to put the animal on ~spTay ~'n 
ueenawareeu u, ermouel uear Terrace. 
' -  • WANKCt Mr, D.J. Spalding of the Fish The ~ay.or continues by, and Wildlife Branch has not eaymg "tt has mien neen sam seen fit to collaborate with the "we should be attracting people • 
culrin t to thenor thernarea"andwe. -~ FYmoe~!On~i;~.oqili~Ao~?e~tw~hhW::i~:~ $ Municipality in a q g he . . . . .  mounted specimen so the =.eel tha! possess!on of the 
Mayor has gone directly to the n, erm, oue! w Ou m .help to on nt - ~ ~ • 
Minister In an effort to acquire exacoy that. ' _.. it for perfect eight distribution, Perfect . ,,~ . .. with Citation cabinets, The ~ u a~" l  J~-~, ,~ . ;~ m 
hondllng. And for non-Wankel fans. Cheetah's ~ mellow-wood tones of our skiff i ~ r ~ f l l ~ r ] l l  Jcanwm" SlOO, OOOV a got on Arc~rc2/O or 440, too. Butonywoy ..~ fuly cr'affed Cabinets Will add a ~1,  ~ ,~1~ ~1~i~,~,  
• ~.  vn,,n~th ' ~j~ feelingotwai~mthto, y t~.nome ~ am 
YOU ? ~.~. ~1~ and~create an atmosphere of quiet f~  ,~-,,=, i~ i  
$ : ~ " .  " =~ : . elegance.You can choose from a [I Ii l .11111  ! 
I~  - ' " combination of eight styles and ;. kV IL~J ;~ J  i~B IL~ 
I,~ ~ . . . .  ::U: .CorOUrsandConveniencefeatu~es - - - - - . F  ~ V i  ~F',,'~ 
"~ ~1~ . ")i" such aS la;;~/susans roll-out shelves V 
~ . . :  :andtraycabinets, and create a kitchen 
u~l I~  , that iS all your own -a  pteasing place 
_- - i  ' • to be in, , 
~"  ~1~It1111 Wheth{:i,. you ;Ere .remo'de. ng or ' :  --. ".;. 
G.. __  kk " . , ' t , . ~ ~ ~ / t t C n ~  ~ ._~ bu.ild,ng a new home, you can rely , "  . . . .  " ' ' 1 ' 
TicKets ~N,. ~ t " L  '~ :'~, ~ on'thd integrity of our fully trained 
~ ' ~ = ' = ~ r and qualified kitchen design 
SZ00 Iorraoo I:Hli)mo . . . . . . .  ~ , , , a  n t  experts to he p you p an your new 
On sale at " . - kitchen or bathroom to ensure the 
. . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ih#o~Tte~Tnlh# aov tnmentT e r r a o ~  ,,v, . m m=a ~.  most efficient use of I hdsDace  
- . . . . . . . . . .  dO,..,,..  alo$ L11h ' ava i lab le . , . . - , - ,  , " 
Beginning Sept, 16 i u . . . . . . . .  ,,,.. ~ ,  "4539 Grelg 635.6384 ¢ 
Sponsored by 
Tha Bri|lmh Columbia Llon~ Society for Crippled Chlldres YF.AR AFTER Y(AR AFTER Y£AR 
I 
• pointed general manager. 
said the main purpose of 
opening an office on Canada's 
West Coast is to provide more 
readily available liaison with. 
Canadian customers and 
suppliers and with the Japanese 
trading companies which have 
branch offices in Canada. 
With the company fol: 27 
years, Mr. Kolde has served in 
several departments and held 
managerial positions in New 
York and Dusseldorf branch 
offices. He is a graduate of 
Metjl University. 
Mr. Hayashi joined NKK in 
1961 in New York and has 
si:rved in marketing research 
and steel expert departments. 
Mr. Hasegawa jointed NKK in 
1962 and has served mainly with 
the raw materials purchasing 
department. He is a graduate of
Sophia University. 
The Vancouver office will 
located on the 26th fleer of No.3 
Bentall Centre, Burrard Street, 
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Canada. Keydets  left  Ter race  late las t  week  for inspect ion  for  Ter race  747 squadron  ": i 
Yuzuru Koide, a senior a long  weekend jaunt  to Nana imo for o f f icers  before  p i l ing  board  the bus  for 
executive of the company's g l ider  t ra in ing ,  The youngsters  a re  the adventure .  [ 
steel division, has been ap- 
I 
YUZURU KOIDE 
MllsuoHayashland Miklo Chamer Urges Minister Hasegawa have bee  named western producers of coking 
assistant managers, coals. The company also has 
NKK President Hisao Makita supplied various teel products 
"Opening of our Vancouver 
office reflects the growing ties 
between our company and 
WesternCanada," Makita said. 
"Our hope is not only Io serve 
our customers and suppliers 
better but to help personalize 
and humanize the relotionshlps 
which hitherto have tended to 
be mainly with a handful of 
business friends." 
In addition to supplying a 
variety of, steel products, 
Nippon Kokon has also built 
several  large ships for 
Canadian c.ompanies. 
NKK's htlge Tsu shipyard 
recently delivered a third super 
tanker of 251,000 deadweight 
tons le Canadian Pacific 
(Bermuda) Limited in addition 
Io several coal and Iron ore 
carriers. 
In the 1973 fiscal year ending 
to Canadian markets, 
foreSpeclally to Western years, to Look Into Regulations 
in downtown Vancouver. March 31, 1974, NKK sales 
:Within Japiin's steel industry, lot:lied CDN $2.9 billion; the 
Nippon Kokan has long been company produced 16,3 million 
s known as the ?Champion* of metric tons of crude steel and 
; .  Canada". The company has built 26 ships with a total 
been chief negotiator for Japan deadweight onnage of 2,4 
ih arranging contracts with million. 
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The Terrace and .District 
Chamber of Commerce has 
written a letter to the Ministers 
of Highways and Lands and 
Forests asking for a review of 
present regulations governing 
the movement of heavy logging 
equipmenl in the Pacific North 
West, 
The problem came to light 
during the course of an address 
delivered by Cyril Shelford, 
Manager-Secretary of the North 
West Loggers Association at the 
last meeting of the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Com. 




Following is the text of the 
letter sent over the signature of
Wayne Gaunt, President of the 
Chamber. 
Our area I depends on the el. 
ficient ut i l izat ion e£ forest 
preducts and the harvesting 
thereof Under existing 
regulations the movement of 
heavy logging equipment is 
virtually'ata standstill, It is our 
understanding that the 
equipment in question i.e. 
logging spars can 'only be 
moved on a special Iowbed 
which: "Is kept in the Lower 
Mainland. Any contractor 
Loggers Demand 
Royal Commission 
Cyril Shelford, Secretary 
Manager of the North West 
Loggers Associationin speech 
delivered before the Terrace 
and District Chamber of 
Commerce insists that the only 
permanent solution of the 
Forest Industry lies through the 
appointment of a Royal Com- 
mission to look at all aspects o f  
the industry. 
Mr. Shelfordsaid .- 
The North West Loggers 
Assn. wish tothank Mr. Hartley 
Dent M,L,A, in his attempt o 
el iminate some ~ of  the 
Bureaucratic bungling by the 
Department of Transport and 
Communications which is at. 
tempting to bringJhe moying Of 
heavy logging equipment in" the 
area to a standstill and further 
slowing a shakey Industry, 
There is over 1000 miles of 
roads in the area no problem is 
encountered even with lc~'ds of 
300,000 pounds yet the/center 
core of 30 or 40 miles all Close in 
:o Terrace where roads are 
better constructed the 
restrictions are so inflexible 
that half that weight can't move 
even under special permit. The 
chief engineer in Victoria and 
Prince George for the Dept. of 
Highways ay no problem has 
been caused by moving these 
loads in the past yet the Dept. of 
Transport and Communications 
say they don't carewhat  the 
engineers say they have a 
regulation and want to keep it  
Already over $400,000 worth of 
equipment is held up some for 
over a week due to the problem 
with little sign ,of solution, a 
furthe t" delay of over a week 
with a cost of over $5000 to each 
of the conlractors ,can be, ex- 
pected if the machines have to 
be dismanteled in order to move 
3 or 4 miles.on the highway. 
There is no doubt that this and 
Terrace Shopping Centres 
Pum.k i l i  * 
Carving .Co n.test, '
To be Ileld Saf, Oct. 25, between 11:30 a.m. & 3:30 p.m. Entry forms to be ' 
deposited by Wed. Oc. 23, at Woolworth or Safeway, One years pass to the  
afternoon mat, (only) wi l l  be donated by the Til l icum Theatre to the best 
pumpkin,carved in each age group which is 6.9 & 10-12 you must bring 
your own utensils and be accompanied by a parent. 
other needless regulations are 
rapidly bringing the Industry to 
a non-profit position in the area. 
With critical market con- 
ditions the Government 
Departments should be bending 
over  backwards to help the 
Industry survive rather than 
place road blocks in it's way at 
every oppol~tunity, 
The Bureaucrats in Victoria 
think the solution- to ~ our 
wishing to move equipment 
must pay approximately $5,000 
just to get that piece of equip: 
ment moved a few miles We 
also uuderstand that con- 
tractors are being advised that 
the spars, once moved cannot 
be moved again. If the timber 
in which the equipment is 
working is destroyed by :  
natural disaster (such as fire) it 
is obvious that,the quipment 'is
no longer needed In that specific 
location, Could we have 
clarification on this aspect? 
Returning to the cost of the 
transportation f equipment, it
would seem that some other 
arrangements besides the 
existing low-bed could be 
devised. We understand that a 
local transportation company 
would consider purchasing the 
recommended quipment if he 
had some assurance that his 
investment of some $80,000 
would be utilized. If he and the 
logging eentractors are unable 
.to obtaln permi, s then it  is 
obvlous the logging centractors 
will shut down their operations 
and essential jobs will disap- 
pear. 
• During this difficult period 
ili the world market for forest 
products we are sure you are 
doingyour utmest:to aid British 
Columbia's No/ONE industry, 
SONNY .RIENVENU 
IT, S NEW,JUST FINISHED 
4806 TUCK AVENUE 
3 bedrooms, full 
basement,  double 
concreted carport. Gas 
heat, double windows, 
carpeting and cushion 
floor. Lot size 70xi32 ft. 
1 ~l ~[ 
~ N ~  a me: . . . .  , . . . .  1 Address : _ .  
~, j /  Age: ;; Phone: 
i II 
FIRST MORTGAGE $30,000. 
ASK ABOUT IT. 
area to be moved in a year dees 
Tint warrant the buying of an 
$80,000 low bed which mayor  
may not get a permit from 
Victoria Teri'aee lives by  the 
logging industry and ways have 
(o he found to legally move big 
equipment. 
The people of the area should 
be aware of the shiikey con- 
dition of the Industry where we 
see in the last six weeks 23 
contractors or Trackers either 
leave or gone brokd, this 
represents a wage less of over 
$2,000,000 a year and does not 
include the cut back at Price - 
Skeena or the closing of Rim 
Forest Preducte. It is past time 
that the people and Government 
realize we are in a crisis 
situation and if need be 
regulations must be relaxed to 
keep these that are left moving. 
Most Co's are trying to work 
with only 30 days woods supply 
ahead, when they need 5 years. 
for proper planning of roads and 
other de~,elopmdnt. • 
The time is now for the 
Provincial Government to 
appoint an "impartial Royal 
Commission tostudy all aspects 
of the Forest industry to clear 
up charges that the Govern. 
ment is  purposely Irying to 
scuttle private Industry so it 
can lake over for little more 
than a song. Why Rim and 
other Independants pay 30 
percent of income for stum- 
page, Rim payed $985,1Z}0 
slumpag~ on $3.2 million sales, 
Cancel payed less than 7 
percent $8,4 on $133 million 
sales, Why does Rim get only 
$10.50 for chips when directed 
by Government to sell them to 
Can-Cel and had to turn down a 
Euroean offer of $32 a beneory 
unit. This iea direct subsidy to 
:CanCer and the reason the Co. 
went under: All of these 
. queations have to be answered 
before the private sector will 
have faith in Government so 
they will go ahead and expand 
to keep people working. 
Socialism takes away private 
initiative and seems to replace 
it with nothing, 
Communism replaces private 
initiative with compulsion and 
even though we may not want It, 
here it works better than 
Socialism which seems to tall 
completely• 
]entre  L td .  
Phone 635-7224 
problem is to bring large low- " '  < " 
beds from Vancouver i~t $25 an.  a 
hour empty each way and $60 an" 
hour on the job~ This is another 
example of. Common sense • 
being not very common, The 
numbersofbJgequlpmentinthe ee  and  D is t r i c t  
Chamber  o f  Commevee 
r 
/Urges all qualif ied citizens to al low their  name to alderman ,c longer has to be a property owner in 
,~ stand for the post of alderman and school board Terrace to qual i fy nor does he have to be a 
trustee for the November 16 elections in this resident of the Municipal i ty of Terrace. 
area. It is reminded that a candidate for 
Qual i f icat ions for A lderman are  
1. The candidate must be 19 years of age or over. 
2. He must be a Canadian Citizen or other British 
Subject. 
3. He must swear that he has examined the 
voter's list and has verified that the na me of both 
his nominators are Inscribed thereon, 
4. That he is himself listed on any voter's list in 
the province of Briitsh Columbia. 
5. He must have resided in Canada at least one 
year of which six month;; were in the province of 
Briish Columbia. 
6. He must not be subject to any of the 
disqualifications listed hereunder. 
necessary to entitle a person to have his name 
• entered on a list of electors pursuant to this Act; 
or; and 
..Who ceases to be a Canadian citizen or other 
British subject; or 
.. Who has been convicted upon indictment of an 
offence in Canada, unless he has been pardoned 
therefor or unlessflve years have elapsed since 
completion of the punishment; or 
..Who is insane; or 
..Who is an undischarged bankrupt as defined 
by the Bankruptcy Act is disqualified from being 
nominated, being elected, and from holding 
office as a member of the Council. 
DISQUALIFICATIONS 
Optimistic 
A real optimist Is the guy who 
goes In a fancy restailrnnt nnd 
orders oysters -- hoping to pay 
with the pearls he ~nds, 
• .Who is an employee or salaried officer of the 
munic ipal i ty ;  or who is in receipt of any 
remunerat ion  or  payment  f rom the 
municipa l i l y ;  or 
• .Who has, direct ly or indirectiy, by himself or 
through any other person, any contract whatever 
or interest in any contract with or for the 
municipal i ty or 
-..Who has a disputed account against or due by 
the municipality, or against whom the 
munic ipa l i tyhas  a disputed account; or 
. .Who "is a Judge, Sheriff, Sheriff's officer, 
Police Magistrate, or Stipendiary Magistrate;  or 
..Who ceases to have the qualifications 
The Chamber  urges  cand idates  who have  n knowledge  o f  
mun ic ipa l  a f fa i r s ,  who  are  fami l ia r  w i th  the  needs  o f  th i s  
communi ty  and who are  capab le  of g iv ing the, t ime requ i red  
/ 
to  fu l f i l l  the impor tant  funct ion  of A lderman or  Schoo l  
Board  Trus tee  to  come fo r th  and  make themse lves  ava i lab le  
to  f i l l  th i s  most  impor tant  funct ion .  Fur ther  in fo rmat ion  
or  ass i s t :nee  contact  P res ident  Wayne Gaunt  a t  635-2Z95 
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Trustees Critical of 
If you think the class size-tnsuel~,~Tesolved in B.C., guess again, 
When the province's 24,000 school teachers returned to Iheir 
classrooms this fall, most of them faced fewer students and a deal 
of pressure to show better esults than last year. 
The reason is the success of the argument in favor; of smaller 
classes. Teachers have been told that somehow, there Is a con. 
section between smaller classes and student performance. This 
conclusion is based mainly on the work of Dr. Norman Olson, a 
researcher f om Columbia University, whose study was quoted 
extensively by Ihe B.C. Teachers' Federation a year ago in supporl 
of their campaign for smaller classes. 
On the surface. Dr. OIson's work, and the BCTF's interpretation 
of it, looked pretty convincing. Convincing enough, in feel, to 
prompt Minister of Education Eileen Dallly to add exlra money to 
school district budgets to reduce class sizes. 
Over thepast three months Dr. Marsha Trew, Assistant Director 
of Education for the BCSTA has uncovered serious problems wilh 
Olsun's research which case a different lighl on the nolion that 
smaller class sizes produce ducational quality. 
Her findings were included in a brief presented to the Select 
Standing Committee of the Legislature on Health, Education .and 
Human Resources, al its final silting in Salmon Arm on Sep~ 17. 
TilE STING 
In her conclusions, Dr. Tmw joins other scholars Who have been 
critieal of the class size argument. Dr. John Ellis of Simon Fraser 
University's Faculty of Educalinn has termed the BCTF's sum- 
mary of Olson's research "a snow job." He also condemned the 
research itself because of some inherent weaknesses and un- 
juslified conelesions.~ 
"From all appearances, the BCTF. overcome with excitement a
discovering Ihe Olson study, were victims of self-deception," says 
Dr. Trew. *'The evidence they used and often abused ',,,,as a 
secretive, incestuous body of research, riddled with praclical " 
shortcomings." 
She added, however, that the BCTF wasn't he only group to be 
laken in. "Unfortunately, the public's and the teachers' great 
expectations are in reality a result of the BCTF's 'sting'." 
In his research. Olsoo used a scale developed by a group o[ fellow 
graduale sludents. Work on the scale began in 1902.when one 
graduate student 'surveyed public opinion in a number of United 
Stales cbooldistricts. In his survey he asked ~'hal characteristics 
were associated with "a good school." 
Other graduate students eentinued work on Ihe Iopie until Ihey 
developed a 5t-ilem scale, related to individuulizalion, creativity, 
group process, and interpersonal regard. Two othergraduate 
students, Cuble and Olsoo. sought to see if Ihe 51-item scale was 
relaled Io such things as the sex of Ihe leaeher, subject taught, and 
class size. 
Between 1902 and 1972, one professor supervised the work of al 
leasl I I graduale students who were developing or applying what 
they labelled *'lndicalors of Quality." 
"'A review of journals usuaUy read by the education community 
revealed no articles on Indicators of Quality," according [o Dr. 
Trew. "In fact. the scale itself aud the user's manual are not 
published and Ihey are not available Io researchers." 
Censequenily, Dr. Trew added. '*ll is not surprising thai the scaie 
has neither been critiqued nor used by uny scholar outsld~Jhd 
original group of graduule students." 
PROBLEMS WITII Till.: RESEAH.Cll 
In addition to its incestuous nature, the body of research 
surrdunding lndicatot:s of Quality is rife with problems, says Dr. 
Trew. 
.-:*The scale claims Io 'measure ~ how ti~hch~rs arid 'Sthde'~L~a'ct :' 
Iogelher. An unknown adult walks into a classroom stays 25 
'iifinutes Io mark 51 items, and then leaves. The researchers 
assume that the'teachers and studenls will sol be affected by an 
unknow~ visilor watching them. They assume that what theob- 
server sees and bow the teacher and students behave is lypical or 
Iruly reflecls what usually happens in that classroom " 
Dr. Trew slressed that neither of these assumptions is juslified. 
Any cohesive g~oup v,,culd be affected. 
The 51-item scale is scored either plus or minus, or not at all - 
similar Io laking a Ir"e;false xamination. This means thai no 
mailer what range of behaviour the observer sees, he ean only 
mark plus or minus. For example, under the eate~,orv Number of 
Activities. the classroom observer' Would choose between "one 
activity only: some pupils do not parlicipale" and "all pupils 
porlicipata in mare than one activily." What wculd the observer 
mark, thmt, if all pupils partieipale inene activity oGly? 
Anolher problem, according 1o Dr. Trew, is tbal observers, like 
wilnesses in court, tend to disagree with each other on what they 
see. Coble, for instance, found Ihal his observers were sometimes 
unable to agree on the grade Ihey were observing, how mm~y 
.studenls were in the classroom, the subject being, taughl, the 
general swle of teaching acitivity, and even Ihe sex of Ihe 
teachers. 
Class Size Research 
IRRELEVANT IN B.C. -: 
Even if Ihese problems could be discounted, Dr. Trew said, the 
IndiealoiS of Quality research is simply not relevant to the goals of 
edueat ion in B.C, "Indicators ofQuality is not linked to educational 
uulcome, academic progress, or achievement of any kind." she 
said, "Yet the BCTF surv, ey of adult•public opinion found 'basic 
skills such as reading and writing' Io be the most important goals." 
TIlE 'SNIFF'TEST 
"Indicators of Qualiiy does not measure achievement or how fast 
a student progresses from one level to the next," according Io Dr. 
Trew, "It only purports ta show how well the teachers and students 
act Iogether. It is rather like buying a racehorse on the basis of 
which one smells the best, assuming that the best smell .predicts 
the best and therefore Ihe fastest horse." 
The BCTF campaign to reduce class sizeand pupil eacher atios 
eulminaled this spring when the Minister of Education made a 
commitment toreduce class size that Dr. Trew feels will initially 
cost the B.C. taxpayers at least $30 million by the end of next year. 
Anether impartant-cutcome of the campaign is thai teachers 
have been led to expect hat they will be able to teach better when 
lessshaekled byclass size problems. And similarly, parents have 
been led Io expecrgrester academic progress from their children, 
Parental expoctalions are documented in the February BCTF 
Newsletter which contains the results from their public opinion 
survey on education in B.C. They found thai 45 percent supported 
"class size reductions because they think present classes are Ion 
large, sludents are not receiving enough altentiea,and smaller 
classes would make a difference Io the achievement and progress 
of students." 
DAILLY COMMENTS 
Olson eommented in his thesis thai he felt class size was a 
problem "because it imposes certain restrictions and limits on our 
perceptions.". But in an addresss to the Canadian Eduoalion 
Association annual meeting last spring, Edueation Minister Eileen 
Dailly said that it was her understanding that "the single {,ariable 
affecting quality learning is the instructional style displayed by the 
individual leacher in the classroom," She went on Io say that in- 
struclional style is not necessarily related to class ize. 
Proof of what the minister said comes from the very source used 
by the BCTF in their campaign. In their perusal of OIson's work, 
" the  BCTF were intrigued that certain teaching styles scored 
higher than others." Dr. Trew Said. These styles included in- 
dividual, small groups and lab work, discussion and pupil reports. 
The BCTF claims that these teaching styles "cannot be used 
regularly by most teachers in this province because their classes 
are re6 large." 
"Not even Olson's data would support his stalement." said Dr. 
Trew. *'The use of high or low scoring styles is independent of class 
size. The three highest-scoring teaching slyles were used as often 
in large classes as in small. This was also true of the three lowesl 
scoring, teaching styles." 
WIIEltE DO WE STAND? 
In the final analysis, Dr. Trew says ,haL"what we havejs a body 
of research thai has been ignored byother esearchers because it
failed to pass minimal standards of adequacy, On top of that, the 
research as been misinterpreted bytheBCTF, in their campaign 
to lower class ize and pupil teacher ratins'~And the crown on top of 
Ihe entire issue is worth around $30 million dollars in taxpayers' 
money to support a single program that rests on a rather shaky 
foundation.'- " 
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Ca re . . . . . .  
jections, since then CAREhas programsinHondurasforsome 
rushed nearly $300,000 in years, it has Its own people On 
emergency supplies into the the spot ready, to distrihule the 
disaster zone. These include ~ emergency supplies as they 
ready-to.eat foods;' flour, arr.|ve. 
cooking oil, milk powder.and 
cooking ulensils. . . Donaiions.-may be  sent to  
CARE urgently, requires CARE of Canada, Honduras 
donations to covet ~ the cost of Relief. P.O. Box 86668, North 
supplies already sent Io iton- Vancouver, B.C. V7L 4L2. 
duras and more whieh must 
of 130,000 spent the firsl night 
after the hurricane in Ihe cold, 
dark silence, the only sounds 
being the constant rain and the 
,sobbing of children." 
CARE workers iminedialely 
set up an emergency, feeding 
program borrowing supplies 
from the organization's regular 
school feed ing.program,  
Nurses from the CARE-  
follow in the day's, weeks and 
. even months a'head. 'Because 
CARE has been operaling 
feeding, self-help and medical 
Dear Sir:" 
The hurricane disaster which 
struck Honduras lasl month has 
left' approximately 10,000  
persons dead and as many as 
35o.0o0 homeless and to~ally 
destitute. 
CARE. the inlernational 
relief agency, is Ihere nnd has 
been since hours after Ibe 
hurrieanestruek. In devastated 
San Pedro Sula. CARE's 
Honduran Director said. "The 
people of this ouce-hasfling city 
=,  . • . _ ' 
MEDICO hospital at Choluleea 
moved into the stricken area In 
carry out emergency medical 
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ldtters to the editor 
** . . . , . . •**  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • , 
. I 
punishment .(almost). but in 
9000 , China it is the system of the day, 
Marvin of Canada Manpower 
CO m m u n ts also said : "There is a sense of 
, security among the people." 
, This is a fine example of the 
Letters to the Editor ~ • famous com.munlst method of 
Dear  Editor: brainwashing. One starts 
believing his own lies. 
Jeff Marvin was here. He If there is such a sense of 
spoke,  about ChinaZs sum- security how can Mr. Marvin 
munism. How did he get here? explain the great exodus still 
9 DzdManpewer|nvttehim. Did going on to Hong Kong by 
he speak in the name of Man- millions of fearful people? Why 
power? If this is so then it is does the government of the 
interesting to learnwhere part Peoples Republic keep its 
of our tax money goes. It i s  borders closed and can crossing 
being used by Manpower 'to by done only secretly? 
spread the gospel of corn- "Security" if people cannot 
munism. Manpower involved ip think for themselves any 
politics. Yes it seems that way. longer, make their own 
Manpower, the great ne~ decisions, and adhere to their 
vanguard for communism 'in'. own rel igious beliefs? 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Canada. Yes, this is the truth: ~ "Security" if the almighty State 
r.rrewmaueanomerpomt. "uwearelolaKezne,|nmea|orsm 9000 dedicated trained rules vou~. brains and your 
Quality al face value aslheBCTF has dohe thensome additional .^ ,~: . , _~ ~^' . . . .  : .~ ~ ,~^..:,.~" ,~_ ._= . . . . .  ,..^_",,__ 
po|ICleS snouln also De eeeslnereo, nsseo on,Ins other nnmngs from -ro-o~'andists from Red China t S ta te  closes " the churches 
Ol~dn's study: '÷ . . . .  "~:~ v. ~-..~, ,~ , , 
i e rade.10'stude t ~.. .~.:~.: .~-.~..-...-:.: .............. wtIL.eventuall~. ,enter..,.the~,,persecute,.tbe~chttstiaes.,and, g v g n s a year Oil Because graoe lu rama tow on the seals . . . .  Canadian labour market, They ~' ~refuse to allow .any missiunary. : • 
-- eliminale Monday classes because ihey scored too low; are-invited by the Government _ activity? . . . .  
ofCanada. These communists ":' Communism is more than an 
-- rename all the days in the schoolweek either Thursday or will •undoubtedly use our ~onomical or political system, 
Friday because these are, high sc0ring.days, according to In- freedom to take our freedom :,It fosters imperialism of the 
dieators of Quality; from us. The freedom of mind. It colonizes the heart of 
eliminate math, composition, history, foreign language from I he speech, the freedom of religion, men. It is a philogophy, it is a 
.secondary school curriculum: . the freedom of press, the Why of life, it is a religion, a 
-- no more tests, movies, television, or seat work because these . freedom of art and education, monopoly religion. The Slate is 
styles of.activities scored low: the freedom of gathering, the God and and the one that does 
-- spend all classroom time in discussion, small groups, in- freedom Io strike, the freedom ": noPserve .this god wholehear. 
dividual and lab group because they scored high; to think for yourselves. Is it ledly isbound to get buried very 
- eliminate leave of absence for illness or conferenees from the true what Jeff Marvin of fast. Communism is so 
teachers' contracts because the use of substitutes or studenl Canada Manpower says about to,all, tartan andundemocratic 
teachers scoredlow on the Indicators of Quality scale." Red China? Do Canadians have in essence that there is no room 
CLASS ,SIZE ONE OF MANY FACTORS a distorted view of that land? Is for ahy other •religion or any 
• *Those of us interested in education in B,C. welcome, the our view based on a myth we other ,~philosoph,y or any other. 
provincial government's attention to pupil teacher ratios, have togetover:,, or on fac ts?  way ~,  life. Everything is 
However, class size and pupil teacher ratio reductions should in no Are the people not the puppets, f0rc~d*,tinto one mold, liveless, 
way be seen as THE answer In problems in education," Dr, Trew of the almighty State We believe colourl~ss, Discrimination is 
concluded. "If student achievement is truly to be improved, and if they are? • " the ~'er~ bases for the survival 
the opportunities presented by the reductions are to be fully of communism• Alexander 
realized thereneedslobeaetiouoveramuchbi'oaderfront." Jeff  Marvin of Canada . . . . . .  Sohhenitain shows this in the 
Manpower Said: '*The losers of several "books ' he wrote and 
the'Ipolitical) struggle werenot most clearly in *'The Gulag 
shqtenmasse". This isamyth. .  Archipelago". There is no 
The fact is that millions of in- difference here between Russia 
noeent Chinese people were and Chiha~ It is the same old 
murdered during the system of oppression. Corn- 
revolution. munism bans Jesus Christ,.the 
Jef f  Marvin of Canada Prince of Peace and King of the 
Manpower said: "Women's Universe fromall pheres of life,. 
feet prior to the revolution had public and private. And that 
been crippled by binding the rejecting of Him andHis  
toes under the heel with cloth Kingdom will,eventually cause 
and splints, to make them walk its very downfall. 
difficult and to keep them close 
.to home". Another fairy tale. Bill Hombtwb, 
The Christ ian mission Terrace, B.C. 
discouraged, the practice long 
ago.. The custom was not more 
than a fashion' to allow 
aristocratic women to have 
beautiful small feet, • Weigh .  t ~: 
Yours with thanks Jeff  Marvin of Canada 
Glen Ringda] Manpower also said: "Slums .. . we ,cheers  
B.C. Director are a major feature of Hong 
Kong, while they are non- go behalf of the People mid 
CARE of C/~nada existant in other Chinese Governmenl ".,of British 
I _ ~ 3  cities". This is just another lie. Columbia I Would like to exlend 
~.~..., The truth Is: Jeff Marvin the 
I besV wishes to the~: National little bey, was'not permitted to Open Meeting Monih of the 
~-" '-' see these slums. A foreigner Weight Watchers Association to 
~" cannot move around freely i, be lleld from September 30 to 
~t /  . "~c"  ~"~.  t.3_ ~s. ' ,~_ . /~  ~ China. They have something to October 20. 
• hide, you see. This event will take place 
<"~<~ A visitor can only go where across the country and will give - t J t , \ J  theguvernmentlethlmgo And e ht on in tl . . . . .  '" w ig .c se' us people te The Four-Way oont you uare to'maxe pictures onnortnnitv to learn ,.vhnt pno~ 
. . . .  wlthouttheirpermisslon. There 0n~at-a regular We/~h~ /a't'~ 
Test are very many slums In Red . t;hSm.me,~tln~ • ° 
Cidna and there are poor people . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Z ; '~h,  , . . . . .  ~ . . .~  .. • . . . .  The W~,a-~ w.~*~,.a~ 
at, over the country Tne tact . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  '. , . Organization was founded more 
Of the thing$ we think,  mat m.aons o= Ireeoom loving than 'blPvnn vo--- : -^ • "~" 
t:mnese peop|e ueo to me city ol say or do. classes, in the  Province 'of 
Hung Kong is the veryreason British Columbia opening in 
for the exlstanee of the slums 1960. 
1. IS i t  the TRUTH? there. The communists 
. themselves created them, Why 
2," IS i t  FA IR  to all " ~re thereh'eggarsandcrlminals 
concerned? In Hong Kong and not in Red 
China? Because the govern- 
ment of China does with them 
3, Wil l  i l  bu i ld  GOOD what Hitler did with the Jews; 
WILL  .and BETTER they simply get killed, Oh.no, 
they don't shoot you, YoU just 
FRIEN,[~SHIPS? get sick bye mysterious chuse 
• and die, A :veiT ~.easy way .to 
.4 . .  Wil l  J i be  handle the'problem, In Canada 
BE N EF IC IAL  we give criminals a fair chance 
to all concerned? and •we also:got rid of capital 
T*  V *  ' 
commerc ia l s  
Some 14o0 advert isements 
bombard us each day Ihrcugh 
newspapers, radio, billboards. 
and TA'. and many of them try 
to picture life as it really isn't so 
we ,.,,'ill buy their hair cream. 
soap, cereal, or flashy new car, 
ur ge~ thai dragon cut of our 
mouth. 
Imagine a low-income family 
in the city in front of the T.V., 
walching father cut grass v,.ith 
his new superduper tractor 
mower while sippmg a mint 
julep - and they dou'l even have 
enough grass to own a hand 
mower. 
Think about the kids who 
barely have money for shoes 
soaking up a commercial that 
.i~ists.they,tell~mort~ ta run out 
',c'~il~t~t~g ~0 i1~ib~ ~ h for jusl 
$19.991 ~-  "" :--.' . . . .  .: . . . . .  
Meanwhile. back in Ihe 
• suburbs. Mr. and Mrs. AI 
Average and their nice average 
youngsters view T.V'. scenes 
that promise success if they. use 
brand X soap and wear that 
brand Y shirt. 
This is not ~o say that the 
preducts donot necessarily do 
what eo~mercials claim they 
do, butthe bad result is that 
commercials give. us a highly 
superficial and r row look at 
Ihe purpose of hte itself. And 
when I can't even raise my hand 
anymore for fear that.my un- 
derarms are moist then 
perhaps it's gone al itt le too far~ 
T.V. commercials also project 
. Ihe , . idea  that .to be  a "good 
family, we must always smile 
and wear our best clothes. But 
' in real life. family relalionships 
thrive on forgiveness, honesty, 
and acceptance of one another. 
Maybe sometimes it's good 
that my wife's ~coffee is not  
always the best, for it gives us a 
chance to forgive and accept 
each other as we are. Inm, er 
had anyone say that my teeth 
have sex appeal, not .even my 
dentist. And my sldrts still 
stain even though I "spray and 
pray" regularly. And whyis it 
that one doclor always votes 
against the cigarette (rightly 
so) thai the other nine doctors 
really enjoy.. Some com- 
mercials tbese days are enough 
In give one an Exedrin 
headache. They paint a 
superficial piclure of society,. 
stressing a life of accpetance 
because of what you wear" or.  
whal you eat ralher than of who 
you are .  In other words: 
brainwashing for money's ake. 
The Wry best does nol come 
via T.V. commercials. It comes 
from God, who eared enough to 
- send the very best In us. God's' 
better idea i s  to forget the 
forces ofcommercialism that 
say, Be someone you aren't, 
pretendyou are great and smell 
nice, and you'll be successful. 
Instead. He says, look to Him 
for Joy and meaning in your life. 
To have those is to have real 
succesS" and prestige. He has 
' made us all real nnd worthwldle 
pdople because of Jesus' suf- 
fering~ death, and resurrection. 
life that God gives you free of 
charge• Forget the'gimmicks to 
success. Listen to what God'is 
saying toyou through Jesus: !'1 
love you". 
-You don't have to "walk~a 
mile*' for His love. GOd has 
handed this new life to you~ ' 
There are no quarters or b~x 
tops mo send in to receive tliis 
gift. It's here. paid for apd  
delivered to you by Jesus 
himself. All you need to do~]s 
accept the gift and allow y,~r 
Lord tb work ti~rough you iLia 
others. " , 
One of the best~slogans I've 
heard in a long time comes from 
the Bible. Isaiah 43:1.~wh~e 
, God says: "I have called you by 
Game; you are Mine". ~.:. 
Tliat's gopd enough for m~ 
And for you too. '.This message 
• of llim is especially for people 
who have also had:enou~h 
lumps in life. So.,laugk a t the. 
commercials, but continue .to 
build your life on the pow.er a~d; 
presence of the Lord Jnsus~.,~ 
Share this joy with others t~!i  
Martln'Graebner " i l l !  
General Deliver)' 
Terrace. B.C.. '~ ~. 
Theat re , .  in ;" 
; j.': ,... 
poor  • tas te  ~ 
The Editor: '~- 
Sir: . . . . .  ~" 
Having walked cut after tl~ 
2nd Act of !helopehingplay of. 
the Little Thea'lrc season, which 
I had the misfortune to attend in 
the company of my three young 
grandchildren, I wish to express 
my strong disapproval of the 
choice of play and particular!y 
of the presentation.of, the-tat'  
Act; ' " "  i "  . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  '~L." 
This is the first Little Thcat~e:~. 
produetiou I haveseen here a~d. 
I regret to say  that. I found[it 
both disgdslihgand degrading. 
That a. competent group of 
actm:s should waste their 
talents on such an. indifferent 
vehicle, and onewhich deals ad 
nauseam with sex at a very 
crude level, is bad enough; hal 
to do  so before an audience 
cumpesed, to'a large extent of . 
young children is, in  my view 
both reprehe|isivel and ineX- 
cusable. Such a pefformanqe 
should be reSti~ieted to a matui-e 
audience and advertised insuch 
a way that children, and those 
others who still possess what 
-must, alas, be considered '*old 
fashioned" values,. ,  can be 
warned, and stay.away., I foundi 
It,lie in the play to recommend 
it. One would certainly have 
*houghl that the exclusive' 
theme of.seXwould have pall¢~d. 
hy this time. And how does o~e 
explain to a young:child, wllo 
may have been punished for" 
ns ingbad language, th/~t it is 
not only acceptable on the stage ~ 
but even elicits lound guffaws 
from grown men and women? 
Since the' days "of "ancient 
Greece, theatre has played~a'r 
vital part in forming the values~ 
and the taste, of a people;~!' 
Canfidlan Little.Theatre groups 
have often provided virtually 
the only means by "which one 
could enjoy the legit imate 
stage, and  have 'been  a. 
• respected and valued port of the 
• Now, memberships are over He has made us respdnseahle artistic life of a city, Incorn-,  
th munities uch as Terrace and 3,o~ iq our Province and I  am~ because He approaches u  wi . . . . . . . .  
surd these weekly meelings ~., love,- " " . , Kit!ma.t, where.' eh, ter~!lame.n.t 
I t omer man sports; is so i mites help people to.lose weight and Yes, God has a better des: t "' 
hey have a moral res oil thus improve their health and Look In Jesus for your strength . . . . . .  . , P ,-:~ 
h 't sibi l ity to use some • enjoyment of life. . '. and'success, T is lsn phmiy discriml itio"rlnnan the choice ~''f 
• As an,:experiended but.non-., strength or success, for He . . . .  .~  
prays wnere young eote  a professio*nal weight:watcher;, I " ; promises you real life. Falt~ in  . : . .  , , P..P ~-  
o o sure to iorm a large pa~t of the wish pai'tc pants every Sue.: his L rd will n t give ~,ou . . . .  
ceas,  "~•:' " ~ • " ' ' ~ br iahter teeth or ~ r~e,=h,~,, audience.it is a responsibi lt~ 
~l ~ ' '. , ".." :; smell It won't get your dishes which Little Theatres cannot 
~gnore Yours very truly • . . . .  . : e lcanerorcur lyoarhatrbetter . - "  • i ::/ .i., '~ ,:;:~i,~ ~ ~ , 
David Barrett . i ~ But'l iwll l tellyou what life is Yours truly • 
-Premier' ~. ,-~....=:. ,,: ..... ..allabout Take off with thls new ,Mrs ) Ernst A"Kaiser.~ ,.~ ; 
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ALz-In-One Teflon treated ironing board pad 
and cover set. One piece set for wrinkle-frce 
fit. Drawstring closure. Fits all standard ~7~r7~. -~.  " ½" , -  ~'', -z~!",-.~" ~ 
15" x 54" ironing boards . . . .  ( !  : ~ ' ,~"  _ ~" 
OCTAGON OUT LET BOX . . / ~ ~ 3  
************************ 
Approved for non-meiallic sheathed cable and 
flexible tubing. Fitted with 2 spring mounted 
clamps. Complete with ears and:screws for 
standard round covers. Knockouts- Sides: 
four loom, 2½" conduits, bottom four loom 
,one ½" conduit, Box diameter 4". 3 for 
1.49 
6-  12 VOLT AUTO TESTER each l | e Ai~,,g~ 
Finds broken wires, faulty sockets, bad fuses. 
etc. in low voltage system 
. . . . . . . .  :~,;o'.9:, 
CO.OP 
LIQUEUR SET / each 
*******  ******  ~ 1.49  ~,~\ French glass 7- piece set consisting of a .. 
decanter and 6 liqueur glasse~'. Decorated on I, 
* frosted background. / 
[ 
PAINT BRUSH SET ~i~ " 
Includes four quality ~ in t  brushes in sizes 
CAPRI INTERIOR WHITE LATEX PAINT 
************************************* 
Designed for painted or unpainted Dlaster or 
drywall surfaces as well as for painting 
over wallpaper. Requires no priming and is 
easy to apply with brush or roller, ql A~ 
• each I a ql~P 
STANDARD DUPLEX RECEPTACLE 
Constructed cf high quality phenolic. Colored~ 
corrosion-resintant, plated yoke and ground- 
ing wires. Easily removed plaster ears, nap- 
tive mounting screws, spring tenston brass 
wire used for positive two point g~/ound contact. 






A polyvinyl acetateemulsion c~)mpound for 
Wood, china; leathercraft, plastic laminates, 
counter tops, etc. Dries transparent and is 
non-~toxic. 20 oz, s ize.  EXTENSION CORDSET 
each Made of 16 gauge 2-wire black SJ rubber cab 
1 4Q ' tire cable ~qth molded fittings. I0' long. 
• . . . .  " : ,  , non 
' . ' ,- . : [ . .  
Three value packed ays of 
shopping at your CO-OP! 
$1.49 Days at your CO.OP 
mean extra savings on a 
wide selection of useful 
household i tems.  Shop 
CO.OP--where q u a I i t y, 
service and savings are 
assured through member- 
ownership. 
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 
Oct. 17, 18, 19 
SHERWOOD HOCKEY STICK 
Features permabonded two-piece construction. : ~ ; "  
¼" curved blade with puck-controlling ruftex 
finish. In 48" to 51" lengths .~ eaoh 
1.49 
. . . . . . . . .  1,49 
BUSHEL LAUNDRY BASKET 
************************** 
Deluxe giant size laundry basket. Decorative 
side panels for extra strength with built- in 
handles~ reinforced cross ribs on bottom. 
19" diameter x 15¼" high. Assorted colors. 
OASTAL DRILL AND COUNTERSINK SET 
-.- ************************************** 
A complete set of d~iIL and countersinks for 
all hand and power dri l ls.  ¼" shank with 
hardened and tempered blades cuts quickly 
and easily. Includes all the most useful 
sizes for the mcst popular woodscrews. 





For use on all interior walls and woodwork 
where a durable semi-gloss finlsh is desired. . ...... e 
Dries to a smooth finish which washes easily. ~:~ i;,-.,~, . 
3 for 
1.49 
Methyl hydrate anti-freeze and solventfor 
~dndshield washers at freezlngtemperatures. 
- Dilute 1 to 10 partswater for temperatures ,=.- 
above freezingj Good to 35 degrees below 
zero- 160 oz. plasticcontainer. 




A.C. TOGGLE SWITCH 
**********************  3 for 
Speedy qutckwtre  te rmina ls ,  spec ia l  s i l ver  
alloy contacts. Single po le .  1.49 
t S%%qT CH BOX 
. Size 3' long, 2" wide and 2½" deep. Two pry- 
.,,,,. outs`."" . 
, o '  1.49 
1.49 , 
BATTERY POST CLEANER 
For cleaning battery termin~tls and posts. 
Sturdy plastic covered steel body, rugged 
~>, ~,~. ,  brushes. . -- 
~ is oz.  ~ IL  mM~R 1 an  % 
********************* each • I 
16 ounce deluxe •all Immmer with tubular--+. ~ ~ : - ~ k  
handle, Permanent rubber grip. 
• " " L Men s Short Sleeve 
: . . . .  Men s High (:ountry ~~ , . • , Men's •'Homespun Bl'and" 6LOVES Men's "Western Craft and, E~y's m.e.~k BOYS LEVIS 
i '  IRTS o ~ SHIRTS G.W.G. Blue ~nim ORLON SWEATERS (,iu Denim Joan) i ''~ 1 WESTERN SH ' o WORK SOCKS ~en's Co.on Wilh -oothe~ 
i , p h n . . . . .  " . .  ASS rtod c Iors and size. , SH IRTS  ~Spercent Dacron. Polyester, 
• W~ rUr:aileUsPn?CenfVr::~.°n Reg. 6.9eandS13 Sae Each 40 percent Wool 60 percent Palm Made by "Jay Kay" Cardigan 3S percent cotton. Never 
i P P • other fibres; Sale Pair styling In assorted colors and ' Assorted plaid colors. , . Button and snap fronts. • needs ironin•. Wear like iron. 
• Reg. 9.98 Sale Each "/ .4a  • 4.49 ' Pair 3.49 2 .49  ",,,.--.,0 end ,,.,• 10 ,,z.. " ,  ,O.,,- ,,,0 • ,.,. Each .49 ,o,,.,, So,, Bach 1.49 Sat. Pair 9.49 
m , . , l . . .~  , Limited Quantities. , , 
• Boy's Dress and Ladies AcrYlic Knit " 
i h 0ASUAL SO0KS SWEATEBS PANT T01~S UOIES OLOVES Tu,le-Nack ' PULLOVER SKI JAOKETS 
Long sleeved. Asstd patterns Assorted styles and colors. 
• ~ Size 6.12 and 14-18. Red and Size 6-Bv~and 7.9,/2, Assorted • Idealfordressor casual wear. Lon• sleeved. Nylon wet•hr, flyMn shell • fibre filled In. 
• ,  Blue in colors. . colors. Long sleeves, Asstd. colors, and colors. Over size only. Pair Asstd. plain colors. Size sulaflon for warmth. Plain 
Size S.M.L. .49 Ea. Each " I 4 49  3Pair" 1o49  Ea.,Each _ 8 10~49 1049 S.M.L colors only. Size 7.14. . B.. Each 6.49 ca. Bacb Eo 9.49 
; *o ; ;s  . . s  s , , . s  , , . , , , . s   Ln.S . O,,LSTO,S , , - - . .  S . . , , .  , , * . . ,S  .B , , . , , . ,S  
i '  Asstd. patterns. POly blended Long sleeved, Full button Flare le• boltoml Elastic or ' ~ PoJy blended for easy care 
• ~ fur easy care. Tear.drop front. White only. Size '4-6x. fitted waist •band. Assld. .  Ideal for dross or casualwear.  Stretch terry cotton, S~lap Plain and patterned vinyl and warmth. Asstd. colors, 
• ,  !collar.. Size 7.14 . . . . .  ' Ea. plains and patterns. Size 4.6x. Ea.'Asstd" colors. Size 4.6x. frontEa, closure. Asstd. colors, covered.Each Snap. close top. SizeEach36XSO , 
g Eo Each 5.49 1.49 B,. 3.49 1.49 2.49 3.49 1.49 
m, , i 
Infant W nter 
i OAFS 
• ' Boxed sets include sweater " Acrylic kntt. Asstd. designs 
• ;/ top, hatandbootees. Oneslze. and colors. , i l  " 
• , Ideal gift item. • ._ __  'Ea. ' -  49,  
[ ]  Bach 3 .49  
• Cosy Grey ~" Sky.Tone 
BLANKETS AORYLIO YARN BATH TOWELS OROOHET OOTTEN OROOHET OOTTEfl 
Wool and Viscose blend. Ideal 3 ply f~lly washable. Asstd. Asstd. plains and pa,orns. Plain and Marie.mixed colors. 
for camp and home. Approx. plain.colors. I oz. Skeins. : ApprOx. size 20X42" SO yd. Sklon. Assld, colors. 300 yd. ball. 
size 60x84". • Ja  6 for '. 
Ba. 'W~O ' 6 fo r  1.49 Bach 1.49 1.49 1.49 
) 
; Mon~Thure R.Sh.m.;B.0Op.m: 
t 
r ~FridayS 9.S0a.m.-9.O0p.m~ i 
)Saturdays 9.30a.e,-G.0Op.m. 100% OANADIAN OWNED 
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Lea Announces  
Speed Limits 
Highways Minister Graham 
Lea today announced details of 
speed l imit reductions for 
British Columbia, 
"A 55 m.p.h, speed limit will 
be In effect on most main high- 
ways; maximum freeway speed 
will be reduced to 60 m.p.h.; 
Vancouver Island and some 
other areas with high traffic 
and accident potential will be 
posled at 50 m.p,h.," Lea said, 
The new limits will begin into 
effect during the next six weeks. 
"We have deliberately 
avoided a simplistic blanket 
approach to speed l imit 
reduction," said Lea. "Br i t i sh  
Columbia is a province of great 
conlrasts in terrain and 
population density. In setting 
Ihe new limits my Department 
is taking into account both road 
staedards and Iraffic volumes." 
Lea freely admitted that the 
decision to reduce speed limits 
had been influenced by the U,S, 
experieuce. "Traffic deaths 
were reduced by as much as 25 
percent following the in- 
Iroduction of the 55 m.p.h, speed 
limil in the U.S. That seems 
like a pretty good reason for 
[ullowins their example." 
He added that while a portion 
of the fatality reduction could 
be altributed to a decrease in 
travel resulting from the gas 
shortage in the U.S., there was 
ample evidence thai the low 
-speed cut down on deaths and 
serious injuries. 
Discussing the reasons for the 
various limits chosen, Lea said 
that 55 m.p.h, has been selected 
for moat highways because it 
provides the optimum com- 
bination of safety and 
reasonable Iravclling time. 
Maximum freeway speed has 
beendropped to 60 m.p.h, in the 
light of statistics which show 
thai at 70 m.p.h, almost all 
crashes are fatal. Areasto have 
a 50 m.p.h, speed limit will be 
those where the combination of
road standard, traffic density, 
built up areas or other factors 
make higher speeds dangerous. 
"The Limits establishes now 
are not set permanenlly [or ull 
time," Lea explained. "They 
will be subject to ongoing 
review as part of the Depart- 
'ment's overall  program of 
pinpointing and eliminating 
trouble spats, and upgrading 
and modifying highways." 
"I don't expect lowering the 
speed l imit to el iminate 
speeding," Lea concluded. 
"But il is an established fact 
(hat a majority of drivers do 
obey posted speed limits. They 
do this because they are 
responsible people, not out ,of 
fear of getting caught." 
"If you drive a car. you may 
be able to afford to risk a traffic 
licker. Can you afford to risk 
your life? ' 
APPENDIX 
Except For Route No.5 north 
from Kamloops io Litllc Fort, 
all other major highways north 
of the Trans Canada Highway 
will qualify fer the new 55 
m.p.h, limit. Certain parts of 
Highway 16 currently having 
lower limits will remain so 
except for the portion of High- 
way 16 north of Tete Jeune 
Cache which will be raised lo 
the 55 m.p.h, limit whe, the 
present construction program is 
completed. 
Adjustments will have to be 
made to other speed limits, to 
conform with the new 'speed 
limits and remove anomalies. 
Advantage will be taken of this 
opportunity to reduce speed 
limits on the approaches to TM 
settlements. 
Mastectomy program 
The B,C. and Yukon Division Eagle and Mrs. Betty Murray, 
of the Canadian Cancer Society Division' nurse co-ordinator, 
has expanded it mastoctomy met with medical authorities in
program into the Okanagan and Prince Rupert, Terrace, Prince 
is now setting up a program in George and Dawson C~'eek to 
the north-central interior of the discuss the introduction of the 
province. _ program in those areas. 
Display and information 
eentres were set up in Pen- 
: '  lictono Kelowna and Vernon this 
summer. An example of the: 
success of the program: about 
30 mastectomy patients have 
been interviewed in Kelowna 
since the centre was opened. 
This month, Field 0flier Ray 
their own destruction through 
this." 
Those are high-sounding 
Mastectomypaticntswhowould phrases. If the teachers 
b . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  : .  .~,_ dramatize the situation more 
' "~  T ' "1 " seriously" than . i t  should be operation o f  the centres also . . . . . . . . .  . . 
wer~ inte~ie~;ea ,,~. " presente~ thts ~ athtuoe' may 
. . . .  indeed bec0mea threat to the The display aod information 
centres offer advice and show relationship. The teachers lear 
sample prostheses that are that under centralized 
available on the market today barga in ing ~their abil i ly to 
fer these who have undergone negotiate on local issues will be 
breast surgery, lost, It becomes a question of 
whether basic salary is a local 
issue. 
What'is the situation ow? In / park effect, there is province-wide 
bargaining now on salarie~. 
Teachers simply do not allow 
salary levels to get out of line even ue  across the province and they 
are perfectly correct in doing 
so. By and large the school 
districts follow patterns sel 
elsewhere, because teaching is 
teaching no matter where it's 
]lty limited 
park  avenue te r race .  
)35-4971 
GOOD INVESTMENT 
Duplex in good location, close to schools, on pa~'ement, and 
smaller house on same property. Total rental income $525.00 
per me. Furnished. Live in one unit and let the rental income 
pay off the properly. Full price $48,000. For appointment to 
view call, Horst Godlinski. 
MUST BE SOLDI 
1096 Sq, Ft. home on large fenced lot. About 3 years old. 
Most attractive. Fireplace, carport, utility room. Will sell 
quickly. Phone Hans Caullen right away. 
BUILDING LOT 
Located on Bobsieo Road. 70'x100'. A good buy at M,000.00. 
Call Horst Godlinski now. 
R3 PROPERTY 
7 lots adlacent to downtown, ready for development. All 
services. ~. bargain at $39,000. Terms available. Phone 
Hans Caullen for further details. 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT 
rALS• 3 bedroom residence on large lot at 225 Walker Street. 
Complete with laundry room, storage room, attached garage 
and large sundeck. Fully furnished and ready for immediate 
occupancy. Owner will carry substantial 2rid mortgage. 
Contact Frank Skidmore now and arrange viewing. 
FOR RENT: 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE 
Located on Weber Street. $2S0 per month including municipal 
utilities. 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom house.with additional bedroom and 2nd bathroom 
in basement. Localed on Apple Street, Will rent at S260 per 
month including ulilitles. 
BUILDING LOT 
Located on Kltkaldy Road in Thornhlll, Priced at only $5,000. 
Phone Ed Diessnar for more information. 
LARGE FAMILY HOME 
Located on Eby Street, This large family home includes 7 
bedrooms, basemen! suite all self contained, Close to 
schools. Phone Ed Olessner for appointment to view. 
Ed  D iessner .  635.2089 
O Hors t  Godl insk i  ' 635.5397 
Ran Ear l  - 635-2612 
F rank  Sk idmore .  635.5691 
Hans  Caul ien • 635.3'708 
School Trustees ,Se pking 
Better Educational  limote " 
Dr, R.E.M. Lee. Chairman of carried on. Of course, special I~rustees and, teachers should be 
the School District No.08 conditions are accounted for ~rktng together as a team, in 
(Skeena-Cassiar) has issued a in local bargaining, and that's s~irit of co-ulceration und' 
communique in reply to a as it should be to0. Theremay, c~nsultation,'b'oih of which 
challenge last week issued by for instance, be Justification fer suffer in the abrasive 
ifielocalteachersAssociationlo somewhat higher'pay in'remote tedhniques of the current 
debate the pros and cons of local areas where'living costs may bar~aining process. 
or provincial wide work con- be higher. B~eliminatton f this process 
tract agreement. The following . . . . .  Iocal~, the Trus~tees are looking 
is Dr. Lee's statement, uut those prownce-wme for the creation of a better 
Boards ,,of School Trustees patterns are being sea by local edue~ional climate and the 
being asked why they want to leverage applied to the teachers oDnor~unitv for teachers, as 
have central ized bargaining and they tend to. follow the ~;ell a[ trustees, to get on with 
with their teachers. The B.C. nighest common nenominator the ful[-time lob of education. 
Teachers' Federation, through rather than a fair average, If The ~ Boar~l vrefers to 
local teachers' associations, has arbitrated seltlements under negotiate salary n~atters at the 
levelled accusations against the eurrent system var ied'  bargain]pg table through its 
trustees that 'they have wioe.Jy between district, tlae properly\appointed agent, not 
delegated their elected teachers womo soon fine muh Ihrou~ the nress. If, however, 
responsibi l ity to a central withthem. Andthey'dberight. the ' "  '~assoeiations wish to 
agency outside the local 
community. 
Parents. and  the public 
generally, who are not familiar 
with the process are, naturally, 
apt,to be confused by some of 
the statements made via the 
news media by local teuchers' 
association representatives. 
For example, a recent 
meeting of the Vancouver 
School Board was packed with 
six hundred teachers ea- 
deavouring, by sheer weight of 
numbers, rather than by logic, 
to influence the Board's 
decision in favour of province- 
wide bargaining. 
An editorial in the October 9th 
"Pmvinee" entitled Ncw Math 
In School Bargaining states the 
facts of the matter very clearly 
and concisely and fully reflects 
the Terrace trustees' thinking 
in this matter. 
"There is no reason for the 
Vancouver school board's 
decision in favor of province- 
wide bargaining to become a 
threat to board-teacher 
relations - unless the teachers 
choose to make it one. 
The teachers claim that by 
designating its bargaining 
righls to the B.C. School 
Trustees Association the board 
has abrogated the teachers' 
" fundamental  righl to 
negotiate." They have warned 
that centralized bargaining is 
"the first step in total cen- 
Iralization of education and 
local beards may have started 
But they fear the loss of make public the salaries they We haven ' t  l~een ab le  to f ind out  the  
traditional "advantages" built 
into the present system, 
The teachers should 
thoroughly examine those 
advantages. It could, for in- 
stance, be argued that 'under 
province-wide negotiations they 
would have more clout since Ihe 
entire school system would face 
a threat 6"ore whatever action 
the leachers decided to take to 
back their salary claims. 
The main advantage in 
province-wide bargaining is 
that it would ].end some 
rationality to the whole process. 
The pressures ou both sides to 
settle amicably would he 
enormous, since the education 
o f  school children throughout 
the prownce would be al stake. 
And local conditions need not 
be ignored under a broad 
bargaining structure. There is 
no reason why local conditions 
could not be accounted for in 
local bargaining beyond the 
establishment of provincia l  
norms. Other unions not only 
accept,such broad bargaining - 
they insist on it because they 
believe in equity among their 
members. 
The teachers presumably 
believe in equity'too. But they 
achieve it by means that tip the 
balance in bargaining in their 
favor. Perhaps they should not 
be blamed for  laking a self- 
serving atUtude. In that case. 
however, the provincial  
government should consider 
impos ing  prov ince-w ide  
negotiations for the benefit of 
all concerned." 
The Terrace School Board 
cast its decision in favour of 
provined-'w!de' bargalning~ by a 
• : resolution~ dated - Molidny; ;17 
December"1973. a'ppointing the 
B.C. School Turstees 
Association as its authorized 
agent in negotiate teacher 
salaries on behalf of the 
ratepayers of this District, in 
accordance with the terms of 
the Public Schools Act  
Provincial  bargaining bet -  
ween the Trustees' Association 
and the Teachers' Federalion 
presents no threal to local 
autonomy. 
Trustees believe that in the 
interests of the children, their 
main function is education and 
too much of their t ime is taken 
up with non-academic matters. 
In the interests ef the children, ' 
are demanding, and the fringe 
benefits they expect, the news 
media will no doubt ac- 
commodate them. 
details about •this accident but it 
happened Tuesday right outside the 
Herald office. Both cars suffered 
SONNY BIENVENU 
.NOTIOE OF OHANGE OF HOURS 
Effective NOVa 1., 1974 
- 5:30 p.m, 
I.. - 5:30 p.m. 
. ;:~ , ~, ..~:~,.-,~  "- 
I,':~i-~6:30 : ~~ 
; ~i;:ii:::~! , r rmay lU'OU a,m, - 8;00 p,m, 
Saturday Saturday 9:00 a.m. - h00 p.m. 
TERRACE & DISTRi0T 
OREDITUNION 
• 4650 Laze l le  Avenue.  
: _ 635-7282 
NORTHERN CRAFTS 
Terrace, B,C. 
extensive front end damage. The 
station wagon was being driven by 
Terrace Staff Sargeant Ron W~lger. 
=., ._  - -  
AT THE L0¢AL 
CHUROHES L i 
FSAL AT'ON 
4411 Gre lg  
Capta in :  B i l l  young 
9:45 Sunday SchOOl 
I1:00 Morning We:ship 
?:SO Evening Services 
?:30 Thursday Night 
"Bibll Sn/dy & 
Prayer Meeting 
For Into on other lcflvltias photo 
Captein or Mrs. Bill Young. 
I ST* MATTHEW'S  " l  CHURCH 
4726 Leeella Avenue, Terrace 
Anglican Church M Canada 
Sunday Services: ' 
9:30 a.m.and 11 a.m, 
and Sunday School tt a.m. 
Pester: John Stokes i.lS-SISS 
Ray.: Martin Dnhm.Smidt. 635.]870 
Church: 635-9019 
! i;; CATHOLIC  
** . . . . . .  " ": CHURCH 
Lake l le  Avenue 
" " SUNDAY MASSES • 
i 
t '  S:3O l ,m; ' !  lOtO0 l .m. ,  
" I FREE  CHURCH 
" ; Car ,  Park  Ave .  and  Sparks  St.  '~ 
• " " 9:45 Sunday School 
I1:0~ Morning Worship ~ 
7:30 Evening Services' "" 
Wednesday 7:30 p,m;' '~' ~" 
Prayer and BIbleStUdy • : 
RaY. W. H. Taturn*~ = ~ . 
3302 Sparks Street - ' . ,  ,~ 
Terrace, U.C, ¢2, 
-F. 135-$11S 
LUTHERAN CHUR¢ 
Car. Sparks St. & Park Ave: ~ "'~i 
Pastor D, Killer ' .  "/ 
Pfloflt 6,15.51412 
Morning Sarvlca afll:00a.m. 
Sunday Schoolat 9:4S a.m, 
"Y~r  Friendly FnmUy Church"  
I KNOX. -  
UNITED CHURCH 
4~07 Llaella Ave, 
Su nd l ly  School  
Sen ior  1:3 & Up 10:00 a .m,  
Under 13 11:00 a ,m,  • 
Worship Service 11:00 a,m. 
Minister Rev, O S. Lewis 
CHURCH 
Cor .  Sparks  & Keith r 
PIslor: Clyde Zimbelman ": 
Sunday School t:45 a.m. ~, 
Morning Worshlp I1:00 i.m. . 
Sunday Evanlng ?:00 p.m. , , 
Bible Study Wed.?:30 p.m. 
! CHR,.,AH• I 
IREFORMEO CHURCH I 
Sparks St, as Straume Ave. 
Rev, Arthur Helleman 
Phone d35-2a2t , ( 
Sunday School.Terrace IOa.m~ "~ 
Sunday School Remo - 1 p.m 
1hoe a.m. Wnrehip Service 
5:00 p.m. Worship Service " ,~ 
I - ALL IANCE ~'::i I i GOSPEL  CHAPEL, I 
10:O0 a.m.  * Bible Schooi" "..' 
Sunday 11:00 a.m. • Morning War.', 
ship 
7:15 p,m, - Evening Service : : 
Wed, 1:30 p.m. • Bible StUdy *ind,( 
Prayer i Pallor Munro 
$010 Apar Ave. 
Sos. 43S-3470 - - 
Jet Cadehi - 7:30 Wed. 1.. 
Whirly Birds ..-. :, 
I ! PENTECOSTAL TABERNACLE ! 
4647 Lazelle Ave. i 
Service Schedule. , i 1 
sunday School mOO a.~ 
Morn ing  Worsh ip  1 I t00 a .m 
Sunday Evening 7~1S p.m~ 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 71~ p.m, 
Youth Night-Thursday is30 p,m, 
Phones: . . . .  
Office t35.2434 Pester t } 
Hams 635-5336 M. Kenn!dy~ 
The end of you r search for a iriandl~ 
church ] 
, . j  
! :::. ( i  
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~L_ i i : Fo '  •: nada Observes Birthday 
" .President Blil de Jong of Brit ish Empzre except the catalytie onverters, fea{ures such as seat belts, steel 
. . . .  . Terrace Totem Ford Sales Ltd,, United Kingdom. By modern standards, the side door beams, head 
- " '  " -~ = 4631 Keith Avenue in Terrace, ' Employment grew ln the first " ModelCwouldhodescribedesa restraints and padded dash. 
during the course of the Grand year to 17, their  combined dras t i ca l l y  st r ipped-down beards. 
" : Opening and unveiling of the annual payroll was $12,000 and vehicle. It has no doors, Despite the simplicity, there 
• 1975 Ford Models ohserved that 
Accountants get advising service 
should benefit from the visit this 
week of B.C.'s first Chartered 
Accountant practice adviser• 
Mr, John Eweus, practice 
adviser for the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of 
Brit ish Columbia, arr ived 
Monday to meet with local 
C,A.'s. 
"My j0b'is tO enable Certified 
AccoUntants outside Vancouver 
to pl-ovide their clients with the 
techfiicai advice and 
specialized servlces that would 
only" be available to firms in 
Vancouver" he said,"A/so, it is 
td/. provide • them - with, the 
research resources typically 
available nly Io big national 
firms.'! 
Mr. Ewens said that the 
there has been many changes in 
the Ford cars over the years 
since the. first Model C was 
- driven out of a converted wagon 
works in Welkervllle Way back 
i in 1904. He showed us a picture of one 
• o f these  or ig ina l  models, 
' believed te be the 21si, which is 
still tn beautiful condilion (see 
photo). 
Mr. de Jong gave us a bit of 
i the history of the origin of Ford 
ef Canada which' was burn 
,t seventy years ago. He said. 
Seventy years ago today, a 
i,i~'handiul of workmen began to 
t Ford automobile ~-: build the firs 
'~ :in Canada. 
: . ,  The ear, a 1904 Model C, was 
assembled  in a converted 
; - Wagon works in Walkerville, 
i now Windsor, Ont. and signalled 
the bnginning of Ford Motor 
Company of Canada, Limited, 
Canada's oldest existing 
manufacturer of automobiles. 
~i. As the company completed Its 
70th year today, the total 
number of Ford cars and trucks 
i produced m Canada reached 
9,035,888. 
Back in October, 1904, Ford ef 
Canada's entire work force, of 
eight employees cheered as 
'Canadian hue•hess•an Gordon 
M. McGregor drove the first 
Ford out of the former wagon 
-" plant. 
Mr. McGregor had taken over 
management of the Walkervllle 
~ Wagon Works from his father in 
190t when demand for heavy 
:~'~ farm wagons, axles and wheels 
ili was still good. 
Hut by 1904 he began looking 
~.~!~ to the future. Just a year 
earl ier, Henry Ford bad 
established the Ford Motor 
Company across the river in 
Detroit. The U.S. company Pad 
sold Its first car on July 23, 1903 
and sales for the first 12 months 
totalled ~,896 cars. 
"There are men in Detroit 
they produced 107 Model C's 
andseven Model B's. 
Ford of Canada's  em- 
ployment now stands at 18,500, 
annual payroll is  $300,000,000 
and lasi years production was 
.618,452 can,and trucks, highest 
for any  Canadian automotive 
company. 
From its origleal plant, a two 
and-a-half storey brick building 
near the Detroit River, the 
company has spread across 
Canada with assembly plants in 
Oakvllle and Windsor, engine 
and casting plants in Windsor, a 
glass plant in Niagara Falls, a 
national parts depot in 
• Hramalea, Ont., and regional 
sales and parts facilities in 
Burnaby, B C, Edmonton, 
Win•peg, Polnte Clmre, Que,, 
and Halifax. 
Five of the company's eight 
presidents have been Canadian- 
bern, including Roy F. Bennett, 
who has been president since 
1970. 
Ford of Canada's most en- 
during link with its past is a 
Model C Ford, believed to be the 
2tst car  built in lhe original 
plant in December, 1904. The 
car, which iS. sti l l  .in good 
operating condition, could hit 30 
miles an hour in its prime with a 
two~cylinder, 10 horsepower 
engine. 
At the age of 70, with its top 
speed somewhat reduced, the 
Model C was taken for a 
ceremonial anniversary drive 
along the Can~tlan Road which 
encircles Ford of Canada's 
Oakville complex. 
The Model C .provided an 
interesting comparison with 
1975 cars just coming off the 
assembly line. It is  started with 
a handcrank while the latest 
models have solid state ignition 
systems which eliminate points 
and condenser for less 
scheduled maintenance. The 
Model C's tube tires were easily 
punctured while all 1978 Ford 
~': .... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  cmfident h'at I'll be called by ' like Henry Ford who say every cars will have  steel-belted [] 
. . . . . .  " " eachoiqheflrmstoconsultwith [ DO|ARS ~ farmer will soon be using an radial ply tires which have []~ 
automobile,'! Mr. McGregor longer tread weak and provide 
them individually later," he [GOOD }ENSE eaid ." Idon ' tseewhy'weean' t  reduced rolling friction for 
said. build autos right here," he  better gas mileage. • 
Certified Accountants, Mr. ~ ~ WPLttM J.MAFffI~I challenged, Emissl0n.control regulations • 
Ewens said, serve as general I Sp~cizlCons.,z~to - j .,~or~.=~,~s,.,~, Mr, McGregor and Windosr were unheard of when the • 
business advisers. They offer banker John Curry held a series Model C 'and its better-known ~m 
advicean maximizing profits, ;. The furniture you buy is an of meetings with Henry Ford automotive descendants, the • 
manag ing ,  personnel and ~mportant part of the future and his associates,, culminating Model T and Model A, travelled • 
handling f inance as well as :~, pl~ikd(lng.ldatatPicr ~l~gl l~nd '~ YO;u.l~h~io:e wf~t~ your r fc~om~eys in the incorporation of Ford the nation's highways. Ford- • Motor~ :Company of Canada, built, cars now coming off the mm 
::~:,.voo_~eepmgservl . , .  g ': fo r  years-so shop wisely. : Limited. which had~ the ex- assembly lines hav~ been --" 
.~ out fmsnctplstatemen~ana tax . .. • . ~,f~,ms ' :.  . -wnemcr you're purcnasmg a' elusive right toproduce Ford engineered to ~eet Cnnadlan fi 
: " Government" :z'e~,ulator- ~'~ roomful of furniture or a sin- . ~ars for sale •nai l  parts'of the standards without the use of • 
: " "  . . o Y 'gle piece--plan ahead. The 
bodies have, many new " . Crown ' r  uireriients hesal--resaltin greatest waste of fur•tufa dot, :Zellerbach 
1"" ~ -- ;''" "" ~A ~m 'a" ' '  throu'h "P'a"n~d '~0 :~ i Earnings Up '  :t n • i * ' •nan•creese•me . sworg ,  pu.s~] _uh v-O_o . • i , • ' ' volume of about 20 per cent this "" " -~, .,~, w-at . . . .  
: year. • "Most suffer from: ~n~w ~h:";l~'t" ri;; ' S~"  
overwork," he .•a id . '  ' ' .  ' I n~witsJ~per' ads,~aPJh for• Io~* Crownl Zellerbach' ' Canada  was!. offae. .i par by. buoyant 
conmuons m the prop, paper ' :  t.;l,|enm /enu..,t.o rely .me.re leaders fcatm'ng the very item " Limited today  reported in- . . . . . . .  
neav .y  on  tnetr u..a s m ' . . . . .  :- - d . . . .  " . creased, sales but lower ear- ana mercnaneuslng aezwities at 
.e~mmanRieathiss!~;e,"hesald; ~.~o~ fo'rsales' ,,~:,d' #t nings for the f irstnthe months, the company. 
"because they don t have other and use them, ~ r .  L f [ ~ ' of 1974 due to slumping lumber " • 
sources of ass•stance as they 'But re•era T ,~  - -  
• would have in bigger :eitles." bar, there at: j~ ['~ q~) f . 'find p lywood markets • and  
• u~;,~ ~ , '~ars ae,',,un~;n ~-  *good and bad --  a _, ~ production cost increases. ".' 
..... " " .J~ " " ~' bargains Fur- /" . Sales increased 12 percent o" 
expenence m public practice, nP ~';" ' cost ~g" }r  . ~ $248.2 millloQ compared with 
industry, education and .-.-- . - . . the similar period of 1978 but net 
. . . . . . .  cuttmg ,s usuaUy tamed at re- earnings declined 25 per cent to government, Mr ~swens teem • ' . .  ducing labor costs by el•hi- .$16.lmilllon or $2.02 per share that meat accountants con•her 
thew" problems 'unique "But I :•noting' cer ainconstr ~  refinements of, '. from $21,5 million or  $2.71 per 
"" : ' r " uct' n..The result is poor :share. -. 
fred them virtually untve sat, quallW' furniture - • For the third quarter, sales 
he said; .. . . . . .  i:Examine furniture carefully ' totalled .$86 million and net 
Mr. Ewens takes '~s:~weli as before:you buy. L0ok andfed . earalngs $4.2 million or $.53 per 
JOHN EWENS ~w" in hlS r meetings with -inside and underneath to  see ,sh~ire,. compared to sales of 
C,A.s, Althdugh the bulk of his that. joints are.dovetailed and" '$77.8 mlllien and net earnings 
work is done • verbally, he is glued, not nailed. Open and :OFT'/.5 million of $.94 l~r share 
Chartered Accountants in developing a topical.'reference close doors end drawers. Fur- . in the third quarter of 1973. 
town -- nnd their clients -- nitnre should look, sound and President Robert G, Rogers file and he  sees part of his 
function as previding a cross- 
f lew'of  information among 
firms. In keeping with the code 
of ethics of the institute, strict 
confidentiality is maintained on 
all accounts. Mr. Ewens has 
found his travel around the  
p~vince njoyable. 
feel solid• • said in an advance summary of 
Ask abofit floor samples• results that a sharp drop in both 
Minor scratehes,.can 'result. in volume and prices of lumber 
big markdowns: And don't and plywood had a major •m- 
overlook bargains v.t second- ~act on results. He said this 
hand furniture stores. The qual. 
ity of materials and construe. 
lion of older furniture' is not 
always matched by today's fur- 
SONNY' BIENVENU 
There are about 2,000 C.A.'s in 
British Columbia and 50 per 
• cent of them are tn public 
practice. They are associated 
with some 350 accounting firms, 
of which 270 are independent 
and eligible for Mr.-Ewen's 
services. He plans to visit every 
one but estimates it will take 
about three .years to do so. 
Mr. Ewens began-the job a 
August but he feels "fortunate 
pro.elite advisor concept' was 
f irst ,••pie••ri led in Canada in p,m• The discussion '.apprsach 
Quebec four years ago, and was a first for him, and he feel~ 
eurrantly there are onlyfive in. it helps him get a lot of general 
Canada, information .a..cross, "l'n~ 
. . . .  AIRPORT 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
• . The Ministry of .Transport is now receiving proposals to 
~p~'ovlde restaurant or vending machine food services at 
Prince Rupert Airport. 
.. This Airport offers an average monthly customer potential 
of-over g,oo0 passengers plus the AirpOrt employees. 
.. Major restaurant equipment is installed and maintained 
by thelMinlslry ol Transport. Potential exists furs  dining 
room Iiquo)" Ilcence. 
.. Proposals and Inquiries shou!d beldl(ectod to elthert 
Mr, Nell Clarke Mr, Dave Kirby 
Ministry of T~'a;~sport • Airport Manager 
• Airport Marketing & Properties Ministry of TranspOrt 
~139 West Hastings Street Pr nee Rupert Airport 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C IA2 Telephone: 624-4288 , 
Telephone: 666-6511 
~. "/. Proposals will be accepted.up till Thursday, October 31, 
~, IP74. 
niture makers. And prices are 
year ago and has traveled Although he lived in Alberta often incredibly low. 
"almost constantly"'since mid- all his life before coming to B.C. When buying furniture, plan 
last year, he says, "Now that ahead• Shop for quality and . 
to see B.C.Whlle being paid.My I!ve had the feeling of the salt price. :" : ~ 
budget is being i)aid out of the chuck, they won't get me back 
members' dues," heexplained, to the prairies with a team 0f Readers' questions are ,wet. 
Mter his arrival Monday, Mr, horses." m t'Ot~;e f and should be sent to 
Ewens spent he day consultirig Box :5875, London, Ontario. 
with a local firm, Yesterday " ' ' 
afternoon he headeda luncheon •
dtscussion - with all: :eight " -~ J~/ [ "~O/ -~ ~ P  ~"~L~'~tL~; • ' 
L~hartered Accountants in-t0wn 
which lasted,from 12:30"to !6 ~_~ , :  $ 
~4609 LAKELSE AVE.' - TELEPHONE 635"6!31  I 
I 
- TERRACE, ggmSs COtAJMIIA 
• A. J . ;  t~Ot J .  - NOTARY PUBLIC 
IN TOWN "i " . . ,  
Attractive three,bedroom home on 97x120 foot lot'. Close to 
citycentre. Aulomatlc~ull furnace.,.Wall to wall.carpeting. 
Full prl(:e $27,000.00, Wo{JId Consider Lot As Part Payment, 
FAMILY HOME .* ' : - , " , "  . '  " " " ' "" 
Older type three bedroom hom~ on lust over one acre.. 
Aulomstlc oli heat• Landscaped .with some fruit frees. 
Priced At $31,000.00• Present Offers; 
SMALL:TW0 BEDROOM HOME F 
Close to,town on city water and sewer. Master bedroom is' 
large with wall to wall Carpeting. Good kitchen with dining 
area. Includes some furnishings. Wall to wall carpeting in 
living room. Asking Price $18,000.00 Present Offers. 
LIST- WITH US 
~' •REAL' ESTATE PROPERTY-~/tNAGE[MI~I~T " ' '  
.. APPRAISALS CONVEYANCli~IG 
• The- Specialized Re-ality-s-e~vl~'~.~,( 
bumpers, tai l l ights, roof, wereno taunts of "get a horse" 
windows, windshield or 'back such es heard when the car 
seat not to mention safety made its first .ap.pearanee, 
Ilimnmlnmuuuuuulmuulumu!nlmmnmniu ~ 
J gett ing the most  fo r  your  ~ , ~  
• money in a home • J m l ~ i  [] ,, . • 
• • 
m LET  US SHOW YOU - ~ i  
I the best home buy in town, in ~ ~ / l l F ~  
[] the best locat ion in town, ~ I~- 
: w i f l l  the most  per  do l la r  for _~;"  l_  ~
[] you 
[ ]  [ ]  
[ ]  [ ]  
• . • 
[ ]  • 
| [] 
[]  COZY-N-SPOTLESS [] 
3 bedroom bungalow on full concrete ring. Only 2 years old. • 
l Fenced in and completely landsca peal. Private patio in rear. • 
Storm doors - double windows and total electric comfort. • 
Includes color range and frldge. • 
[ ]  / A good buy at  27,500 00 [] • . . . . .  ' ' • 
m THE PR ICE  i s  R IGHT ' ' • 
• On this Eby Avenue 3 bedroom, Close to schools and shop. • 
i ping. Auto oll heat. Folly carpeted living room and dining 
area. Over 1000 sq. ft. of family comfort in a quiet residential : * 
area. Va lue at  28,000.00 • 
r • 
m PERHAPS E.C.*~S MOST UNIQUE • 
i 
• Rural property featuring total self sufficlenty. 20 acres of • 
l ,  sloping wooded land with year round creek. Water turbine • 
• generating 12V.22OV. Year round highway access. One • 
• bedroom insulated c:oncrete block home with expansion []  
planned for. Spectacular Skeena River Valley view. • 
• Seclusion just 10 minutes away at  25,500.00. • 




; i  ( 
! !  
= L 
THORNHILL  HOME AND ACREAGE ~1 
1.4 acres with subdivision potential 'and well built 4 bedroom I 
full basement home. Located on River Drive this treed • 
parcel offerl,city con~:~etr;e:ea:dt Ch~:ntt;~laO~a:2,00O.00. i . i  ~! 
6356361 " 1 !! 
',.rr, Sm.lh J ~'--~an Parker 
636-2128 I 635-4301 
I 
John Walbergs J Ken Broadly !'i 
636-3677 i 636-2401 
INNING 
:LERK - TYP 
IP'e have an . . . . . .  immediate opening for a recant : : 
high.school graduate in our service dept. .: : :  ..... :~*:~:~:~:: 
I f  you have good ~ typi,g skills, an appittudefori(figu~e~'~O~: 
and enjoy working with people, this job i s for you,- ..\~L~!i::i~i~* 
This is a permanent position offering a goo~ starting ~ 
and. the opportunity for advancement. ; ~;i 
* : .... Mr.  6 .  Wil lows , " '~ L :; i'* :: 
Finning Traotor and  EqUip 
I 
i ii 
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B.C.'s Credit Unions 
Growth Continues 
Credit unions in this province 
are now providing financial 
services to more than 50O,000 
British Columbians, George S. 
May, chief executive officer of 
B.C, Central Credit Union said 
today. 
Mr. May explained that the 
latest available statistics how 
that credit union membership 
now stands at 517,500, an in- 
crease of 6,7 percent over the 
December 31, 1973 figure. 
In  addition, he said, two new 
credit onions came into being 
last month - one in Vancouver 
and one in Victoria. This will 
bring to 266 the number of credit 
union offices operating 
throughout the province, more 
than any single bank or trust 
company. 
"While these statistics in- 
dicate good growth, increased 
efforts are being devoted to 
further consolidating the credit 
union movement so as to con- 
linue effective and efficient 
development, This will ensure 
the member -shareho lders  
maximum quality of financial 
service," Mr. May said. 
Be explained that "through 
controlled growth credit unions 
will be able to better meet the 
increasing financial needs of 
the people of British Columbia 
in future." 
October 17, credit unions 
throughout he world observe 
Inlernational Credit Union Day, 
commemora ing Ihe beginnings 
of credit unions in 1849. Today 
Ihere are over 57,000 credit 
amens throughout the world 
serving more than 48 million 
members. 
In sending reetings to credit 
union members, David Barrett, 
premier of British Columbia. 
said: 
"In recognition of the im- 
portant role played by credit 
unions, our government 
amended the Revenue Act in 
197~ to enable the investment of
surplus funds and pension funds 
'in credit unions. 
"We as a government feel 
that the good work of credit 
unions hould be assisted by this 
substantial investment, and we 
can expect credit unions to play 
an increasing role in the future 
development of British 
Columbia society. 
"On ;the occasion of In- 
ternational Credit Union Day, it 
gives me great pleasure to send 
greetings and best wishes to all 
credit union members, workers 
and elected officers," 
Canadian Pr ime Minister 
Pierre Elliot Trudeau said: 
"In this time of severe in- 
flation throughout he world, an 
inflation which weighs par- 
ticularly heavily on developing 
counlries which must import so 
many of the goods they need to 
modernize Iheir economies, it is 
more than ever important for 
the more developed countries to 
give all the assistance possible 
to less fortunate nations. I am 
happy to see thai the Canadian 
credil union movement is 
playing a significant role in this 
respect, both as a strong sup- 
porlcr of the World Association 
of Credit Unions, and as a 
vahed collaborator of such 
agencies as the Canadian In- 
ternat iona l  Development  
Agency." 
' I  wish every success in the 
years that lie ahead to the 
National Association of 
Canadian Credit Unions and the: 




Diamond ring found. Phone 635- 
3035 from 9-5 evenings, call 635- 
7364. 
TO CLASSIFY 
- : . ul 
49. Homes fo r  Sale 
For Sale: 2.28 acres on Kalum 
Lake Road. 278 foot frontage. 3 
bedroom house. Under repair, 
has new foundation. Phone 635- 
16. Lost  5438 after 3 (P-42) 
Tim Wall, 4516 Graham. I have 57. Automobi les  
lost a brown, worn wallet. 
Papers are important. Am For Sale: Mini Stocker- Engine 
offering $10 reward, 1300cc ss full race, Weber 45 
carb, Stock transmisslon, 1300ss 
19. He lp  Wanted Rear end, Customlse suspen- 
sion, Customise body, Racing 
ENF:/4EERINGASSISTANT clutch, Custom built headers, 
PRINCE RUPERT Custom built wheels, Hoozler 
arcing tires. 
An excel lent employment "It's a Big Datsun" 
opportunity is offered by the Phone 635-2885 (P-43 
Department of Highways, 
Provincial Government, in the For Sate: 1967 Mere Hvy Duty 
Prince Rupe=t District Office. ,/= Ton, 352, Std. Good clean 
Under direction, the incumbent tend. Phone 635-2885 lP-44) 
will be responsible for per- 
forming work of a highly skilled For Sale: 1966 Chevrolet 
technical nature in connection Biscayne. Excellent cond. $275. 
with all aspects of road Phone 635.5487 (C-42) 
maintenance, day labour 
construction and road mix Lega l  
paving; to perform draughting 
and survey duties, and "to In- Notice to Creditors 
spool and report on sub- 
divisions, access and sign ap- IN THE MATTER of the 
pllcations; to sul~stitute for the Estate of Yvonne Annette Lever 
District Technician as formerly of Terrace, British 
requlred; duties wil! involve Columbia. 
periodic trips to areas within Creditors and others having 
the District for periods of up to claims against the above Estate 
twoweeks. Requires Secondary are required 1o send full par- 
School, gradualton, with ad- ticulars of such claims to Grant 
ditional formal training in &Co., 4658 Lazelle Avenue, P.O. 
mathematicsand surveying ran Box 609, Terrace, British 
excellent knowledge of level Columbia on or before the 15th 
and transit, and all related day of December 1974 after 
procedures; a minimum of four which date the Estate assets 
years' related experience; will be distributed, having 
demonstrated abi l i ty to regard only to claim that have 
supervise staff" a valid B.C. been received. 
Driver's Licence. 
Salary • (1973 rate) - $727 - James Henry Lever • Executor 
$e67, pl*us $56 per month 
Isolation Allowance. Obtain Gordon L. Crampton • Grant & 
applications from the nearest Co. 
Government .Agent, or, the Solicitor 
Public Service Commission,' 544 (C.45) 
Michigan Street, Victoria and 
return to Victoria by October 30, 
1974. 
Competition No. 74"2908. 
(C-42) 
' 47. Homes for Rent 
House to renti Newly built 3 
bedroom house w to w carpet. 
New,frldge & stove. Close to 
school and downtown Terrace. 
Write to I.e. Sandhu 282 • 728 
Kuldo Apt. Kltlmah B.C. House 
,1721 Loen St. Available Nov. 1 
(P.42} 
46.,Suites for Rent 
For Rent: Avai able Im- 
mediately. Two bedroom 
bes~ment suite. Close to schools 
and downtown. For Into phone 
635.5262 (P:42) 
j~ WANTED ] 
! I Person to share large apart-J 
• I ment, Available Nov. 1. Call J 
J 635.4583 after 6 p.m. and ask | 
' t  for Patrlcla, (STF) ] 
Land Registry Act 
Re: Certificate of Title 59435. 
I, Lots 9 and 10, Block 11, 
District Lot 466, ~ Casslar 
District, Plan 818. 
WH ER EAS sattstsctory prOOf 
of tass of the above Certificate 
of Title, issued in the name of 
Herbert Morrison Wlghtman, 
has been filed In my 'office, I 
hereby give notice that I shall, 
on the expiration of one day 
from the date of the last 
publication hereof, Issue a 
Provisional Certificate of Title 
to the above named In lieu of 
said Lost Certificate, unless [n 
the meantime valid objection is 
made in writing to the un- 
dersigned. 
DATED at the Land Registry 
Prince Rupert, British. 





Above can be seen Diana Rigler in 
the shade of the marvelous lemon tree 
grown by her mother Violet at the 
Rigler residence at 946 Paquette Street 
in Thornhill. The tree bears the 
seventh lemon to be harvested from 
the six year old tree which now stands 
about four feet tall. The lemon, the 
largest so far, is 13 inches around and 
seven inches from stem to bottom~ 
Mrs. Rigler has no particular trick in 
feeding the tree, "just warm water" 
she said. She entered theabovephoto 
in the Herald's Story or Photo of the 
week contest and is this week's win- 
ner. 
Social Credit MLA 
Bob McClellan, Social Credit Convention isslated for Sunday, 
MLA from Langley will be in October 20 at the Hotsprings. 
Terrace this weekend to ad- Membersaedinterested p ople 
dress the Skeena Social Credit are invited to attend this annual 
Convention at the Hotsprings. - event7 The convention gets 
McClellan has long established underway at 8 a.m. Sunday 
himself as one of the best Critics morning with breakfast. 
of Ihe N.D.P. government in the 
House. Many times his com- 
ments have' raised the-ire ,of 
Premiex; •Barrett and other 
.. cabinet ministers. He is a 
talented ebater and a speaker 
you should not fail to see. 
The Skeena Social Credit 
Here Saturday . . . . .  . : : :  
at t2 noon a f te r  whlch"BoU , 
McClellan, Langley MLA~ will 
make his address. A business 
meeting and election of officers I 
is scheduled for the afternoon 
followed by work on more policy 
resolutions. The Skeena Social , 
Debate policy resolutions Credit Association cordially 
begins at 9 a.m. These invites everyone to attend. I 
resolutions formed at  the Registration for the convention 
Harrison Semitiar ~;s Well as is at the Hotsprings Lobby from 
6-10 p.m. Saturday Oct0b~i; 19 .7 ..... 
resolutions submitted from Registration 'fee is $.12.00 ~ 
Kitimat. Hazelton. Smithers person. For more information 
and Terrace will be dealt with._ 
A luncheon banquet will begin contact Ashley Proceviat at 635-~ 
7318. 
, ii!i , 
SONNY BIENVENU 
B.C.' TELEPHONE COMPANY 
Commercial Vehicles 
FOR SALE BY TENDER 
The following used commercial vehicles are offered for sale by tender, 
singly or in lots: 
Five 1966 Vans (Chevrolet and Fargo) 
Four •1968 Ford V2 ton Pick.ups 
Three  1968-691/2 ton Trucks  (Chevro le t ,  Fargo  and Dodge), 
Two 1972 Fargo  4x4 I/2 ton Pick-ups 
One 1968 Ford % ton Pick~up - - _ .  
" oneOne 19681969 I...c.international4x4 PaneIFlat Deck :, :: i~::il i:iii:i; !i:';; 
One i966 Flex-Track" Sn0 Cat .:  :.~ ..... ~'~- ..... ,'~: :: 
One 1962 Westerasmask in  Sno Cat ' . . . . . . . .  : ' _  
The vehicles may be inspected at British Columbia "Tele 
2100 Ferry Avenue, Prince George, B.C., where tende 
obtained'. 
Sealed tenders' must be delivered to the above address not later thane 
p.m. Friday, October 25, 1974 and will be received suhie¢:t to the terms 
and conditions~shown on the tender forms, • 
To arrange inspection, Please contact J.A. Fritz (phone Prince George ''~ 
563.1419); ~ " 
8 0, TEL @ " 
- . . . . . . . .  .,, .i 
, . ,  . - , .  
1 
1 " 
Nunweiler Calls formore 
Community Participation 
Minister for Northern Mfairs 
All Nunweilcr epeated his call 
Fr iday for local labour 
organizations and working 
people tobecome more active in 
community affairs in Northern 
British Columbia. Repeating 
his earlier statement o the 
Ter race-K i t imat  Labour 
Council, Nunweller told the 
Annual Carpenters Convention 
in Prince George Friday that 
"Labour organizations and 
working people can play a 
major role in the building of 
well planned and settled 
communities in Northern 
Brit ish Columbia. The 
economic proposals for Nor- 
them British Columbia should 
receive full attention from 
peopleworking in the North and 
the government intends to 
consult fully with local com- 
munities on those proposals." 
"I said it in Terrace and I'll 
say it here. We nectt and want 
the advice of Not'thorn working 
people on ways and means of 
making Northern communities 
a better place to live", Nun- 
weiler continued. "We need 
your advice on working and 
living conditions in Northern 
B.C. We need your advice on 
the problem of labour lurnover 
in Northern B~C. Bat, we want 
your advice,, not the advice of 
instant experts from the lower 
: t  
• , t  
.1 
, ? 
mainland, people who suddenly 
became interested in the North 
yesterday" ' Nunweiler said. 
"We get great numbers of 
letters and phone calls from the 
lower mainland. Some 
southerners want Development 
for Developments sake, some 
want no Development for no 
Developments sake. But not 
one of these self professed in- 
stant exports is acquainted with 
or really interested in the basic 
working and living interests of 
you and I- the ordinary working experts on others. Nunweiler 
people of Northern B.C." continued, "The best way for 
Nunweiler said. He continued your voice to be heard is to get 
'"They are not acquainted with involved, in the planning and 
the situations in the local building of your community. I 
communities like the local .saidthat t0theTerrace-Kitimat 
people are. They argue an 
abstract theme of growth vs no 
growth without realizing that 
some of our communities need 
growth and some • do not. 
Growth vs no growth is not the 
real issue. The real issue is the 
well-being of our communities, 
We want the voice of the Nor- 
thern working person to be 
heard loud and clear. We~ant 
working people to get involved 
in building their communitiea,':.~ 
to get lnvolvedwith municll~al * 
councils, school beards and 
resource boards,, and many 
other local organizations. The 
Provincialgovernment wants to ; 
hear your voice -not the Carping 
voice of experts from the lower  
mainland. The lower mainland 
is enough of a mess. These 
exports hould clean their own 
house before they become 
Labour Council and I meant i t . "  
Nunweiler had just returned 
from a tour of the Terrace- 
Kitimat area where he had 
spoken to the Terrace-Kitimat ' 
Labour Council, conferred with 
other labour groups in Kitimat 
and visited the KiUmaat Indian 
Village. 
H A I D A  Trave l  serv ice  L td . . .  
4722 Lakeise Ave .  635-6181 
! : " 
i;i •• : :••• 
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Gary and Dave  to 
perform in Terrace 
A Canadian duet that is 
making waves from coast to 
coast will be in Te~:rac~ for a 
concert performance next 
Monday in the Skeena Junior 
Secondary School. 
The pair are Gary and Dave,. 
an  energetic duo Who stormed 
Io the topof Canadian popular 
music charts with their single 
"Could You Ever Love Me 
Aga in . "  
As well as the raves for their 
music, Gary and Dave recently 
attracted considerable notice 
for their part in the 1973 
Canada wide. tour for the 
Calgary based Canadian rock 
group, the Stampeders. 
Gary and Dave are Gary 
Weeks an d Dave. Beckett, 
A unique theatre 
experiment 
Three theatrecompanieslook, two t lungs-  the talent ano 
two plays on a whirl-wind tour ingenuity of theatrical people ia 
of/four pacific north west the North West and a 
communities over the long movement at the community. 
weekend. And the response 
with w~hieh they.weremet, all 
but assured the Success of a 
unique theatrical experiment. 
The 'three groups 'involvnd 
were, the community theatre 
Weeks from PEI and Beckett formed a new recm:d company 
from Ontario. They've been in 1972- Axe l~ecords - Gary and 
together since t966 when they Dave were the first act Io sign. 
teamed up for a United Appeal Using studios In Toronto the 
talent concert in the Toronto duoprodueedlwosinglnsandan 
area. Out of some 500 acts they album• One of thoseslngles was 
placed a very credible fourth.. - 'Could You Ever Love ' Me 
. . , Again.,,~, 
'rhelr success in the Toronto Gary and Dave have lust 
~loneert led to many bookings in completed work on a sec~ond 
ne next several years, and, in album. Entitled All In The Past 
1970,  they. were, chosen to the album contains their latest 
represent Canada at Exp0 in bid for the top of the charts 'II 
Osaka, Japan. They graduated Might As-V/ell Raid Until 
fromaduet loaduobaekedupa September' as well as 'Could 
98 piece orchestra. You Ever Love Me Again'. Also 
Just prior to their trip to" inclodndisanewrelease'IMay 
Japanl the duo got their big Never See You Again', 
break, combining with in. As well as the concert, the 
dependant producer Greg pair have done a bit of 
,Hambleton, When Hambleton travelling lately, first to Ed- 
motiton to tape a segment for 
the Tommy Banks Show and 
then to Toronto for a stint on 
Keith H~mpshire's Music 
Machine, The Tommy Banks 
segment was aired September 
27 and the ~luslc Machine ap- 
pearance is scheduled for an 
October 30th ~hewing on CBC.  
The two started their Western 
Canada tour - a (ive week effort 
. yesterday, i Appearing with 
them is a rising young Canadian 
singer Jay Telfer. " 
Thecbncert is scheduled for 
theatre level to expansion of Monday at. Skeena Secondary 
older, traditional roles, School. Watch for posters and 
The talent of those in this area listen to the radio for further 
was evident o all who took the details as to  the time, ticket 
time to get involved as part of prices, and : advanced ticket 
the audience. The. ingenuity sales. 
Gary and Dave 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .................................................. " . . . . . .  - ,  ................................................ ~:~.~:~t~:~.~~.~:~:4~.:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:.:.:~:~:.:...:~..~:`:.:~.~?~.~::~::::::.:.::~::.::~:~:;:.:;?:?:.~.:~..~ 
groups of Tei'race. Kitlmarand was reflected in other ways, 
prince Rupert. In fourdays the One excellant example was the 
three groups presented the lay-out of the stage in Terrace 
plays = , 'Lovers and  Other When first eatering the Skeena 
Strangers and Wait ng for the Secondary School it looked 
Bus-- to audiences.in Smithers, almost as though thegroups had 
Kitiinal and Prince Rupert turnedtheirbackson thestage. 
after a suceessfulopening ni ht The set for Lovers and Other 
Friday' in Terrace; Strangers at on the floor of the 
~Despite ~ainfall of torrential gymnasium, ~t the same level 
proportions on that night a -as  the audience. ' "" 
sizeable group was on hand at , ~,, "- .~ ~ . • 
Skecna~.Secondary School. The, reason was not,t0 get a 
Wluh whs lacked innumbers more in t imate  relationship 
wasmorethan made up for by between the aeto/'s and the 
the audiences enthusiasm in audience but for strictly 
theirres'p0nsetowhatlheysaw, technical reasons. The angle 
The first'01"\!he t~a i~lays was between the stage a0d a hank of 
Lovers andOther'.Strangers - . fixed lights all but rendered 
four acts presented alternately 
by': the .Terl'ace and" Kitlmat 
threatre gr0ups,: In,~qil there 
were four different.sets of ac- 
:ors ..~.orking under three 
direct6rs.' 'The magic that is 
thealre'and'~ihe hard:work of 
t hbse Q nvolvei'l,~i~made would 
could .l~ve;be~fi ~a fragmented 
and disorganized production, a 
smoothl~,,fi0wing and all round 
excellafiI effort. 
The'North Coast Players of 
Print'e, Rdperl produced 
Waitifig:l'm; the Bus as a solo 
,effort, 




QUADRA TRAVEL LTD. 
QUESTION: What kind of 
paper work do I have to do 
I f  you handle my 1ravel 
details? 
ANSWER: No paper work 
at alIF we do all Ihe work 
for. you at no charge 
whetsoeverl 
'them useless ::but by moving 
the stage to the floor and 
swinging the lights around, they 
were put to a.most effective use 
in Ihe lighting the stage area. ' 
It is energy and ideas such as 
• this thai guarantees a future for , 
drama in the North west. 
As  for--the concept, it was 
original • and bold, taking 'a 
conglomeration of theatrical 
groups and productions on the 
read for such a tour of one- 
nighters in the district. I t  was 
an enjoyable weekend for the 
actors and actresses who 
played fresh audience every 
night, the audiences that saw 
the plays, and for the producers 
and directors who saw the 
evenings go together well and 
gain much acceptance from the 
audiences. 
The concept is one that will 
not De forgotten and we will no 
doubt be treated to such an 
enjoyable vent before too 
much time has passe~l. 
"Pre.Won~en"s ... 
L i l )e ra l ion  
Think uf ti m ghi,'ious rove- 
lot!on that enuld be wrought 
in our truublt,d Englund if 
it could bc ordained that no 
maid, of whatewr rank, 
might l)t, cum~ a wife unless 
sire had proved her abi l i ty.  
to make mid i)akc a perfect 
h)nf of bread. 
Geor,,z,e CIsii!tg ( 1903 ) 
Have you a travel Problem 
"of ,your own? Come in, 
; phone or write us, We wilt 
be glad to help you wllhout 
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 Twin otres L, 0 The  I " ,::,.. :, . . . . . . . .  ' Phone  .635-20~,0 
I ~--~'~ a ' [ r~C~.a]~[~ , Saturday MaitRes:, 
I I J  ~ J J , , , ,~e ,e ,~ l J~ ,~,~,~,  I ; " at 2~0 p,m" Only 
n . . . .  • " " "  0 e Showing flighlly at 8,'00 p,m,,Inoluding Sundpys 
" "THUNDERBOLT"-a~d LIGHTFOOT" 
CRIME DRAMA . . . .  
A robbery is corn miffed and repeated with a bad ending fo~: some. 
CLINT EASTWOOD, ROBERTKENNEDY,  JEFF BRIDGES 
OCTOBER 20.21-22~ ° - ": SUN.~ MEN:. ,  TUES. ,  
"BLOOD ROSE'"- and 
"THE BODy STEALERS"- 
• ~'DOUBLE BILL . ]. , "  ,. _ ~ " sex  HORROR 
OCTOBER 23-26 . WED. ,  THURS. ,  FR I . ,  SAT .  
"THEGREAT GATSBY" 
" DRAMA ' ' : - , 
. Agree: expose of the Jazz Age and one of the most endearing Jove slories of all times. 
ROBERT REDFORD AND MIA FARROW 
~;[~ [~)~ SSoMimos: One Showing 
7:00 & 9:15 p,m, - Sunday • a t 9:16 
OCTOBER 16-1/-10-19 _ WED. ,  THURS. ,  FR I . ,  SAT.  
"MR. MAJESTYK" : 
ACTION ADVENTURE 
A melon gl'ower markets his •crop against all odds. 
CHARLES BRONSON . LIND CRISTAL 
OCTOBER 20-21-22 SO N., MEN. ,  TUES.  
"SHOWDOWN" 
~WESTERN 
The Sheriff of a western town is forced to expose on old friend who is a train robber. 
:DEAN MARTIN.  ROCK HUDSON- SUZAN CLA~K 
r Red D 'or  
,LEVI STRAUSS . . . . .  
Night ly  
ER 30th TO OOTOBER 1! 
, ,m ,o ,  u .on .,o /ili i : i 
8 n,m. to 1 a.m.,Saturday ,: : 
,#" 
• "" . )  
lions Call 635 i 
445"i Greig - ,::i ~i]:;i ~ i i~ 
;* ;e . . ; , , . . . , , .~: . , . . , . . . . ,  .....,,. , . . . . .  • . ,  .,..,.,......,. • ,  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . ,  . .*.. • • .... . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . , . . . . . , . , . ;  




T i l l s  STOI : : ISS  
4917 KEITH 635-6235 TERRACE • 
E & O INSTALLATIONS 
Carpets  - Res ident ia l  
Viny l  T i les  635"~02 & Commerc ia l  
U 
S 
1~~ • ~ -BERT'S DELIOATESSEN N 
F ine  quality foods from . i 
q m 
all oVer the world gg 
4603 Park ~ 635-54~0 
S 




,Clean is c lean  when we do the  job 
4646 Scott 635  "547 Terrace 
i 
JOE'S PRINTER'S 
ALL  TYPES OF COMMERCIAL PRINTING 
OFFSET & LETTERPRESS 
635-3024 
Votre  Cent re  R6creat i f  Estival 
TERRAOE EQ.UIPMENT SALES 
635-6384 4539 Gre ig  
TERRAOE -OUSTOM TOWING 
1271 Substat ion Road 24 Hour  Serv ice 
Fast  - E f f i c ient  New Trucks  to Serve  
635-9383 
FLEET QUAL ITY  USED CARS 
SERVICE Are  our  Special i ty 
LTD., 4910 Hwy 16 W 635-7665 E 
ADYERTISING PAYS 0 
S 
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' PORT. 2 " h " the  era ld  
mark h'amilton 635-6357 , ,~  ,.- Serv ing  Terrace and area 
Cents split 
with Elks 
The Terrace Centennials took 
a break from Pacific North 
West Hockey League action last 
weekend, long enough to split an 
exhibition series with Ihe 
Barrhead ~Alberta) Junior 
Elks. 
The Cents played a mediocre 
game Saturday nighl but had 
little trouble trouncing a tired 
and dmorganized Elks team 8-1. 
Sunday the locals jumped In a 3- 
1 lead but learned the meaning 
of perseverance as the Elks 
- came back with Ihree third 
period goals In take the match 6- 
5 .  
Both weekend games were 
marred by violence with over 
140 minutes in penalties handed 
out in only 120 minutes of 
hockey action. Terrace was the 
worsl of the Iwo teams, grab- 
bing off 80 of Ihose penally 
minules. 
The wors( single offender was 
Terrace's residenl animal Gord 
Cochrane who compiled almost 
a quarter of Ihe tolal minutes in 
penalties and just aboul half of 
the Cenlennlais leam totals, 
Included iv Coehrane's 3~ 
minules worth of penalties was 
a game misconduct he picked 
up in Ihe third pericxi of Sun- 
day's game, 
Saturday 
Salurday's game was delayed 
when the bus carrying the 
Barrhead learn ran into 
mechanical difficull ies near 
PrineeGeorge and the team 
wound)up w lh an unplanned 
.stop:0ver in lhal Central In- 
for(or.City. When they finally 
did 'arrive they were badly 
disorganized and very fired, 
virtually, guaranteeing the 
: Cents a victory. 
The first five minutes of the 
game!;saw,,  three penalties 
assessed~;)C~dt Larry Woods 
'--'going Off for"c~'ess-ebecklng "dl" 
'~' 2:09 ~n~ Ceni Nor Neeld arid 
Elk Mike Jackson exchanging 
slashing penalties a minule and 
-a half later.' 
It .was shorlly after those two 
; penalties had expired thai 
Graeme Bevinglon scored his 
"-" firsl goal bf Ibe nighl In give Ihe 
Cents the lead which they never 
lost. Bevinglon finished off a 
passing play from Woods and 
~ Dale Ames as he swept inlo Ihe 
slof and lifted a shol in jusl 
~' under the cross-bar. 
Bevington made il 2.0 flu"ee 
7• minutes later when he pul in a 
back hand shul after Ihe puck 
bounced off the boards and oul 
: in:fronl of Ihe act. Gord 
• . Cochrane and Ilarvey Pncza 
' drew the assists on li~e goal. 
~- AI 9:06 O'Brian went eft for 
" Iripping and left the Elks a man 
short and il didn'l lake Ihe 
Cents long to capitalize. 
Tommy McMaslers and Rick 
Mesiner broke out 2-1. Metsner 
threw the puck over to Me- 
Masters jusl outside Ihe Elks 
crease, the puck missed Mc- 
Masters deflection attempl bul 
slid into the m.q off his skates. 
• The Elks hme goal of the 
peri¢xi, and Ihe game, came at 
14:53 when Brian Womaeks took 
"" a drop pass from Da.: MeClellen 
and drove u shot into the upper 
righl corner. Carl Visser drew 
~lhe second assisl on Ihe major. 
There were two other afim~r 
penalties in Ihe frame. Stoarl ~ff 
Ihe. Cents drawing Iwa for 
? .  holding and Brian Womacks 
"~ ~;elling caughl for Ihe same 
;~ offense. 
o G~rd Cochrane lallled the 
Cents fourth major twenty-one 
~ sccoeds afler the start o[ the 
~. second pdriod wben he pu~ m a 
shol from Ihe slot jusl under the 
cress-bar. Nelson Slockwell 
"; arid Rick' Meisner assisted on 
~- tim play. 
Three minutes after that Iho 
." Cents stretched their lead Io 5.1 
with Bob DesChamps pushing in 
a loose pucK. Lance Legouffe 
assisted. 
AI 8:10 Chochrane picked up 
his first set of the penalties for 
the weekend when he went after 
a blue-shirred Elk. The Elk 
side.stepped and Coehrane sent. 
team-mate Larry Woods 
crashing L0 the ice. Referee 
Tom Fagan sl i l l  assessed 
Cochrane with a charging 
penalty and a further ten 
minutes worth of rots.conduct 
for arguing the call. Woods got 
up slowly and was assisted from 
Ihe ice, his ribs bruised from the 
collision with his own player. 
Woods missed the remainder of 
Salurday's game bul was back 
Sunday. 
The Elks had their power play 
neutril ized when Womacks 
went to the sin bin for tripping 
shortly afterwards. 
When Ihe Cents retui'nod to 
full power they scored their 
sixth major marker of the 
game. Mel Christensen doing 
the honors by lifting a high shot 
into Ibe nel Dale Ames picked 
up his second assist of the nighl 
on the play. 
Twice in the next six minutes 
the Elks played a man short but 
the Cents could not capitalize 
with Ihe man advantage. 
Then. with fou~" minutes 
remaining in the second frame, 
Ihe first fight of the weekend 
erupted with Rick Meisner 
squaring off against (he Elks 
goaltender Rene Johnson. Both 
earned five minutes for their 
part in the scuffle. 
Lance Legouffe ended the 
Cents scoring of the second 
frame al 17:15, flipping in the 
rebound of a shot from defen- 
' ; '~ ;  ~ : ......... 
Cents  goa l tender ,  Randy  Ko l ibaba  covers  up a loose 
puck.  Defenseman Casey  Fe lker  (wh i te  10) keeps  the 
a t tackers  back .  Gord  Cochrane  (wh i te  4) came in 
out his hat-lrnc~ al 12:47, with 
Lance Legouffe drawing an 
assist on the play. The final 
penalty of Ihe game came with 
24 seconds left when Wayne 
Nueman drew an interference 
'call to leave Ihe Elks a mar. 
'short for the remainder of the 
game, 
Sunday 
Seemingly played out by the 
fisty cuffs the night before the 
Iwo teams ettle# down to pla~, 
hockey Sunday and, a f ter ,a  
somewhat shaky slur(, hit tbeiz 
stride about mid-way througk 
the frame, The fans were the 
ones to benefit, being treated tc 
some pretty fair hockey, The 
fans that showed up of course. 
The crowd was so small that a 
guess of three hundred people 
seman Norm Neeld • , would have been an over- 
The third period saw far more estimate 
Pensltiesthan.g°als, nda.lmost Despite an early man ari- 
as  much fighting as playmg. , vnntam~,, with C')'nr;~n in Iho 
' a.~ g . ,  . irouble ~gainst a:'l"e~;italized 
penslty after another At 3 48~t 
. : Barrhead team and it wasn't 
was Neeld of the Cents for 
tripping. At 5:44 Pocza of the 
Cents drew two for holding. At 
6:48 il was Barrhead's 
McLellen for slashing. 
At 9:37Terrace's John Stuarl, 
who saw' limited action over the 
weekend bul picked up nine 
minutes in penalties, tangled 
with Rick Jackson. Both 
combatants drew five minute 
passes lo the penalty boxes. 
That fight also saw a second 
Cent - Rob MePbee - come off 
the players bench and get in- 
volved in die fracas. He was 
ejected from the game under 
the third man in a fight rule. 
Mere seconds later the Cents 
received a bench minor for 
playing wi(h tpo many men on 
the ice. A minute after lhat 
Slockwell was assessed a minor 
for interference. When the next 
fracas broke out the penalty 
time.keepers job became a 
nightmare. 
AI 11:53 Terrace's Harvie 
pocza clashed with Hendrics of 
the E lks  and Gord Cochraee 
and MeClellen squared off for a 
liltle roughing. When it was 
over Pocza and Hendries were 
gone for five; McClellan had 
two for roughing and Cochrane 
had two for high sticking. 
Just to keep the time keeper 
confused Brian Womaeks 
picked up a holding penalty 
some forty seconds after that. 
On Ihat'penalty call Referee 
Tom Fagan originally signalled 
a delayed penalty against the 
Elks, presumable for having lea 
many men on the ice. He did 
not, however, blow his whistle. 
instead he waited until 
Womacks had grabbed a Ceal 
allacker and then assessed that 
penalty. 
,Wifll the fighting and cheap 
shots out o[ Ihe way, Ihe teams 
ended the game playing hockey 
of sorts. 
Gr~eme Bering(on rounded 
Hunt ing  dropping 
in popularity 
As well as the numbers of 
hunters being down; the 
numbers of game taken are 
down. Only lwospecies show an 
increase over last year's figure 
- mountain goat up one to 59 and 
pheasants up two In two, 
The others are all down. 402 
until the mid-way point in the 
period Ihal the Cents found the 
range. Again playing with'a" 
man advantage, Norman Neeld 
unleashed a shot from the point 
thai went in off R.ene Johnson s 
skate; Ken I-I0stland drewJan 
assist on the goal. 
Terrace made it 2-0 and ended 
Ihe scoring in the period al 15:01 
with Bobby DesChamps 
sweeping in a low short from 
five feet out. The puck made 
it's way through a maze of, legs 
before beating Johnson. 
Barrhead had several good 
chances to score in the period 
and twice beat Randy Kilobaba 
in the Terrace nets, only to be 
robbed by goal.posts. 
Gord Cochra0e started the 
.scoring in the second period for 
the second lime in as many 
. Lalest figures released by Ihe 
B.C. Fish and Wlldlife's Game 
checking station in Cache Creel~ 
Iridicate'~that hunting seems Ic 
• be losing it's popularity. 
' The  checking station reports- 
lhat the number of hunters haE 
games when he put a wrist shot 
past Johnson after 52 seconds of 
play. Mesiner drew an assist on 
the marker• 
Then at 1 14 Rob McPhee left 
the Cents a man short when he 
was caught holding and the Elks 
hit the score sheet. Cal Visser 
swept over the blue-line on the 
power play and let loose a rising 
slap shot lha!. beal Kolibaba on 
the glove side. 
Casey Fleker got that goal 
back four minutes late( on a 
long and low shot from the 
point• The goal was gwen to 
Harvey Pocza. 
At 8:03 Dale Ames left the ice 
for clipping and once again the 
Elks made a power play count. 
Norm Neeld lost the puck 
behind the Cents net. MeCellen 
and Womacks combined to gel 
it out front and Visser fins(hod it 
all off. 
Ames revenged the goal two 
minutes after be returned to the 
ice when he  put in his own 
rebound fler Ren Johnson had 
robbed him onthe original shot. 
The Elks third goal of'the 
period also came on a newer. 
play with Gord Cochi'ane 
(again) inthe box. fan McLain, 
younger brother of Denny 'Red' 
McLain, drifted a long shot 
from the blue line past Kolibaba 
to leave Ihe score 5-3 at the end 
of the period. 
The third period was fast and 
wide open with both teams 
having several good changes to 
score before the Elks finally 
made it. McLain was credited 
with his second goal of the 
game after the puck bounced 
past Kolihaba off McLain's 
skate. That goal came on a 
power play with Rob MePhee in 
the box for slashing. 
The first incident of the 
Sunday game erupted shortly 
afler with Graeme Bevington 
: l 
beh ind  the p lay  look ing  for  someone to knock  down. 
He d id  and  wotmd upe jec ted  f rom the game when he 
and  Dan McC le l lan  (E lk  c loses t  to camera)  went  at  it. 
and DeChamplain doing enough • 
sparring to earn them each two 
minutes for roughing. 
The tying goal was not on a' 
power play. Instead it came 
with lhe Elks playing a man 
short. Brian Womacks was 
allowed in between Ibe Cents 
defense and put a good shot in 
over Kolibaba's glove to tie Ibe 
game. 
After that both teams weel at 
it tooth and nail, all out after the 
winning oal. The tension came 
to a head al 16:34 with Gord 
Cochrane and Dan McCellen 
ejected from the game for 
fighting. 
A mnmle after that 
Barrhead won the game with 
Brian Womacks connecting for 
his second of the game. Cal 
Visser assisted 'on the winning 
goal. Thai goal coaxed a cheer 
from the crowd "" SONNY B IENVENU 
..... y 
Dollar for dollar, 
feature for feature, 
the Datsun B210 
Commercial 
draft successful 
Shinde,. J im O'Brien, Rick 
Olsen, Pat Hayes, Keray Wing, 
Brad Letham, Bren Smyth, 
Rene Fagan, H. Danish, Sandy 
Hubbard, L. Bruggemn, W. 
LeClaire, Ray Wilby, D. 
Satherland. K. Small. 
BULLERS GLASS - Gord 
Dorish, Martin Teems, Dave 
Ross, Gerry Laramlng~ Jim 
Sllvester, Nell Windsor, R. 
Rigimbold, K. Dean, Sen 
Piattoni, Larry Hackman, V. 
July, G. Wilcox, Brian Truitt, N. 
daCes(e, M. Scott, J. Culp. 
Players are not necessarily 
listed in order drafted. 
Cohoes nOr 
Chie fs  yes  
The Terrace Centennials will 
play the Smithers Chiefs and 
not the Kit(real Cohocs tonight 
at 8 p.m. in the Terrace Arena. 
The Cohoes. originally 
scheduled to battle the Cents in 
their home opener, have can- 
celled out and have threatened 
to disband their team unless 
help - in the form of players is 
forthcoming from the league. 
The Cobees apparently are 
short manpower. 
Others see it as a move meant 
to pick the Cohees up. They've 
lost' Iheir first four straight 
games by wide margins. There 
is the possibility the Cohocs 
may again have to go in- 
termediate as Ihey did at the 
end of last season 
The Terrace Commercial 
Hockey League held its first 
ever draft last Thursday and 
the league executive feels the 
player draft scheme has gone 
along way toward balancing out 
the five teams in the league. 
The league is currently in- 
volved in practice sessions and 
will move into game play on the 
28th of this month• The Herald 
will publish a full schedule of 
games before that opening date. 
The team rosters are as 
follows. The first six names on 
each team, were protected by 
the coaching staffs. 
POHLE - John Taylor, Ray 
Senger, Dale Kushner, Ken 
Oison, Rick Letawski Kenny 
Ziegler, Bob Paul(s, Phil Dobie, 
Bob Blackstock, G.W. Heenan, 
Ken Klippert, Ralph Sather. 
Malcolm Powers, Oscar Moore, 
Ben Cameron and Bruno 
Chowaniee. 
TERRACE BLUES - Peter 
Jones, Rino Mi~haud, Marcel 
Tookenay, La~m, Nevison, Bob 
Couture, Ken Senger, Brian 
Kormendy. Laurie Kettery, K. 
Sbeflford, tan Johnson. Joe 
Rorke. Ross Fedy, H. Reay, D. 
DeWynter, Hud Fisher, T. 
Bentz. 
MANTIQUES - Lyle Godenir, 
Don Gillespie, Rae Rowe, Miles 
Green, Bernie King, E. Clap- 
man H. Olson, D..Johnson, J. 
Heller. A. Smith, Mike Barg, 
Ray LaChance, R. Colwill, K. 
Francis, Jerry Schweagler, 
Frank 0'Brien. 
G& 
G & A - Blaine Turner. Dick 
Check into Datsun's economical B210. 
The B210 has features that Some 
other cars like to call extra 
cost options. 
Like 12-wayfully reclining front 
bucket seats.Power assisted fmht 
disc brakes.White sidewall tires. 
Tinted glass. And rear window 
del:ogger. 
All included in the Datsun B210, 
2-door Sedan's standard price of 
less than $3000? 
can still make $3000; mileage. So it takes even less of  your dollar to'take 
. you farther, long long way. DatsunB210.ThecarthatcanAt Datsun d alers g O  still make your dollar mean a Int. 
a ~ your now, 
*Datsun  B210 ( Iqode l  HLB210TR): $2965.00. 
Suggested retail price FOB Vancouver, 
Toronto, Montreal. Halifax warehouses. 
Local freight, Ilcence, provln~:lal tax, 
if applicable, extra. 
- -  ,='=J l~ 
Datsun B210 2-d'oor sedan. 
= Q ,k  " " L ( 
: . . .  . . f -  
NEW/  
POWERLOCK" 
I ~"~ RULE 
NO. pLr425 DATSUN S 
" ~o  $1  1n99 OCTOBER 28 't u PIUVI=MI~I~ ;". ~ ~  
" ,i, BRING YOUR DATSUN 
IN FORA FREE 
SAFETY CHECK. 
(CALL  YOUR DATSUN DEALER'FOR 
A 
fees one would assume. The ducks, 7 less geese, 3 less wolf 
hunters through, from 3,683. ' The figures are complete up , 
down to 2,988. untilthe 6th of October, . . 
dropped fairly drastleagy by less moose have been taken this AN Appom'r,~ENr TODAY.) 
1,160 hunters. The number el year, 77 less deer, 22 less 
non-resident hunters has..mountainsheep, I0 less grizzly SEE IT AT  YOUR 
dropped to S0S from. 1,2"/0..~ bear, S41essBIhck bear, 5S less HARDWARE DEALER TODAY " 
largelydue to increased hunung carmou, 8 less elk, 716 less 
I • . 
& D Motors Ltd nO,  : j 







All five teams In the Terrace 
Mens Basketball Association 
saw action last week and based 
on the first week nf play if ap- 
pears that league •organizers 
have put together a balanced 
league, 
While Dakin's Constraetiea 
was the only team to win both of 
their league openers, Millers 
Mens Wear and "All Seasons 
started on a winning foot End 
the other two entries - the Or- 
phaus and Team 5, weren't far 
behind. 
In Tuesday nights opening 
action it took All Seasons an_ 
over-time/period to hand 
Millers Mens Wear an 80-78 loss, 
Ed DeVries paced the All 
Seasons entry with 30 points 
with Ken Christiansen adding 24 
points. For Millers it was Rod 
Walker dunking 14 points and 
. Red Kluss.and Rudy Embury 
hitting for thirteen apiece. 
In the second game Tuesday 
Dakins took their first game of 
the season, sneaking by the 
Orphans by a 69-63 count. Mike 
Ireland sparked Dakin's with a 
25 point performance. The 
team's second loading scorer• 
was Terry Walkerwith 8points. 
For the Orphans Jnn Gurban 
p~i together a 21 point game 
and Hugh Braggen-Cate con- 
tributed 15. 
Thursday night Dakins cored 
their second win in as many 
outings and ended All Seasons 
winning streak at: one game 
with a 75-67 victory. 
Millers Mens Wear revenged 
their Tuesday night defeated by 
hammering Team 5. 
There was action last night - 
All action Is at the Skesna 
Secondary School gym. Game 
times are 9 and 1o:3o p.m. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
/ 
Bowling: 
TJze Saturday morning 
session for the Youth Bowling 
Counci~ is ~ellestabHshed and 
the youngsters are rolling right 
along. 
"The league is lead by the Hot 
Dogs with 17 points. In second 
place are the Strike-Outs with 
14, the Hiedleherg Tigercats 
have 13 and the Pros, the 
Rovers, the YBC Royals and the 
Leopards each have 8 points. 
"~ The Wipe-Outs hold last place in 
the standings in a firm grip with 
5 points 
The top three high single 
game scores registered by girls 
aret70 points cored by Brenda 
Barber 140 points compiled by 
Miehele Johnson and 139 PO nts - 
bowled by Donna Wilkinson. 
The boys top three high single 
scores "are 199 scored by Dean 
Franzmann, 1.61 scored by 
Jerry Hewer and a 146 bowled 
by Terry Braun. 
The top three double game 
score rolled by a girl is Brenda 
Barber's 305 score. Second is 
Dee Dee Brink at 227 and Susan 
Janda at225, Dean Franzmann 
tops the boys with a combined 
score of 332, JerrY' Hewer is 
second at 301 and Terry Braun 
is third with a 249 two game 
score.. 
' TH IS* ,  
GETTHE '/~q 




There" will he a , Terrace 
Figure. Skating Club general 
information meeting October 22 
at 8:00 p;m. in tha-sanior 
Citizens room of the Arena. 
This will bean opportunity o 
discuss patch; private and semi- 
private lessons, and also meet 
th~ Pra's ~and executive. 
t 
• - . ) 
L. ~(,y 
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North b ried 24-3 , men u 
~" {-~! ;~i~ }!'e; ~;':: '~: ;~ The Terrace Northman rugby points penalty kick. 
:,! ~ ,~ 1-2 
r~ 
1 , 
j J  J~ 11 : !  q~ 
~,#M* 
team picked up their second 
defeat in as many games last 
Saturday as they travelled to 
Prince Rupert and wound up on 
the short end of a 24-3 score. 
The Northmen, playing with 
only 11 players throughout the 
first half, scored their three 
, The reason for the player 
shortage was work. Several of 
the Northmen couldn't change 
their shifts and were stuck in 
Terrace while team-mates 
battled it out in Rupert. 
For the second half, the 
Rupert team loaned the Nor- 
afternoon, probably at 2 p.m. at 
the Mount Elizabeth Senior 
thmen four of their players to Secondary School in the 
round out their roster. Aluminum City. " 
The Northmen travel to As yet no v~ord has been 
Kitimat this weekend for their received from ° Vancouver 
first ever game against a teams in response to an In- 
Kitimat team. The locals will vitation from the Terrace club 
play the Kitimat team Sunday to visit this area and play a few 
games, 
Water polo starts Thurs. 
The latest sport on the 
Terrace scene hits the water 
tomorrow night as the four 
team Terrace Water Polo 
League starts their first season 
of action. 
The four teams involved are - 
appropriately enough •named 
after various fishes - Whales, 
Dogfish, Seals and Cut-thrDats. 
Action starts tomorrow night 
at.the Terrace Swimming Pool 
with the Whales up against he 
Dogfish at 9 p.m. and the Seals 
taking to the water against the 
Cut-throats at 9~45. 
An executive has also been 
struck for the loague. President 
is Barry Davis with Gord 
Hudson vikze president and Dick 
Coxford treasurer, Team 
captains are Daryl Kormendy 
(Whales), Joe Mandur Sr.. 
(Seals), Wayne Smith (Cut- 
throats) and Brad Letham 
(Dogfish). 
The public is invited to attend 
all games at the Terrace 
Swimming Pool and there is no 
admission charge. Also, if you 
are interested in playing water 
PNWHL 
.polo there are still a few 
vacancies with the teams. 
Registration fee for theyear isa 
mere $13, If you are interested 
contact he Terrace Swimming 
Pool for further information. 
Thursday October 17 
Sunday October 20 
The schedule, through til 
November 3, has i. been 
established. There is also n 
possibility of some exhibition 
action later this year against 
0u t.of-town teams. 
9:00 Whales vs Dogfish 
9:45 Seals vs Cutthroats 
9:30Soalsvs Whales 
• ! 10:15 Dogfish vs Cutthroats 
Thursday October 24 i : 9:00 Whales vs Cutthroats 
- 9:45S~als vs Dogfish 
Sunday October 27 9:30 Whales vs Dogfish 
10:15 Seals vs Cutthroats 
Thursday Oc tohar 31 9:00 Seals vs Whales 
'- *. ~ 9:4SDogfish vs Cutthroats 
Sunday November 3 • 9:30 Whales vs Cutthroats 
10:15 Seals vs Dogfish 
Swim club meeting 
A meeting has  been Called for the 30 of this month 
for all those interested in torming a Swim Club for 
Terrace. The meeting, to be held in the Board Roo.m 
of the Terrace Swimming P0ol at 8 p,m. "on the 30th, 
will see the Club formed, an executive lected and the 
groundworl~ laid for. such 'a club.• 
Don't forget that date if you are interested in a 
Ter raceSwim Club. 
stats 
PNWHL STANDINGS 
gp . .w , . I . .pet .  
2 2 O 1,000 
2 1 1 ,500 
4 1 3 ,250 
4 O 4 .000 
1 O 1 ,000 
gp . .  w, . I .  ~pct. 
4 ~ O 1.000 
2 2 0 1.000 







EAST  D IV IS ION 
Team - 
Ch ie fs~:  
Luckies 
P~ears 1 0 I .00O 
* : B raves  0 0 O .0oa 
• -, ~ SPruce KinDS O O 0 .O00 
THE WEEKEND-  Pr ince  Rupert  11, 
" CohoesT. Ch le fs6 ,  Eog lea5;  Hoston 
- ~ - "" ': ; 7, Totems 6; Burns Lake  - Van-  
, . zderhoof•postp0ned; .  Ruper t  14, 
. . " ... '. , - : , Cohoes 3;  ~h le fs -  7, : Eagles 3; 
• - " , • ~ - • , . Houst0p 11, Vanderhoof  3. 
Action from the first week aT play in Association with Miilers Men!s wear SONNY BIENVENU 
the .Ter race  Men's  Basketba l l  against  the all-native Team75..-  : ~ ' 
Whats 
 ka lumt  KALU M MOTORS L.I'. 
"r~:" ~971 River Drive (Thorn5,11)i 
ili Your New ,,,,o 
/;de r FIAT " ' "  
WITH 
 OOZ}   EA R 
SNOVI TIRES . FOR SERVICE • i Besides providing franchised dealer service on Volvo & " i 
. L : ' Fiat  automobi les we a lso specialize in i 
"i i/.~ ~. : : : "  Of Impor t  & Spm's Cars • : i 
('['~;c i. ~ : ' .  ' Domestic Cars Of Course Welcome Too 
~ Our: Opening Special 
I. Install new spark plugs 8, Heat riser va lye lubdcater 
2. Install new points & condenser 9. inspect PCV valve 
3. Analyze ignition SystEm 10. Inspect air cleaner 
4. Adlust carburetor I1. Check rotor & high tension wires 
$, Adlust timing & dwell angle 12. Check distributor cap 
6, Inspect all hells & hoses 13. Check antifreeze level 
I. Test battery 14. Lubricate all doors & trunk to provide resistance against winter 
freeze up. 
Only 15. Change nil and install new oil filter 
G~od Prices Include Labour & parts 
Until ,. s29.96 ,. s33.96 ,. s37,96 
KALUM MOTORS 
971 River Drive (Thornhill) 
• . , • r , ,  
KALUM TIRE SERVICE LTD 
4808 W HWY 16 635- 4902 
happening 
f 
• Ton ' i ce  Men'S 
Basketbal l  
Thurs .  Oct .  11 
A l l  Seasons versus Orphans at 9 p .m.  
Dak ln ' s  versus Team $ at 10:30 p.m. 
TUes. Oct.  
M i l l e rs  versus Orphans at 9 p .m.  
~11 Seas~'s  versus Team 5 at 10:30 
).m. 
Pac i f ic  Northwest  
Hockey 
ron lght  
COhoea at Ter race  at 8 p .m.  
Sat. Oct .  19 
Totems at Cohoes 
Eagles at Houston 
Burns  Lake  st Vanderhoof  
Ter race  at P r ince  Rupert 
Sun. Oct .  2o 
Ter race  at Cohoes I 
Eagles at Burns Lake  
Houston at Venderhoof  
H igh  School SporTs 
Sat. Oct .  9 
Zone school p lay-down ifl Terrace.  
Vo l leyba l l ,  soccer  and cross-  
:ount ry .  
Editor's Quote Beok I 
Time is the most valuable 
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Your Good N_ ghbor Starer 
! • . " Bel-airFr°zen I Scotch Treat ' Lucerne Bel.air 
0 ~ Peas range Juice French Fries Large Eggs Green 
ServeC°ncentratedchilled 65" + 2 49 ° Farm Fresh A 85 ° pc, 2 ** 89" Quick lb. raser Valley Quality lb.. g. 
16 fh oz. Container ........ Economical Pkg. Grade ............ Doz. Frozen ....... 
, Safoway and CKNW Present 
Taste Tells Snow Star . Gardenside Power Play 
Apple Juice Ice Cream Apricot Halves Everyt i lnethe  Canucks  havea  Power  P lay a Contestant 's  name wi l l  be Drawn and the i r  name 
and town w i l l  be announced on the a i r  & w ins  
$100.00 if the Canucks Score. Entry Forms & 49 co'e° 92*89 2 85 c SpOnsOringPrOductsavailable'atallB'C'SafewayStOres" 
Serve chilled Flavours Standard Pk, of 4 rolls 99 ° Reconstituted One Gallon Plastic Quality Featured Bathroom Tissue Purex 
48 fl. OZ. Tin Pail with Handle i 14 fl. oz. Tin. For this week: I)etergent S,.,,ht Uqmd 99= • , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .32 fl. oz, Bottle _ . , 
Kraft Velveeta Cheese To-malo  .......... 6+io +I.00 
Kidney Beans  +°wn +use"e° 65 + Creamy"sm°°th f° r  2 s2  39  For Chili Con Ca l 'ne  lb. 28 f l .  oz.  T in  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cook ing or  Sandwiches.  Pkg.  l 
Ma, caron!pD!n.n.e.r.Parkay Margarine . ...................... '+*"°,,.,°_ C ream C orn °++ ........... . i 3 99 I° 
+++as++ +++ ............................. 69OI  
  oo.o .... LUncheon Meat +'+++'+ . . . . .  Economical for Sandwiches Kraft Single~;. 2 lb. Package . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ' ' ' :  ..... 12 oz. Tin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
California GroWn 
Valenc ia  ,' 
m" FrVesheoam! .,~!oradd e Roast Oranges ' 
am tlnsp ........ 9 9  ° n +1 m_ with Emllress Red i)urran, jelly. , b ................... ' " i "Ch  ea ,oeoo  eee je  
Oranges m_ ~e; ,  e P 
: oi V for l m Sirl n ak Ve o s ___ 
B.C. + i B°n:r/nmFern~S~nsp acted $1 G O  ?~::o;o Serve $1  Q QI 
,row.Gem Potatoes f~  : ,~:+e~e~.~:.~., ...... . ' ,VV ~.n.:.::e.~.+...~.+~....'''" ! 
10 69 1Mixed  "UtSL'_, 1 29 I Serve in so I +°,we. ,+. ~ Veal Shoulder Steaks S ~,n+,o . ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ l e ' 
.............. 50 Lb, .~ Canada No.1 GradeD'C"  Gms . . . .  : . . . . . .  :3.29+ __/AImonas. n : l  t 
i)o.e | Wraalsn~t-utFsd°bert or /he  Round. Bone and Blade Cut. Government Inspected. lb. '  ....... 
Orange Jwce ,~,°',~Yz+~7,e ............. . 99' I~1~. . . .  ...... : ..... .qWV Boneless Beef ! 
- - -~:  lhuck Steak 
I-------r--- • ' B,C. Macintosh _ _ Fancy Apples ~ ~ '  m_.m ,ected . ~ t~.  IB 'V rnmentPeway Superb., "l~i --~1~ 
° sl .L °++ "  "S'9 +'4 99  c '''+ca'° Safeway Regular + C Approx. $-~1 ,Ground B ee l  s,+,e+ ,. +peon +e,,+s lb. Qualify. Serve Fancy Bag + 16 lb. Case vn  m lb. Grade. 
' ' Prices Tues.,o Sat, Oct. 15th 19th. 
Shredded Wheat Cake Mixes  Flavour Crystals Weetabix Dad's. Cookies Effective 
Nabisco Duncan Hines Rise 'n Shine Breakfast Variety Pack I-n-Terrace Safeway, Store ,  Sa les  in Reta i l  Quantities Only 
Breakfast Ce'rea, 81 ° Assorted .7P  Orange' g 89  ° Cereal 99  ° :)2F°roz.SnaCkSpackage I ,69  
20 oz. Pkg . . . . . . . . .  181/2 oz. Pkg . . . . . . .  Pkg, of 4 31/4 oz. Pk , 14 oz. Package . . . .  
Chocolate Bars Tea Bags Paper Towels Toothpaste Detergent 
Powdered $1+ GO LowneyOh Henry.... 29 R,+ .o,e .,,e°°, Boutique m.~O Close.Up 96 '  Encore 
and Assorted "I Orange P '+. .+,2 ,99  ' " '  +,+__ - ,  . . . . . .  - " "  Pkg, of 20 Bars • - - , - -  Pkg ,  of 180 •,  Pkg, of 2 rolls . . . .  +, ww 2.50 ml: tubes . . . . . .  • _ _ 
, l . .  r 
~ n b 
~ T  
i 
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" '~ ,  
TEN 
SPEED 
onna/ is looking iiii! i BIKE 
,r '~new .oarriers ://!/i:~/i i;i~! ~i!;;~)!i);i -..:~: 
• • ~ Call on al l  non.subscribers on your route, and 
All carriers will be 
etegible for this 
exciting new contest 
Win cash prizes daily by Phoning 
in now customers, and be 
lira any non.suhecrlber in ~Tarrace. 
Ta l l  them with a big br ight  smi le that  you are 
out to win this 10 Speed Bicycle and the Herald 
only costo 80c per  month - and guarantee them 
top service. 
( , BONUS 
I.istod below are 50cash  prizes, 1st call you  win the amount  next to 
:~he No.1 and so  on,.  0on't  stop therel l! You are on your  way  fo 
:winning_ a _Ten ... ,ocSpeed Bikel ! Start working20cnOW, on35.... '.. .l~ing the big wlnnar.38c 
.~ . . . .  , . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
.2~ . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  . . . .  20c 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  15¢ '3& . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . .  15c 
.$ . . . . . .  . '  . . . . . . . . . .  40(: 20. . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . .  . .40C 3~' .o . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  60C 
.4. .  . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . .  15C" 21 . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  $~.50 38 . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  30C 
• 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15c 
23 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . .20c  
24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15C 
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  20C 
26; . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . ,15C 
27 ,~.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25C 
• 28 . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  30c 
29. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40C 
30 . . . . . . .  .~ . . . . . . .  15c  
31 . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  204: 
32 . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  25¢ 
33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25¢ 
34 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i0C 
• S, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,50 
.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . • ;1S¢ 
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20¢~ • e*  * * 
• O . . . . . o . . .o . . *o . . .  25C 
.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t  . .1SC 
I0 . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  ,30C 
11.. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  2Ck: 
12 . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  .25c  
13  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  S2.50 
• 14 . . . .  . . . . . . .  ...*'" .15C 
/ 15 . . . . .  '. . . . . . . . . . . .  30C 
I&  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  15C 
17 . . * . . , , . . ;  . . . . . . . .  15¢ 
Contest *Ends December 7th, 
I 
*, i._ i I- " 
1. A l l  orders must  be signed by the subscriber.  
2. Al l  orders wi l l  be var i f ied.  
3. New orders are  to be brought  to the office. 
4. A l l  HeraM carr iers agree to accept the  dK Is ion  of the c i rcu lat ion 
manager  as t im I in the award ing o (a  II the prizes. 
5. Orders can be picked up any  place in Ter race .  Your  own route f i rst .  
Turn  in orders as soon as you secure them and receive cash Ixmus. ,  
on your way to the 
39 . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ..,ISc 
40 . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . , , , . .  50C 
• 41 . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  15C 
42 . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  22¢ 
4~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SS.oo 
~. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1so 
45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20C 
4& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15C 
47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  50C 
48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20C 
49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1.00 
SO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15C 
t 
1974. 
r , . 
The lop OaUTior,gahlsman I lnhgh  leo 
• . t  i .  o~, .  , , , .~ i ,  to ,  w .k  , ,~d 
wiN: I l l "  omr Iffnd.pdxo, ..... - 
the tom speed bike ': 
, , 
,- f :  
.... / / .  
will  win $15.00 in cash. 
Contest Closes 16th I 
of December 
# 
i t  
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: home and family l iving 0o..,,o ' :' ' Birthday greeting going out Dwaine, was' born to Mr. and 
_ . ~: " ' ~ on October 18 to Henry Therrien Mrs, Ted Yakemchuk of 4626 
. . . . . . . . . . .  • ..:.:. . . . . . . .  z .................... - ,.-.- ................. :~;~;~.:;;;~..;.~.~..;~;~;~;.;:~.;~;.;.;.;-~.;.;~;.;~.;.;.;~;-;.;.~;.;.;.*~;:.~::~: ":':':':':':':'.":" ":':':' ::',::: .:i::~ ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::  '.:::.: :.;::::::,'::::::~.:::i:~:~!.:i:~.!~.~; :~£!:i:;: .;?~':"~]~:'~:!:~.~:!:~:~:~:!:]:~:~:~:~::~ :'" from family and friends, and Graham St, Terrace, B.C, 
.;~;~.~..'&:..>....~:~.................../.................'.'.'.:....: ..  :..:.:. : :.:...:......... . .......... ~.~: ......... ~.......'.'.'.'." .. ... :;:.:.:.:.:~..:.:.:...+...;. ... . .'.'.....'.'.:<..:.:.:...~.-.~ ,:. . -.........~......:........~....... ......... ..,...............'/...;,.,-...,'.'4vv,'.z2~i'~i;~'~.,., ....-. ;, '.~,:,'..,:.',','..'..'.', • .  . . .  ~;~:~:~1~;~1#~1:~:~l::~:~:;:~1~:~;::;~::~::~;~:;11::::.:.~I.~-:.;~1.:.:~:~.~.~:.:.~:.:.~.~.~.;~;.~.:.~.:.:.:.:~:.:....;~:.:.:.:.~:.:~.;`:.;.~:.:.;..~.~.~....................~..........*..~..~.~.~.:.~:.:.:.:~............ '-'-'-'-'-'..'-'.".'-' .. ...... ..... ....... . ': . . . . . .  t . . . . . . . . . . . .  . yours Xth}t. 
• The Terrace Library B*ard 
Debbie Therrien joins herald "staff ....o.o SHOWER was held at the home annual Appreciation .Tea at the of Valerle Montgomery in Library on Sunday October 20, • honour of Patricia Lorraine This occaslonwiU als0mark 
Istad whois soon to become the the Official Opening of the 
" Pebble Therrien is a young mother of two little girls Debbie individuals etc. who have in- wife of Paul Fremont. The Children's Library, Guests on 
• couple will be married on Oc- this occasion will be the Friends 
• :- .!;.<L" r ; , I mother of two children who has does embroidery and has three teresting items " for the tober 18. of the Library and Mien Van 
' : '  :2  been in Terrace for the past. ~hobbies all in the collecting line. newspaper. She can be con- 
" : : ( ; '  : ,  : ........ :i,:,.- ,=. • ~ i l l l ~ ~ ~ ~  year anda  half. She is a She collects recipes, salt and Lacted at 635-9020 just about Heek to whoratheneWback 
' : "  ~ country girl from Manitoba, pepper shakers and science anytime. So if you have a BIRTI! Children's Section will be 
i i ! i )~ i i i . ! , )~ i i : :~  She has many interests in life fiction pocket books. She isa  shower~wedding, birth, a visit On Tuesday Oc!ober S, 197_4at dedicated, 
,?! :] that should be appreciated by great  country and western or are going.out of town call ii 
L' : ! ( ~'' 7~. '. writing°Ur readers,she i  a IntalentedadditiOnartist,to musiCDebbiefan. Therrien will be particularlyDebbie and letanxiousher knoW,to ShegiveiS ,.::iiii i~iii!i...::!i!i.:~..iii!i~iii~iii~iii!ii~ii!ii!i~iiii~ii!iiiii~i!iiii!i~i~:i!~:i!i!i~ ~'~iii !~ ii~iiiii~i~i~i i~ !i~ii!~ii!~!';' 
_ . . . . .  : . . . .  ~ . : :  ;::I poet, and dabbles in sculpture, taking over as Social Editor for space to the many groups in YO '~.  
• ' - :  In addition to the knowledge the Herald and would l ike to Terracewhoundertakeprojects never  came 
.~ . :  that  comes natural ly  to a hear from all social gr6ups, for charitable purposes. - 
• - .  . You said you loved me You wrote me many letters Haloween safety tips And you left me in tears Of how the battles raged " • : " : " ~ . . . . .  You went to fight a war And how you prayed for peace 
" • " " ! " : , And you never came back And you never came back 
" - Remember when Hallowe'en your children will be easily seen In the past few years an ever They ordered you to fight Nightly now I pray 
• ,,,~:.. :,.,.. was :a fun day when we in thedark, Motorists cannotbe increasing number of children Nou didn't want to go That the wars will end 
dressed up ih Morn and Pads' blamed when children in dark in large towns and cities have You didn'l want to kill Women will smile again 
old clothes and went trick or clothing run into the street and been poisoned with candy or And you never came back And others will come back 
' treating. There was always cannot be seen. badly injured by bits of razor Debbie T~rl ' ien 
plentyofcandyandapplesfrom If little witches must wear blad~orpinsinapples.  Thisis 
friends, family, and even dark clothing use some a subject that many would ..::~iiiii~iiii!iiii~!::!ii!ii:~iii~i~iiiiiiii!i~iI~i~:..:.ii~ii:i!!~ii~i::i~..:.iii~i~ii~iiiiiii!iii!i!iii!ii~ii~i!~iii~i!iiiiiiiiiiiiii!~::. 
. 2 strangers. And the worst that reflector tape where it ,,viii be ' rather ignore but it must be 
~.~ 
. J v l tg  s I 
could happen was that we'd ge, easilys een.On+hatseOllarsand faced that there are sick pe,- . . o r _ - .  a g e ~  
a stomache ache from eating sleeves, If possible have an sons who enjoy hurting helpless 
too much. adult with your children to things and on Hall0we'en are 
Those days are gone, it make sure they obey signs and the closest victims, This is 
~ ~  seems. Now we must contend don't run out into the street, much more rare in smal l  
. • • • Competitive rates on Ist and 2rid mortgages in tbwn ~md 
with plastic and rubber masks If your children ~nsist on communities but there's always 
which, if care is not taken, can wearing masks make sure that a first time and your children country. Also agreements for sale -rid mortgages 
cut off vision. Parents should they fit properly. Be sure they could be it. pur©hts~,d. For more complete information please phone 
'take care, when-choosing or do not block the nose'or cut off Protect your ch i ld ren 'by  GREENBRIER MORTGAGE 
\ " ~ making costumes for their vision. Again as with clothes, knowing exactly where they got 
children. See that they fit well. try tostick to lightercolours. If their treats. Don't allow them INVESTMENTS LTD"  
Too clothing can hamper you are artistically inclined you to eat any su.~picious looking . . . . . . . . . . .  
"~" ii!'~:'- movement.tight .Too loose ~othing could try "making up" faces, candy and e]iamine apples Suite F, 4650 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
can become entangled in small Lipstick or washable, non-toxic closely for holes or bruising. ,k~$.,7~1 {above Miller's Mens. Wear. - . 
legs with disasterous results, markers make wonderful face,.s You may feel foolish but "an ' - 
Wherever possible clothing and don't interfere wilh. vis ion ounce of prevention is worth a PRINCE GEORGE, TERRACE, WILLIAMS LAKE . (~TFi  
rC" 
: : . :  Pebb le  Ther r ien  
Terrace Library,,..=,. 
, .v..._ ...., , . r , . . .  N O W A N  " ~ ~J  r ' " 
:' by Sol Stein by Edward Greenfield - L /  
Arbor Ilouse Drake Publishers inc. 
. . . .  Lutterwormz'ress : .- ..: :. . .. 
Sol Stein has written the kind . . . . . . .  " 
of novel Whose characters step This is something of a To most of us Valentine's Day .~ ~.'ii;: ~,  :~:'i.: ~ 
inlbyour life as you read until biography of the Australian is of little import but,if author .:.~.: :~::.z '. ::. "' "- 
youjust~iavetogoontotheend, o perasinger.:.Al.thou.ghthebook Frank'Staff  is. correct, .St..." .~>i:.~.- : :  . . . .  
His main c mracter, Shirley Dispenses wtm me Hrst go years Valentine's Day was a serzous . . . .  .~ :~: 
Hartman. lives in New York ofher life in two pages. After occasion in the beginning., He : : % ; i : /  
wher~ her bright brain wins her lhat. the author trails:one pace has icollected a great many: ) :  :r 
pr0motionafter promotion in an behind her as she giyes up her lype.s of Valentines displaying ' .7  , 
advertising firm yet her life is job ty[~ing for a farm equipment the thought, time, effort and .- ".. i 
not satisfying. Her  search for company to pursue ,  the expense that went into the . • . 
happiness drives her to the top demanding life of an opera star, crafting of a Valentine years " " 
led~e"~of a t4  floor aoartnient: I t  sn't necessary ,to be con- ago. 
bu-il°d-ing prepared to lea"p to the;.' versant with opera" to enjoy this To really read and appreciate 
~. pavement far below. I t isat[h is  book,allhough I 'm .sure a this book .requires hours in  
moment that thebook begins knowledge of 0pera would order t° minutely study the ~ E  
then it immediately take us -: enrich one'sappreciation of the details of each illustration, But 
: back to trace the l i fe which woman's achievements: if you are keen on Valentines, 
pushed her to consider suicide, For, the opera fan, all Joan have a taste for artistry, or eveff 
Sol Stein has a readable style, • .Suther land's  recordings a re  .are hunting for an unusual 
the language for the main is itemized ncluding dates when' design to embroider or 
• free of profanity, and there is no recorded, assisting performers needlepoint, take time to brouse 
slang to impede your un- orchestras, and recording through the many color pictures 
derstanding, labels, in this book ' .  " ' 
IN MY OPINION by Pebble Therrien 
(There are plenty of people whatsheis doing IS liberaied, I losing her feminity, Remem- 
who won't want or need my myselfamahousewifewithtwo ber, communism isa good idea, 
opinion but, for the sake of small children and I have Io' InTheory, bul in the hands of a 
argument, here it is. If you admit that ! am vet T happy " fanatic it can be  dangerous 
should happen to disagree with with my "work". I have a job when put into practice, ~ . _ 
any of the points I make you are which I can do at home: I don't Your Toyota dea ler  has  1974 Toyota models  ava i lab le  for immediate delivery. At 1974 prices! . 
welcome to write me in care of have to wor~, ,  about some Foster Toyota Corolla, Corona Celica, Mark It. Half-Ton pickup and 4-wheel-drive Land Cruise r. All hundreds of do lars ~ .... _ 
this newspaper. If it is possible babysztler spomng my K~tls; 
I shall amwer some of your and. what's more important, I , below the new 1975 competitive model prices. And Toyota models start aslow as $2599" r " ~ " ' 
letters in this eolumr,, at a later can s t i l l seetothecomfor tso f  v"  ,, a"en+s a,n . . . .  ::::: 
• ' " date), my husband. Now some women :' ' . a '74 while they last. % 
For the past few years there would say thai I live a very : ':/ 
has been plenty of talk about unliberated existance. This is . . ,. 
freedom. Thei'e have been not true in any sense. I am Members of the Terrace Foster ':,,~, 
Parents Association who', at~ ~? 
Black Freedom movements, happy; therefore, I am 
. ,  Indian uprisings, and numerous liberated,. Womens' Libbers tended the regular monthly.; -[ : : :i), ,~ meeting October 8, heard from : .: ! ' 
.other fights, all in the name of forget that there are some 
FREEDOM. Perhaps the most women who enjoy being a special guest speaker, Arnie : i  :!J:'i~ 
, controversial  of al l  the unliberated housewives and Klapwijk. Mr, . KlapwiJk :.:~,::~.,- ::~!' 
Freedom Mover0ents has been homemakers. Some women DO discussedthe topic of the Childs Wel fa re .Wi th  local members , :' :;::<~h...,i~,~i~ --)~'! 
Movement, and watching their families League of America, " . ,  . 
In my opinion the movement grow up, All interested Foster Parents "i~ ! iiii~(i! 
' is an excellent idea, in theory, l-lowever, all disagreements in the Terrace area are :?~L ~.,:: ~.ilil I 
• " Theoretically, every woman aside, I do believe in equal pay reminded that meetings fire :;, q.,, 
should be equal to every man. and opportunity for women, If a held monthly at Terrace's Mills 
However, when put into womancan do the job well she Memorial Hospital. All are .i::L!(,:, g' : :~ ' :~, ,~;~;~'~ [~Q : ~: ' ~ ': 
practice as it has been, it can should, by all means, have the urged to attend, . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;- 
only become an object, of scorn . Job; and at a rate of pay equal to i', : 
and ridicule, For instance, the what a man in that position :'::. ;.:,., ,L.:~,"::> 
!'Ban the Bra" movement was would be making, But, this is L ibrary  to i;;~ :~S~ ........... ::'~:~ 
seen by many as a fanatical, not to say that a woman must - " )F  ~:~~J~/"~":~';>:~;~"::~ 
attention-getting hoax, True, it fill a certain position, simply get furniture 
dldgainquiteabitofpubl ic ity,  because she wants it, In all ~ i i ) L,, 
But what kind of publicity? It fairness there are some jobs As  a resu l t  o f  a grant  f rom the  ~:~t I " : ~ 
showed women as screaming, that some women are just not Library Development Corn, s ' TOYOTA ' 
hysterical, fanatics and, in my,.  meant to do just as  there are mission the Terrace Library ",,~ :~.'~:~ 
opinion, did nothing to help " .s.omejobs that men arejust, by Childrens ection and librarians 
women to get executive metrv ry nature, not meant to . . . .  , )!~:,:'; : " office, will receive new .fur., : ; ,: :!.':-L:, :.?~ : . ' i  : '  ; . . . .  . . . :'/!~;;J.!:;~':~:~!J~'. :~':!~:'~:!~ t~: Z~ . 
positions. No sane person is do. In my oplnlon it, is niture, . . . . . . .  . lcbns'e'andor'ovi :,a, ...... - , ,  -, j;:i: going to hire a scandlemonger degrading for both sexes when . ' ':.~: :!',/':'~langfadturers' sug0ested list prices at time of publication. D0es not include destination, delivery an~ preparat i 'Gn.Chaigesi" : ' "  ';' ~: :':" '~'~ . . . . . .  
"°°""':" iil i !i ilii(i I :,iii!?i<i ::'..... to.lead no matter what their women try to become men Just The Terrace Library,Board " :-' : . : : ' : ' : i ) :  : .: . , , :taxesbecausethese factors ~;ary f/dm region to region. (Toyota FOB points, )ronto, VaricO.uven):(,i~'):;";i!'i::i ~="~"~ [or the sake of childish "I ' l l  received the grant recently', " t #x'" = ' ' "  + ' : : ' '% '  %~:= " : ' ' *~;  : ;~  : ~ = = £ ' '  ~ . . . . . . . .  ' " " = ' ' I " " ' I ' "' =: =" ": "# ~'=' ' ' '  : ' :'=:¢~"t:~ r j = ; [ J  
SPit, Anotherquestionablepointis; show theml l l "  attitude,- worth $3,600 which will go ~ ct~eck heYe owpagespi~0i hiToyoadealetneamstyou '-. ' ! .' . . . .  . . . . . .  " . ' . .  'i " - :  '~;~)5": i.~.?:!;>~:: :, :'h'~i:~: CONTt~$TCLO$1E$OC1OBER26,19~4 
"What is  l iberation?" Inmy In tny opinion, a woman can toward the cost of additional %' ' ' '  . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ' l '  . . . . .  ' "  I" ' + ' + "# ' ' '4  : z " '  "~I ~ ' " r ~ ';'~ " ' I ~ " ' : '  q' :  . . . .  '~ ~: J~=I;:~ ~" ~ '  "~' ~,~: : "  #~.~''~' ~+ :~ :~:~I : "  : 
-': opinion, any woman who enJoys make her point without using . . furniture, . . .  . " ' .......... : : ' " :~" : "o  : . . . .  , . . . . .  . .: :(!" ' : " .  " / . :  . 
S . . . . .  - ' - . , ,  : '. -' ' . . . . . . .  ' 
Dita Martin of Natural Fur gives a fine shape to a 
Canadian raccoon coat. Double-breasted and 
partly belted, it nips in to a small waistline, flares - 
cut to a wide hemline. Style. No..4~707. Approx.il , 
• Canadian retail price: $1,600,~Ap~fbX;!;Amei'icari:'" ", 
Photo: Jean Sauer- 
: ' ~,:t / •' I  ' , ,  . - . ,  " - : '  " } ."  :i~:'~,.: 
Price reviews for consumers 
available supplies, Marine and Consumers should expect 
animal oils.(edible tallow) have 
more than doubled in price continued high prices for 
between January 1973 and the shortening and  cooking oils 
until later this year when retail 
present; soybean and rapeseed prices may decline slightly due 
oils have quadrupled, and corn to anticipated increases in  
oil has also more than doubled, edible oil supplies. Since the 
bulk of these products are 
consumed commercially, retail 
prices for processed foods 
utilizing shortenings and 
cooking oils should reflect the 
changes in prices of edible oils. 
Since the fat-oil content of 
edible oil content In these 
products is 100 percent by 
weight, the increased raw 
material costs are reflected 
almost directly in factory and 
retail prices• The situation will 
not be alleviated until world 
production of edible oils 
overtakes world consumption. 
• There have been some current 
indications that edible 
vegetable oil prices are starting 
to moderate In anticipation of 
larger oil seed harvests, this 
year. 
-- Increased costs for 
packaging, labour and energy 
have'also combined' to exert 
significant upward price 
pressures. Manufactures have 
absorbed some of these costs 




Shortening prices have in- 
creased by approximately 50 
percent at the retail level 
during the past year while 
cooking oil prices have doubled. 
The main ingredients, of. 
shortening and cooking oils are 
edible vegetable, marine, and- 
animal oils. Shortnnlngs are 
usually blends of all three with 
the major portion consisting of 
edible tallow. The oils are 
blended and homogenized to 
form spreadable solids at room 
temperature• Cooking oils 
consist of blended, or pure 
vegetable oils. Canadian per 
capita consumption of Ihese 
products amounted to 17 lbs. in 
1973 with commercial con- 
sumption accounting for 90 
percent of the total• 
The major reasons for the 
rapid price increases in sh0r- 
tenings and cooking oils over 
the past year are: 
-- A world wide shortage of 
edible, oils in all classes has 
driven up price bids for 
: : ,  re ta i l  p r i ce :  $1,800. 
• ~. : : .  1 !  ~ . - :  . .  .. 
DENTAL 
TOPICS 
GUM DISEASE MORE 
FREQUENT IN LATE 
THIRTIES 
If you are 35 years old or over, 
tooth decay should cease to 
become a major problem for 
you, but don't relax, you're 
more likely to suffer gum 
diseases which can result in 
tooth loss• 
The decline of tooth decay for 
those about 35 is not actually 
well understood or easily ex- 
plainable. But the fact remains 
that decay falls off after this 
age• This ought to make you 
happy - fewer drilling and filling 
sessions with your friendly 
dentist. 
However, after 35, more teeth. 
are lost due to diseases of the 
gums than tooth decay. But do 
not despair, gum diseases can 
easily be cured. Better still, 
theycanbeprevented. So, even 
though your war against decay 
germs is largely over, do not 
allow yourself to relax in the 
fight tokeepyour natural teeth. 
Pyor rheaand other gum 
diseases can always be cured, 
unless they have reached the 
terminal.phase. The fact thai 
you are suffering from gum 
trouble is a poor excuse to have 
all your teeth extracted. Such a 
radical operation will not cure 
the disease and can have 
serious consequences on your 
health and appearance, Never 
forget ~ your permanent teeth 
are meant to last your life time, 
Gum diseases including 
pyorrhea can be prevented. 
Good dental habits at • home, 
regular checkups and care from 
youF dentist are more' ira, 
pertant than ever, now that you 
are hast 35, By following these 
.~-;; ~:':!:. '~7::,:: • : 
:: ? 
" :t 
,~ ;.. . .  . . . .  : . .~ . . : ' : § . :~:  





' : "  Gentle Rye Whisky. 
I 
f \ " 
Accordingto a recent 
announcement by the 
Dordt College Music 
Department ,  Lloyd 
Vanderkwaak, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Leendert 
Vanderkwaak of Terrace 
has been selected to be a 
member of the 83 piece 
1974 Dordt College 
Concert Band. 
Lloyd is a Freshman at 
Dordt College and is a 
1974 graduate of 
Caledonia Senior High 
School and was active in 
Band, Sc ienceC lub ,  
Medical Careers "Club. 
The Dordt College 
Band, under the direction 
of Mr. Gerald Bouma, 
presents several concerts 
during each school year. 
They  per fo rm 
representative music 
l i terature written for 
symphonic band. 
According to Mr. 
Bouma, plans for this 
year also include making 
a recording, an exchange 
concert with Sioux Falls 
Col lege, and two band 
festivals. 
Nutrients .
The National Research Coun- 
cil's Food and Nutrition Board 
has concluded that significant, 
numbers of Americans uffer a. 
variety of vitamin and mineral 
deficiencies. The recommend that 
all foods made of wheat, corn 
and rice be enriched with 10 es; 
sentlal nutrients. 
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Ann Landers . . . . . .  
Dear Ann Landers: My 
husband is 30 years old, 5'9" and 
weighs 240 pounds. Statistics 
shows that in about ten years he 
will have his first heart attack 
or strol~e. Already he is tmin- 
surable at his present weight. 
Last week be had two 
"unexplainable" cold sweats 
and last night he suffered his 
second "unexp la inab le"  
nosebleed in three weeks. 
We have three children, the 
baby is less than a year old. The 
future looks dismal because I 
• fear our two youngest will be 
fatherless during their teen 
years, when their need for a dad 
is the greatest. I am notasking 
for any answers from Ann 
Landers. I've been reading 
your column long enough to 
know what you tell people who 
ask what to do about a husband 
who eats too much, drinks too 
much or is hooked on cigarettes 
or dope. you tell them, "It's a 
do-it.yourself project and 
nobody can make someone else 
do or stop doing anything." 
I am asking you to please 
publish my letter so some 
overweight daddies out there 
will see themselves as their 
wives see them. Maybe then 
they wig understand that we 
don't want to be naggers, we 
just hate to see them kill 
themselves. - We Really Love 
Them 
Dear Love: [ can hear those 
scissors snipping 'away all 
across the country. This 
column is going to be placed on 
more dinner places and pillows 
and taped to more bathroom 
mirrors than any I've printed in 
a long, long time. 
Dear Ann Landers: I come 
from a family of very super- 
stitious people. Almost every 
• hour of the day of night 'our 
house sounds like it has been 
invaded by woodpeckers. 
Everybody is knocking on wood. 
How did this superstition get 
started? - Just Wondering 
Desr Just: Kuncking on wood 
goes back to the Druids of an- 
cient F, ngland who believed the 
trees were inhabited by gods. 
When asking a favor, the Druid 
priests would knock on the bark 
of a tree. If the "tree-god in fashtonede" "hung-up" and "too are looking for women in their 
residence" was In the mood to religious." I 've been told I'm 30s, 
grant a favor he would knock ,saving myself for nothing and Butdon'tglveup-orln. Yo~ 
back. Today it's still a eonimnn that I'm out of ray mind. • high standards will protect you 
way of trying to make a dream My children are grown and against getting mixed up with 
come true. the thought of going through life • bums and sex maniacs. Those 
without a husband is very two clowns who offered you a 
Dear Ann Landets: I'm in my depressing. I'm a person who is night in a motel on the first date 
early 40s. After 23 years  of only whole when I'm half. were no bargains. Be glad you 
marriage 1 find myself thrust Am 1 being unrealistic, Ann? didn't waste your time on them. 
upon the world in a society I Stat ist ical ly,  do I stand a Going to a weddifig? Giving 
can't even remember. I'm a chance of remarriage? lhavea 'one? Or standing up In one? 
single woman searching for a good figure and am fairly at- Even if you're already married 
mate. tractive, Can you give me a Ann Landers's completely new 
I've had two dates in the last little hope? Are there any men "The Bride's Guide" will an- 
several months and both of in their 40s left who want a swer questions about today's 
them wanted to check into a woman in her 40s? Or are they weddings. For a eopy, send a 
motel. I said "NO" and haven't all chasing young girls, trying dollar bill, plus a long, self- 
heard from either man since, to recapture their own youth? - addressed, stamped envelope 
rvebeenealled"fr igld","old Lonesome t20 cents postagel to Ann 
DearL: Look for s "man in his Landers, P•O. Box 1400. l.;Igin, 
50s or early 60s. Men in their 40s Illinois 60120. 
WINNER . . . Shangha i ,  a 
, s iamese  owned by Frank  Me.  
Swecney of  Rose l le ,  N J . ,  Is  
shown in  her cape and crown 
after she won the AII.Ameri. 
can Glamorou.~ Kitty Contest 
at Miami Beaefi, 
I TURN ON$ I 
li " 
RESTAURANT 
<~BIRE~F., & CANADIAN FOOD 
P ILIVATE BANQUETS" ORDERS TO 
PAR~IES FAST SERVICE TAKE OUT 
The Food that gives you Taste & Appetite 
Dining Lounge &.Banquet Room 
Business Hours 
10 am to 1 am Monday ]Saturday 11 am to 10 pm Sunday 
.ao.  1535-6111 
i 4642 Lazelle VVest of  CFTK Terrace 
'?.:" ~'L:-::?,L~ ' . 
7"::~/ . .:.' 
:: 7.  ,, .,~ " -- 
-~[ .! [ 
- •L  
- f . "  • 
" . .  ~ii?., - ,  • \ ' ~ . . . . . . . j '~ -  '11~ ~'~'=~.~.~,, 1 i~ • 
IT'S IVI ( MUN( I-IIN' TIME 
Time for Mac Munchers everywhere to enjoy the orchard-fresh goodness 
" ' : : / :  of new-crop B.C. Mclntosh Apples... munch after munch af ter  munch. 
ii•i:fl lunchers love the crisp, white •flesh and juicy, {t ,  - 
our of B.C, IVlolntosh apples - as instant 
' . in lunchl3oxes.., as between meal snacks... 
L~ hool treats..,  and in all their favourite home- 
': .i~:,'i .~i '~i!:!i i ~ ::~!!::~i(~ade pple desserts, too. 
:t.:??~: .:,':~ i,.~ i'~:(:iJf -~ i i  FOr Special harvest time savings buy your new-crop 
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~!EL~amb~2 ant i - sex  sa l t  " '  ,:/ 
y Lawrence You don't have to approve 
DEAR DR. LAMB - I have of her bellavior. You do need 
a permissive 17-year-old 
daughter who is taking the 
birth control pill. I am sick 
about his, but can do nothing 
about it as she did not go Io 
our family doctor. 
l wouldliketo know what 
E otassium nitrate will do to er health if used in her diet. 
My druggist ells me.to be 
very cautious. I am to d it 
reduces secretion. Can it 
harm her otherwise? Also, 
what quantity should be 
used? 
DEAR READER -- You'd 
better forget about that idea. 
There are a lot of old stories 
about the use of potassium 
nitrate, also known as 
saltpeter, in decreasing sex 
drive. Usually thesc 
ridiculous stories are about 
its use for boys or men. It has 
no effect at all on the sex 
drive or sexual functions in 
either males Or females. 
ll's a little late to do much 
about a person's behavior at 
age 17. The concept of behav- 
ior is usually establishcd 
much earlier in life and is 
based, on what tile )al'ents 
think and, most imp( rtantly, 
do plus what associat --s think 
and do. It's common to b ame 
~ arents for thc children's beh- avior, but that is not fair. 
The influence of the society, 
*'including playmates, ideas 
spread by literature, TV and 
movies are all impoz'taal fac- 
tors in shaping 'attitudes. 
After all, the attilu(e~ and 
behavior of wlzole nations 
can be influenced by using 
these, tools for propaganda. A. 
parent doesn't have a chance 
Eit ted against these in- 
l lUeaces . .  
What should pat'ents do in 
? ? your situation'! Certainl the 
answer is not sl ip)inK 
medicines into the ch Id ten s 
:food. You  can't force your 
ideas of morality oa them. 
You have In be open and 
honest with them. That 
means discussing your view- 
points: Discussing does not 
mean nagging or scolding, 
that is uniikely to accomplish 
anything except to Je;troy 
any chance.you migl t have 
had to provide helpful infor- 
mation within the fra/nework 
• of a discussion. 
to accept her as a person, 
even if her values are dif- 
ferent tha, yours. A wise. 
parent learns to gently dis- 
cuss the different advantages 
and disadvantages, then 
allows the young adult in the 
family to mature by using his 
or her owa best judgment. 
Also, parents need to be. 
around to pick up the pieces 
when young people make 
mistakes, and they will. That, 
toa, requires a delicate bal- 
ance. You can't run to the 
rescue every time things 
don't turn out right. Learning 
to solve your own problems is 
also part of maturing and 
parents must give their  
children an opportunity to do 
this as part of iheir maturing 
process. 
It is unlikely that the pill 
has anything ta do with your 
daughter's life style. When 
people are inclined to have 
se~ they asually do, with or 
without adequate methods to 
prevent pregnancy. Many 
surveys how girls often use 
no protection or one of the 
least effective methods, any- 
ray. 
• Being a parent and coping 
with these varied problems 
isn't easy. Perhaps it was 
simpler when social rules 
wcre more rigid, but that too 
created its problems by 
creatin~ severe neurosis 
from ~'udt and resulting in 
wloesnreao i~norance about 
the more fundamenta l  
aspects of male-female rela- 
tions, or even the individual's 
own body. Coping with the 
duties of a parent is a lot 
more complicated than slip- 
pin~ a little saltpeter into the 
IOOQ. 
DE~AR DR. LAMB - 
Almost 13 )ears ago my hus- 
band had a vasectomy. It was 
the first one the doctor had 
performed. Be told us to use 
some other means of birth 
control for six weeks, and he 
didn't tell my husband to 
come back far a sperm test. 
Three" months after the 
operation [ was pregnant. 
The doctor then asked my 
husband lo come in for a 
sperm test. After the test he 
told us that the operation 
didn't work, that the test still 
showed mi l l ions  of l ive 
sperm. 
• Since then we bare read 
several articles about vasec- 
tomies, some of.them said 
that ~t has taken up to a year 
for some of them to work. We 
had talked about having this 
checked again, but just never 
did. 
Recently he had to see a 
urologist, aod he suggested 
my husband have another 
sperm test, because he said. 
that a lot of times it took from 
three to four months for a 
vasectomy to work. 
The next morning my.hus- 
band took a semen spemmen 
to the lab, the specimen was 
less than an hour old. The 
results were an occasional 
dead sperm, The urologist 
said as far as he was con- 
cerned the vasectomy 
worked, but he couldn't ex- 
plain why there was sperm at 
all after so many years. I 
thought that a vasectomy cut 
the tubes (his tubes were cut 
aad tied) that let the sperm 
into the semen, and there 
sliould be an absence of 
sperm altogether, alive or 
dead. 
1 know that it takes live 
sperm to make you pregnant, 
but I am still afraid to trust 
this operation until someone 
can tell me why there is any 
sperm at all after 13 years. 
DEAR READER -- It's 
true that sperm may still be 
in the semen for months after 
a vasectomy. Before it is 
assumed that the surgery has 
resulted in sterility, it is nec- 
essary to have at least one, 
and preferably thee, speci- 
nens that sho ~ no ;igniflcant 
amounts of live sperm. 
The number of sperm that 
are already out of the testicle 
and furtherup the tube or 
lodged within-the prostate. 
DUNJA SAWISKI. REGIS-- 
,L . :,;,,,, 
TERED NURSE AT PRINCE 
GEORGE, BRITISH COL- 
UMB|A. HAS THREE 
PATIENTS AT HER 83- 
ACRE FARM---OALD 
EAGLES BROUGHT TO 
HER BY CONSERVATION 
OFFICERS. ONE BIRD, 
BLIND IN ONE EYE" FROM 
A TUMOR. HAB BEEN, , ; ,, 1 
CONVALESCING FOR 
FOUR YEARS. SHE HAS 
ALSO NURSED GEESE 
ANn OTHER BIRDS 
BACK TO HEALTK 
• can be cdnsiderable. As soon ,: ...... : :< . " 
as all of these are expelled " r f '': ' : : " : 
there should be no more live : ;  : , 
sperm available to cause . . ..~: 
pregnancy~ ' . - : :  : :: - . .  
How did the dead sperm ./il  ". -, • . 
get through inyour husband's /- ., , .. : , : " .  
case? Youare right in assum- - I " 
ing that if the tubes were 
completely blocked that no 
sperm, live or dead, should 
get through a cut and tied 
vas. After 13 years the logical 
explanation is that there is an :. ~ ~ ~ ~   
opening betwee~ the tubes 
that generate sperm and the 
outside track. That could be 
from a faulty technique or be- 
cause a new opening was 
formed later, which can hap- 
pen. When a new opening 
forms on its own after ao ap- 
parently successful opera- 
tion, the man may become I " ' " 
fertile again. 
Possibly related to the pre- , 
vious operation, the tubes in • 
your husband wi th in  the 
testicles apparently have quit 
forming any s igni f icant  
amounts of live sperm cells, ... • DIAMOND SWIRL 
T.=h!s happe.ns to some .m..e,n A transluseent, caramel-colored isc his s 
without any operation with 
the tubes wide open, so you 
can't be sure that this is true. 
In this eonditio, it is most 
unlikely that the man will be 
able to induce a pregnancy. 
Perhaps your husband 
could have the test repeated 
after two or three days of no 
relations and if it doesn't 
have any significant live 
sperm •then you should be 
able to proceed with reasona- 
ble con~'idence that you won't. 
get pregnant. 
Send your questions to Dr, 
Lamb, in care of this newspa- 
per, P.O, Box 1551, Radio City 
Station, New York, N,Y. 
10019, For a copy of Dr. 
Lamb's booklet on impo- 
tence, send 50 cents to the 
same address and ask for the 
"Impotence" booklet. 
(N[WSI)AI'Ea ENTEKInIISE ASSN•I 




Fish T ip  
?,[ix melted butter, minced on- 
ion, lemon juice and minced pars- 
ley. The result Is a most delicious 
sauce for  fish• 
For  And  About  Teenagers  
T i l l s  WEEK'S LE'FrER: I am boyfriend and l run away and 
16 ~'eare old and I have a boy- 
friend who is 17. We've been 
having problems - -  lately, he 
treats me os if I were 5 years 
old. l 'm the first to admit I act 
l ike a child when I get mad. but 
- he seems to be treatins me that 
way al l  the time. Also, my 
" mother has been getting on my 
nerves lately. My mother is al- 
ways te l l ing me l should be glad 
get married? 
OUR REPLY:  We think this 
time that your mother just might 
be right• It doesn't sound to us 
as it your relationship with your 
boyfriend is one of deep love-  
i t  seems l ike he might be grow- 
ing tired of this affair, You are 
just hanging on to a relationship 
that is going nowhere..The prob- 
lem is with you and how you are 
o[ carved agate forms a luscious back- 
drop for a swirl of white and golden 
brilliant diamonds in this award- 
winning brooch, which converts to a 
pendant on a yellow gold wire. Its 
Automobi le  Serv ice  T ips  
ENGINE THERMOSTAT ' ~  
M~/NTA~N~ PROPE£ _._/ / /(--~ \~_ 
• COOL~N'r; 51.10UL~  / :" ((/ 1/"I [ " ' k~~ X 
AND CL~N~. p~F~CTC, W I ~  II 
~UL' f  /N~WW WARMUP, ,4 I r . J .~4~ ~ " 
~gC~EA~ ~#N~ " LI I~r -~,4  / )  , 
EFFIC/ENC~ ANP No'F ~ /  
A NON-OPEHIN~ L/NITCAU~E~ 
~N~INE TO OV~,~H~A7":. 
RACE DRUGS 
o and / 
). LAKELSE PHARMACY l 
Creole Jambalaya 
Simmer 1 three.pound cut 
. : : ~,~ chicken in a saueepot with 4 cups 
of water unti l  almost tender (35- 
40 minutes). Remove chicken 
from broth. Reserve both broth 
and chicken. Mix ½ cup instant 
minced onion and ~A teaspoon 
" Instant minced garlic with ½ cup " 
water: let stand 10 minutes; set 
aside. Cut ½ pound link pork 
. sausage Into ½-inch pieces. 
~- '  ~ = Brown sausage Pour off all but, 
t~Z:~ !~: i  " 2 tablespoons fat. Add onion and 
" -~ ~ ~, / ' -  : garlic. S~ute 5 minutes. Stir in  ~ 
~'~: ',:,  " 1 tablespoon flour. Gradually add 
: 2½ cups of the chicken broth. 
".~ !. i .~ Add 1 can broken up tomatoes, . 
: '  .~:; ~ 2 tablespoons pars ley flakes 2 " 
-'~i~ .: ';] tablespoons weet pepper flakes 
;. ,;: "/z-.-:. 1!4 tesspeons salt, 1 small bay 
j ' .  t / leaf. ,½ teaspoon thyme leaves " 
• :-7.)~ d .... and ~, teaspoon grdund red pep- 
+;:., 37-~'7~+ per. Bring to boiling pqinl~ sUr 
; ' ; -  " - "  in chicken, sausage '1,14 cups raw 
: : '  ,' ::.'.."~;::- regular cooking rice, ½ pound i 
•.  ! , .' / cooked ham and ½ pound peeled 
~;-,,~]. anddeve lned  raw shrimp. Cover 
' '  4 < 7' 'Jr = and simmer until rice and chick- , 
%"..  , en are tender--about 20 to 30 
minutes. Serves 8. 
designer, Miss Catherine Cassidy of 
Cronulla, N.S.W, Australia, is one of 30 
designers from 11 countries towin a 
1974 Diamonds-International Award. 
1"he Awards, now in their 21st year, 
werepresented in Florence. 
Freedom 
America is still a land of the 
free ~ where a man can do as, 
his.wife pleases. 
Diet faddists are popular these' 
days, but arthristls sufferers 
should beware of them. If you 
are eating something special to~ 
try ta help your arthrltls, yod 
should read a pamphlet called 
"The Truth About Diet and 
~Arthritis"~'free copies being 
ava i lab le  f rom C.A .R .S . .  at  895' 
West 10th Avenue, Vancouver. I 
couver•. 
Speoializing In.s: 
* Beef  S ides  
,Pork  Sides : 
, • • • 0 
"Weekend Spe©nals: . 
TERRACE DRUGS 
~ 7 ~  ~ 12-6 p•m. 
i 
, - - ~  7-9 p.m. , .  
~l  Filling your " d0clor's ~,*, ~,r~=~,~ 
prescriptions I s  our lob ~ y~ ~11 . _ . , ,U IqU/L_  
Just llke him, we want to . _- . ~ . . . . . . .  .. 
~Ses  you In top heilth al- & HUL IUAY5 w:,_ . . . . .  t 
..~: . =-  . . . . . .  
rararamra   og@. 
B 
B ., . , , - 




. Freezer Packs 
. Fami lg  Packs 
I We a lso  cut  & wrap  Wi ld  Gdme 
Just ask Darrel 
oa.nd Be.tty'l zylor 
about Wesl:  0od 
Homes. 
When the Taylor family was plannlnga new 
home, they looked at the work of several builders. 
And, in the end, they decided to take their ideas 
to Westwood Homes. 
It was a wise choice. Because at Westwood we 
offer a complete home-hulldinj service. We 
ran'help you every step of the way- f rom turning 
your Ideas Into practical plans, through the 
:ac tua l  construction to finished product. We can 
even help you arrange financing. 
And you'll be assured of a quality home. built 
f rom the finest ktln-drled materials, at a reasonable 
• cost. 
. . . .  So, when you're thinking of a new home, take. 
i :"! a tip from the Taylors. 
- Than talk to your 
" Westw0od dealer, BUILDING SYSTEMS 
; ::;i D..& G. I)ontraoting 
Box 219, No, 14 Ter race  Hote l  
Terrace, B. C. 
635-f10~l-Bos. ~ 635-6180 or 574d-Office 
that she lets me go out so much going to cope with this situation, 
with my boyfriend. She thinks You had better thihk things over 
I'm not mature enoughto handle - - ;ser ious ly- -before it's too late, 
a serious relationship. I th ink  I le you taw = m.=p w,.al*m ~ wa.i 
am, besides, my boyfriend and I to discuss or =, obHrVmtion to make. ad. 
dress our ktter Is FOR AND asour TEEN- 
are- in love. Isn't my mother be- AGEII~, ¢OMMUNOY AND SUaURIAN 
ink ~erproteet ive? Should my esEn SERVICE, FRANKFORI', KY. 40601. 
, .  - , ,  i - . . . .  ".;_i_. 
OOULTER EL[OTR I  LTD. 
i 
Residential-Commeroial- I ndust r ia l  
ElectE~cal Contractor 
APPLIANCES BY:- 
Canadian General Electric 
Norge Braun Sharp Woods 
6'! •'• t 
PHONE 
635-$43 
'4910. W.H . Ter. ace ..e. 
I 
B  SEVEN SEA, c
~'] i -r- 
I " 
B NEW 
" " 1 
°. ,GRAND 
635 4436 3209 Kalum " " r 
ILR 
"t 
l . t 
• ~;~g ""  ' F? reca : : : : : : : r : :=: t : :=: : :  '+other ;0u.': ;!:E:~:op}2i::!i?!~Me~idli~i b!~:~ah?:i:~i:~iig~jdh!io~il ~1 
: :• ,~pr . I ,  ~rmS,ntmahi?i~:g:~ii:~m~:nS:ill C:al:ap.d:3ndties:ribt~:°~a!D! nOPtt~ !!i!i::(efo:ti~edUd:i;bi~hda::l!iiH 4 
Apr .  :S0. MBy 20 improve on the financial front• it'll be a situa, opticians and optometrist . Jl ~j..,~ 
: . "tion of good fortune coming by woy of strange The new Menrad 'Nostalgia' something new in glasses. - 1 
. . . .  avenues. ) 









~Romantie communications by either phone 
- mail show in the charts of many Geminis. ~ I 
word of advice? Choose your words carefully, 
thiswcekl 
Events, persons and conditions that occur dur- 
ing. this particular cosmic cycle, will indeed, 
become permanent things, So, become select- 
ive n haw and with whom you spend your time. 
It seems as though you've Stepped on a few toes 
r'a " SU]y  23. Aug 2Z the past several weeks, Anyway, stellar pattqraB * 
"~:: . . . . .  Indieate the urge, on your part, to make a few . 
:-i :* -'~ amends. 
VIRGO You might find yourself treading on completely • 
Aug.?~.SepL~ new grounds. As a matter of fact, ynu could • 
easily stray into areas prohibited, in one term 
;'~%,: -"* or another. • + . • 
.:::!:IhlBRA'-': :+ ": ' Yea're Inellned to be a little more dating than 
~ept. ~1; Oct. 2 '~ usual, to put it mildly. Yea coald be tempted 
~:,: ":- . - ~•  " by the bizzare, See that you stayin bounds, ." 
i:+!,-qcORPIO +:'+ 'rhls week's chart doesn't ell you anything that -" 
!,: OeL~.  Nov. 21 you haven't heard her()re. Try, more than ever, . " 
:"L : - ' / .  -'. to keepatg  t rein on your temper. ." : ~- 
Mr. l~ts'e Rohert,;nu of White Oaks Opticians Limited seems to 
he delighted v,'ith the new Menrad Fashion• 
8AGI'I~rARIUS " There's something exciting nbout your chart: ." 
, Nov. 2~'.i)ee. 2t sort of a "bittersweet" slttiation, There's even . . . . . . . . .  . a [~  
, ": .: +'  * < - a ehonce of k ss antl make up. ;Actually, a l de• "A stacker these newspaper logs WlU hue sparkle to }'our zlre. +~n. ~ F 
- - , - , , -  : - -  - partmentsinvourl ifeshould improve, : - If you don't want to go to these lenglhs to get coloured flames io 
: - ' 'APRICORN Try te take a trip;down imemory lanl~ / 'nV~Y: - °Yr°sUrl[i:e~l~rC;tl°hsiSeeWylnluerr~l'UStmlp[°~vh~nnaahandful°f pure b o r a x D . . ' . . f ~ A / ,  l'~ . f3 r~ l lP , '~  i ~ l i  
;~  Dee. 22:$an..19 Wel accordingtoyeurehart, i f l sh 'g  yp  • : • , . , 
:' :' " abethatyouwl l t  plcae im is takemade in -  " . : :+  , ~ ' ,  
,,"~i!'+~'::"~* " . " tilepasl. " I , ' " ' " " + .  ' , "  " , :  ' " * " " 
"~'; l i lt 20 • Feb. 18 burnt matehstiek against a ten dollar bill..would ( , .  " . + i : . . I,.., ' 
"]+' ~',+:, , "  be prior: odds, Try  to he d +whatever gains you - ' " = k" T = r'=+= :=: W l ~  t~r .  H r e s  
' ! ; ;  : • :.: - , p . ,, + : , : ; , :+.. : , : . : :  '.... . + . • , + . -~ , , . . . . . .  . - - - -  , - -  - -  
.~!"PISClg~ ~ It seemsLas though several of y0u r routine as•  " ~ ; "~'~ ['" J . . . . . .  L+~" "t'-~icals for different colours. " 
: =r ": Feb IS-Mar.S0 socates Want to help. So control the urg0 to . . . . .  { ]Pa..r. me uglly ~; w~ty  ~,;1~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  hnhv a 
: : : ~ . .w thdraw from those who surroundyou. . . : . v•  newspaper..as ~ee.. . . . .~:  •"~;'7:, °' : ' := . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ' 
: . " • " . . . . .  • " , : . . ana articles el  interest cuppeo goou luea tuu• • i I <! ~ .!Y" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .......... + . . . -  _ ~ ~ and put in" th O kitchen drawer• Add about a bail pollud or  . f . :  : : : -  !. 
. : ' " , .  : . " there still remains a Iqrge quan- the chemical you choose to a .: 
: :i: i: :i: :i: :i: :~ :i i:i:i:!+~:!:i:i:+:+:!:i:: :!::  ~ :::: ~!:! :: ~:!!'~:i:+:~:~:!:!:i::,:i:~'~:i:~:: :!:i :+ tity of  paper to got r id of• +here hal f  gallon of water• Soak the -: ~ i i  ": " 
:,:•:,:,:,:,:•:•:•:•:•:,:,:,:•!,:•:•:•::.?:,:,:,:•:.:•:•:•:•:•:': •:' •:•: :':',:•:':•,•,•,',•,•:',•,'.•,',*,,•'•"•'~':":':'~' e ••~':'~'~':':" are' three ways of. disposing of newspaper thoroughly in the 
. . . . . .  these accumulations of  news-+ solution and drain off  the ex- .. / "~ ~ = : "  :  ' ] ~ =  ? v, : : :  
• " pr nt . . cess liquid. Then roll the sheets 
You can throw them in with .of newspaper tightly until you 
your regular garbage, which we have a log of the required size 
not encouraged to do in and leave to dry. " madMrdD R Josephson of Josephsoll Opticians olunt eredt  are 
most areas. A ro l l '3 "  in diameter wi l l  
You can bundle them up for  take about a week to dry. . 
collection - -  in most places For  -" purple flame use L i th-  
someone comes around regu- - tu rn  Chloride; rod - -  : " " :... A ] , , "  " s e e  +;n '~-s  ,ar,ytopickupo,dnewspapers Nitrate:--Ca,e+ 
Or f you have a fireplace ' ' ' I Chloride; yellow - -  Potassium 
ou can try your own persona Y , N Irate; apple green --~Barium ' 
rec ehng system by makmg Y " . "_ Nitrate: blue" ' - -  Copper Sul- The next meeting of the Mills 
Ios  for wmter evemngs ny g ' • phate All these chemicals can + Memorial Hospita l  Auxiliary 
addng one of several chest- be obtained in a laroe druo will lake place in the Hospital 
cals, youwl l f inshupwthan store " ~ b- 
inexpens ive logwhichwi l l  burn ..,:.~: : : ' :+.-. • , -  . (  D in ing Room on Monday  Oc- 
with+brlghtly coloured flames h 'o~tg°o°L ::~nf~n~cV~;gl~l]¢[~: iober21stbeginningat8: lSp.m,  
to enjoy on those dismal winter • '- On Ihe agenda is a report on 
the a'nnual bazaar which this even" s to produce two of.the most at- 
~l.ng.s~ . . . . .  ted be tractive colours Common table Al l  tile chemicals lib - • . . . .  ' -- lowarefatrlyeasytoobtaiobut }pa=~waU~d~oVreaY?aUrtlan:;~°Wn 3ear has a "Harvest Moon" 
need to be used with common . . . .  theme.+ This is one of the main 
sense and caution• Keep'them ~ame sUsehaa:O~)tIpdnuleOtTPeU~ fund ra i s ing  pro jeets  an- 
our of the reach of ch Idren and - dertaken by the Auxiliary, 
• • • -. • ,.,,-"• .-uorax, . . . . .  • + Opeis and ~ml~them tq ~'d,PD'~ ;..~-.~,j ~'~" .' -=/' ",,.,,+ . A repor t  wi l l  a lso be made on 
i] •"' ""' "' : "  ~ ' ~P" sab ir1+1'~t+++"t,i~+i'~g'f++++t'+~:+,~iA~+(.+,~'t"b~!P+~P~ lhe-annual convention held this 
" "* " -: ; "  of.+thefil~ Will corrode' .metals'i : '  .:lOgS ~w,,,: .aaa-sparxle m-~our  Specializing i n  Don' t .  Use: a: 'container:  you .  :n re . .~nu_nT0. ,  oon ,~wan. :~ 
might unthinkingly.'later-use -go, to tnjse::tengtns .!o,=g_ 
• e cmour¢o uames In yOur are for food, it's better to .be Saf " Chinese  and  Canad ian  ,ha .  sorry, . place this w;nier, just throw in 
And remember, in'thls'case a handful of  pure borax or Foods red and yellow do not make salt and try to see your dreams 
orange sodon't try to combine in the flames. 
For.+Take Out Service Liberal Women M.P,'s 
Phone 635-6184 tell it like is is 
Brilish Columbia's two SlJOnsoredby Ihe B:C• Women's Shan Yan Restaurant women MP'sarepromisinga LiberalOommission. hard-hilling discussion of  the The meeting is open to the 
• problems facing women in publicand box lunches will be 
politics al Ihe Liberal Party available. 
"Where  the customer is K ing"  c0nvention18 Io 20. in Vernon. October reporterMs' tlolt.andU VancouVercolumnist Su~_for 
Simma Holt,.'of Vancouver, many years, has established a 
national reputation as.an author Across from ,the Co-op andlena Campagnolo, f Prince Rupert. will address a special and speaker• Oneof her books, 
Saturday noon-hour session Terror in Ihe Name of Gad• is 
regarded'as the fedinitive work 
on the Doukhobors. MERC Ms Campagnolo began her 
T H E R E  W E N T  political career as a Prince ; Ruperl school.trustee and has 
also served as chairman of the 
school board and as an alder- 
man. 
She warked as sales manager 
of the Prince. Ruperl radio 
station and conducted a daily 
program of interviews and 
in[ormstion. 
SNO-TWISTEff 
• +E In 'Prussia ~they say that if 
~, < you Cannot catch a thief, heat 
a piece.of iris clothing with  a 
hazel swi tch,  and he wi l l  fall 
' - i l l  - 
II 
When - 'I,+, ~ 
don't ,~  
know 
who to 
turn Io .... 
Tlllllll TO US 
WlTII O011FIIIENOE 
• l i ao lays  
Fanral 
+ Homo " 
year in Penticton October'lSt~ 
ihrough 18th. 
The Executive would ap- 
preciate suggestions for the 
disposal of funds in the 
Auxiliary Account• Members 
will be asked for suggestion in 
regard to possihie project. 
All members of the Auxiliary 
as well as any interested person 
are.urged to attend, this 
meeting. 
REGISTRAT ION 
Saturdey-0clober 19 ,¢-10 p.m, 
Hofsprlngs Lobby . 
Registration Fee St2.Persen ' • . 
Contact ~:3S.7318 fo r  In fo rmat ion  
Stock O, 1973:  Place 
International Falls: 1 2 3 
Ironwood: 1 2 3 . - 
Canadian Power Toboggan Champ.,Beausejour: 1 2 3 . : 
~. i . Stock D,1974:  
. Kawartha Cup International: (Sat) 
i! , un, / i  ' Hodag Sprints. Rh nelander: World's Champ,, Eagle River: 
" Paul Bunyan Open, Bangor: " 
LeMons International Pro/Am, Milwaukt 
New York State Champ,, Boonville! 
, Eastern U. S, Snowmobile Champ•,Syra 
(.'~ CirCadian Power Toboggan Champ., Ben 
USSA World Series; Eagle River: ' '  
: i! ":i Kawa~ha World Series, Peterborough: 
• '~ • . SO = Ski-Oeo; AC =Arctic.Ca~ 
i ' :  :~(.'"'-, ~:': " Sno-Twis ter .  You  r ide  i t  to  w in .  
SER 
:: dO4& Greiq Avenue "Terrace, B 
Caught in an informal chat with Patti LaFlamme (fashion 
model) Klaus D'. Stenzel, president of KDS Optical Company 
Limited and Mr. Rolf Sehmid of Optical Boutique. 
tHE  GOVERNMENT OF 
THE PAOVINC£ OF BS IT IS t l  COLUMBIA  
DEPARTMENT OF  HOUSING 
Proposal call 
Housing program 
Vi l lage o f  Vanderhoof  
The Provinical Department ofHousing invites proposals 
from developers for lhe conslruclion of ground-oriented 
rental accommodation for families through the medium 
of a three stage submission. 
Units Droposed for construction should be sited on land 
owned by the 13roponent or under oplion to him in 
the Village of Vanderlaoof, 
Proponents need ~nly submit fhe following preliminary 
information in STA~E 1. + . , 
1. Map indicating site Iocalion, 
2, Evdence of ownership or control olsite. '  ' 7 '. 
3. Proposed number and type ol units• .-  " -++" 
4. Existing zon ng and planned zoning if available,. 
5, An approximate unit price• 
All prooosals, clearly marked •'Proposal Call Housing 
Program" should be submitted to: ;'-: /. 
Department of Housing, 
c/o Dunhiil Development Corporation Ltd., :) .!  
145 East 15th Street. 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Information.. or documents giving further deiails of 
the program, may be obtained by calling 980-5031 
and asking for "Proposal call information". 
THE HONOURABLE LORNE NICOLSON '. 
-Minister ot Housing, • . ...... .•, ' ' 
!'!~ ,,'Th~ sk~n,a  socia i Credit Association " . . . . . . . . .  
~di~lrly invit'eS ntembero and Interested people to attend titelr ~' ~ !Q~:!!~~,-~:I ~ :) ~i-: :~ ,( " 
~; i  ANNUAL CONVENTION , i.:>~ . . . . . .  ~!~i ~?,~: 
Election of Officers 
To Be Held At The 
Skoglund Hotsprings Resort '5:_. : / , .  
:-~,-], _ . . .  SUNDAY 20 OCTOBER~I974 ~:-' ';'~'~ : :" : 
SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER Boa McCLELLAN MLA 
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" ..' ] :  Three monkeys at in a coconut ree 
Discussing things as they're said to be 
: " Said one to the others 
"Now listen you two 
Theie's certain rumor that can't be true 
~ ~  That man descended from our noble race 
The very ides is sure a disgrace 
/ ~ ~ . , ~  " N omonkey has ever deserted his wife 
~ k ~ ' ~ r  . Starved ]ter babies and ruined her lif~ 
[ r~ ' : l~ '~ " And you've never known atiother monk 
]~11,~."~ T O leave her babies with:another tobunk 
I1~1~, '~.~,  Or pass them on from one to another 
~ '  I ~,;x ~'*.'." Till they hardly know which one is thcirmother 
GEORGE 
And another thing you will never see 
A monk build a fence round a coconut ree 
And let the coconut waste 
Forbidding all other monks to taste 
Why, if I put a fence around this tree 
Starvation would force you to steal t'ront me 
And here's omething else a mohk won't do 
Go out at night and got in.a "stew'" 
Or use a gun or a club or k~ifc 
To take some other poor monkey's life 
Yes, man descended--the ornery cuss- 
But, brother, he didn't descend from us!" 
POTATOES ARE NOT FATTENING 
I t  is a common fallacy that ,potatoes are fattening. Weight is gained on ly  
when the total  amount of  food eaten furnishes more calories than are used up 
in activity. 
One medium potato supplies about 100 calories, This is a small percentage of  
Canadian Dietary Standard average daily requirement o f  2,400 calories for the 
moderately active woman or the 3,000 calories for  the moderately active man. 
The amounts of  the foods listed in Canada's Food Rules as a dai ly minimum, 
provide the required protein, minerals and vitamins but  not the totai  calories 
needed to meet our Canadian Standard. 
Since the potato is an important source of  many nutrients, what  better way  to  
make up some of the missing calories than to  have an extra serving o f  potatoes 
every day. 
A,cheque passed back and forth last week between 
the Kinsmen and the Terrace Kiwanis Club. First 
• Bruce Huxtable of the Kinsmen (right) handed Gerry 
Jackulack (Kinsman) thecheque. The latter handed 
• it right back. The cheque was for services rendered 
tothe Kinsmen by the Kiwanians. The donation was 
to go to the Kinsmen Swimming Pool Construction 
fund. 
irHOS'l ,ital Auxiliary 
 "Harvest Moon" 
-, . . . .  Bazaar 
Tables!will feature; baking, 
sewing, knitting, novelties, 
..candy, pecket books and puz- 
zles; produce, and there will be 
.a Fish Pond for the children. 
Tea will be served by the 
Candy Stripers. Admission to 
the Team will be 70cents for 
adults and 0Ocents for children 
Donations for any tables 
would be gratefully received. ', 
Please plmno Ihe convener, 'I '  
Mrs. Axelson at 630-6761 or the 
President Mrs. Power at 630- 
0833. 
Winners for our main raffle 
will be drtiwn at 4:10 p.m., the 
following items have been 
donated: 
l Playmate Solid State Radio - 
an Auxiliary member 
2 Colored Family Portrait'- 
Terrace Photo Supply. 
3, General Electric Coffee 
Make ~ Kalum Electric. 
:4. General Electr ic Can 
Opener - Terrace Co-op. 
:5. A $20.00 Permanent,- Jon 
and Jan. 
The 'Aux i l i a ry  has many 
pi'ojeots, that anyone interested 
can become involved in; Well 
Baby Clinic, on Tuesdays, 
Courtesy Cart, H~pital Lobby 
Shop, burs~try awards to any 
graduate from grade l0 going 
into medieal studies, The 
Auxiliary donates annually any 
equipment requested by the 
hospital. 
Next meeting will be,in the" 
Hospital Cafeteria on October 
21 at 8:10 p.m. Help support 
four local hospital. 
Michel Robichaud adapts the wrapper 
fashionof the past to the practicalities 
of the present in  his Frenchmaid 
collection. A double cascade of ruffles 
highlights the wrapper, a singl e 
Some people believe that 




Final preparations are un- feel can only be supplied by 
derway [or the semi-annual man's creator." 
circuit convention of Jehovah's "'Once a person knows that 
Witnesses to be held in Kit;mat' the present world conditions are 
October 19 and 20. a direct result of the various 
With an expected attendance sys tems - that • man~ ~ has 
of up to" too0pers~ns"t~ntY''~velop~c[*i0'run'th'ispla, z~ei•h6d 
departments are involved to that all this was foretold in.the 
ensure a smooth flowing con- 
vention. 
One of the organizers .in- 
volved is Mr. I~mg Wentzell, 
city overseer of the Terrace 
Jehovah's Witnesses. He 
pointed out that Jehovah's 
Witnesses were happy to be able 
to have their convention in 
Kit;mat following their suc- 
cessful district convention in 
Terrace this summer. 
"This whole area is 
responding tremendously to oar 
ministry work, Mr. Wentzell 
said, Which means that more 
and more people are attending 
our conventions.' ' 
"New Kindgom Halls are 
being built in Stewart and 
Terrace while in other places 
we have had to enlarge xisting 
Kingdom Halls• It proves to us 
that people in the North are 
concerned about present world 
conditions, both political and 
economical." 
"People are looking for 
positive answers 'to their 
questions. Those questions we 
Bible; he obtains peace of mind. 
Especially is this so when"he 
realizes that the Bible indicates 
lhat we are.on the threshold of a 
new system in which people will 
be able to live in complete peace 
and security." 
"Before this happens though 
we will see events develop 
whereby all  the false religions 
who [or so long have 
misrepresented the Bible will 
be destroyed. He added that for 
this reason we urge people to 
study the Bible in the comfort of. 
their own home without the 
disturbing influence of 
politically involved clergy." 
"Only in this way can one get 
a clear grasp of the Bible and its 
meaning." 
"Mr. Wentzell concluded by 
saying that the highlight of the 
convention would be the main 
discourse "What the Near 
Future Holds" on Sunday af- 
ternoon. All. sessions in the 
Mount Elizabeth School are free 
and open to the public." 
PUBLIC MEETING 
Concerning the status of farm workers 
or domestic help in British Columbia 
..The aelect Standing Committee on Labour and Justice invites em- 
ployees of agriculture or domestic work, members of the agricultural 
industry, those who regularly employ domestic workers and other in- 
terested persons to atlend a public meeting. , 
..The all.party Commiffee is'empowered to examine current labour 
legislation concerning employees of agriculture or domestic service with 
i'egard to such iopics as the Labour Code; the right to Workers' Com- 
pensation; the right to organize; and including farm and domestic 
workers under the present Minimum Wage Act. 
• .A number of meetings will be held around the province and the Cam- 
miffee encourages all interested persons to present their major briefs at 
this time, 
• The meeting in your area will be held: 
Friday, October i8th I p .m. -  6 p .m.  
Terrace Hotel 455] Greig Avenue Terrace 
~ t p  
• pmoWN¢l op tb 
#It/IN COkU~ $% 
.. If you plan to i)resent a brief, you Should contact the 
Cam m ittee I MM E DI AT E LY, at the a ddress below for 
scheduling into the meeting agenda. Enquiries 
should be directed to: 
Mr. Colin Gabelmann M.L.A. 
Chairperson 
Select Standing Committee on Labour and Justice 
Parliament Buildings 
Victor ia ,  Br i t ish Columbia 
Food Sense in Canada- 
No Mid-Morning Drag! 
Breakfast habits of many Canadians are changing back to 
batter breakfastsl Too often this first meal no longer qualifies 
as one of the good old fashioned "Three square a day". Those 
who skip breakfast or eal a skimpy one are apt to drag by 
11 a.m, according to Bakery Foods Foundation of Canada 
Nutrition Consultant. Joan-Fielden. 
These are the people who may say 'Tin not hungry early in 
the morning". Perhaps they are not, but are they aert all 
morning long or does it take a good lunch to get 4hem into 
action? 
Those who lack an early morning appetite might start the 
breakfast habit by eating small portions of a balanced breakfast 
and gradually stepping up the quantities. 
The cost o! mid-morning hunger has been checked out by 
knowing nutrition;sis. During. late morning hours, college 
students who eat a good breakfast turn out more work. are 
quicker in their reactionsm both mental and physical-- and 
tire less easily that those who eat no breakfast or have only 
"black" coffee. 
Joan Fielden says that those who skip.the first meal, or eat 
a slim one, often fall to get ¢~ough of the day's necessary 
nutrients at luncheon or dinner: 
What is a good breakfast? Authorities say that breakfast 
should supply about one-third of the dally food needs. Plenty 
of fatigue-chasing protein should be included if that mid- 
morning, letdown feeling is to disappear. 
A good breakfast follows'a basic pattern~eltrus or fresh 
fruit or juice; a main dish of eggs or meat; wholewheat or 
enriched white bread or toast: and milk. Each of these foods. 
except fruit, is a,top source of protein. In combination they 
provide necessary nutrients and a steady supply of energy. 
Whole wheat and enriched bread or toast supply nor only. 
protein, but the essentiaI.B vitamins, thtamlne, riboflavin and 
niacin, and plenty of iron. 
outlines the decolletage of the gown. SUPER Not I)riced at Press Time, Makeup: 
Electa & Corrado; Hairstyle: Zaidah 
of La Coupe; Photo: Serge 
Bcauchemin. 




BAZAAR AND TEA 
sat oct 19 
2.4:30 pm 
for. p ick .up  o tdonat ions  ........ 
phone 
Mrs Axelson 635.6762 
STAR 
! 
Mrs Power  635.3833 
PITTSBURGH* Announces 
a revolutionary new 
wall paint with 6-H-P 
• ,.,.s,o GHP means 6reater Hiding Power 
Find other 
PITTSBURG paints ' 
reduced for quick sale 
some half price 
at 
Sav-Mor Builders centre Ltd. 
4827 Keith 635-7224 
The smeoth taste of quality that's 
so unmistakably Seagram's ;sane reason why 
Five Star is Canada's best-selllng brand. 





Blended and holfled rl~zhl here in nrlflqh Cotumhlu, 
- _ _ - . . . . . . . . .  . • . 
You can prepare any kind of fondue with this versatile unit 
which comes with both metal and stoneware poL% alcohol 
and eleclrle burners. . 
A good breakfast s
can brighten.lyour 
Part of the secret 'of : : r 
feeling good In the morn- 
ing is attitude" - -  an in- 
terest in the world around 
you, tn other people, in 
your work, in your hob- 
bies. But there .is more 
to it than attitude.. 
Good health can make 
you feel full of vitality, 
ready for action and chal- 
lenge. So-so health: can. 
• make you feel listless, la- 
zy, indifferent, irritable. 
Without a proper diet, 
adequate sleep, frequent 
exercise and a satisfying 
• balance of work  and rec- 
reation, it. is impossible 
to achieve and maintain 
good health. 
. Unfortu'natel~,, sa'ys the, 
ENTERTAIN ING WITH FLAIR  • Kellogg Nutrition Coun- 
P ' r t , , s~ -ell, many'people through- 
, . ,  FONDUE ~rLc l  . out the  world are •poorly 
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A little light conversation with a pretty 
girl never hurts a good meal. At the 
meal, Hostess Marilyn Pernfuss 
provided the conversation, and Nippy, 
the Aquarium's northern fur seal, 
provided the appetite. 
~OW it's no longer neces- by Philips Electronicsand . . . . . . .  -.r * 
I • gary to pro-heat the'oil for comes with a teflon-llned alu- - / . .  ~- :~ ~:,~;:.!:~<::,::,~ Vancouver Public Aquarium recently 
a fondue on the kitchen stove minum pot and. an optlonal L I ' ~ ' '~" ~ ~ ~'" ~ ~]: '*: '"~': :  '' ' ' Iraimr Doug Pemberton provided the 
before bringing .it to the table matching stoneware heatproof G:5.t):~:..:/'ql~ ~j~:. '-;,i " " 
~n0rdoyouhaveto'pre-cook pot. (There are three colors ',.'. ~]::.'~."[~Al[~b.~-...'.,?;~.4 
your cheese fondue. . '  available to match y6urcolor. : i ; ,~.;~;:!~.:~:,~l i~ 
. The secret is a new concept scheme.) ',' '- " ' : . " ~. j ' ; : '~(~ ~: , .  ,/ • , 
in "fonduing" wh ch combines • .The ne'w product is ideal f0t '~. ,., :.',~, 2;~.~.~1 r//ij~ff....,;,, :i.. 
an eectric corneal'with the - "  preparalon of he growing ," : " . '~ : i~ ,L~i : l~"  ~. " . 
standard alcohol flame burner : number of fondue dishes, sn . . . .  :~4~'!~{~!t7:v,= , , /~ : .  
unt . ' .  .... .... .'.' . . ,  eluding beef fondue 'orienta ". ;~ , :~ i~. .~|~, , ;  
Theelectr lc/ f lamefondue.,  hotpot hotshrlmpdlp classic ~ ~ - ~ | ~ , ~ < . ;  
,can be,'sw tched in a moment ,.: cheese fondue, and dess,~rt - ' ~ ~  ~, . ,  L,~,: 
from h romantlc:hlcohol flame - "  fondties."-.':, - -'.' : :. ....... ~ ~  ~[~[ I  
,totheeonvenenceofeas y~d- ,. ' Try:he~fing .the!oil:inthe ' , v , ' ~ ! : , 5 ~ i ~  
• ,ustabieelectric heat.The eight " metal pot and dipping in ava . . . . . . . . .  ~ : - '3  ~ 
position control is part cu=. riety'.:ol./ingredlents"sueh -as • ~ ~ < ~**~.~ 
larly sensitive,to "give you the ..shrimps and cubes of cheese oi" : 'I'~SIING.. There's more" 
quick heat vari~ifions ecessary meal coated in a.slmple.balter, to do St the beach these days 
for today's' variety•of fondues ' Immerse .~A inch cubes of ten- thin ewlm and sun bathe '-- 
CSA approved the unit is made der beef 'in oil.for the popular, and pretty Melese Blrdweli on- 
" - Bocuf Bou[gd[gnonne.'And.of gages In a eew hobby at Day- 
It takes more than attitude to feel great In the mbrn. The B. C. Division, Canadian 
Arthritis nod Rheumatism ing. Good health, of which good nutrit ion is a vital 
component, is necessary for a sunshine start in the Society operates treatment 
mornings, services in all parts of B. C:" 
'• Physiotherapists are in clinics, 
" " ":: : " in hospitals, and make home 
nourished and go through any other f ime Of the day.. vtsltsi occupational therapists 
life with an unnecessary. 
handicap. A rec~nt study_ With• a f ru i t -or  juice . travel oo three mobile vans 
of •2,400 grade nine stu- rich in vitamin C, a bowl . .  covering areas outside major 
of corn flakes or other centres, and ~oumatologists, 
. dents  by Nutrition Can. ready to eat cereal, milk the doctors whose.specialty is 
• ado foundthat 39per cent and 'bre~d with butter, rheuanatic d ise~e,  make " 
of the boys and 70 per '  it's easy to fulfi l l  the nu. regular trips around the - 
eentof  the'gir ls had poor , tr ient needs for the • first province providing consultative 
to very poor diets. ~ se~leesforfamllyphysletans.' We ear~g a complete  
meal. of the day. 
' PUNC[ - I  k iN  Iffi . • " cam'so you'll want'to serve the toni Beach. Tourists and vls- Nutriiionists attribute . . . _ _.___ . .  
• 'OZ THE WEEK.! • ever,popularcheescfondue, .ltor~ to the area's 23 mile "par t  of. this surprising [~e of  h~g feed  
~tretch of ned sometimes statistic to. the fact  that " i ~ ! . i ' ,  I . ~ 
I . .  ' . , " .  :~ :  F°r this y°u'll need the st°no'' bring ~adgets which give °~ many peOple dO nOt k n O w l  telltale what constitutes a proper. • "ware poi,.whi~:h sh0uid also be sound It there's metal ' . i .  
. used t0'keep warm the sweet hurled '. ,~e ,and. ,tght ~ gr__ns  and  feed  
s~uces used for dessert fondues, gold, but most. likely lots diet., since there are over 
' " '" sa Pr0vide a s~ lec i i °nu  of pre~, .cotes, rings, sometimes even 60 known nutrients in i - U ~  " - "  : nE l~ U i ~ ] ~  ~ R S  i L ! $ pared sauces in •which. guests i con opener, food, nutritiodists.reeom- • s "p J~ l e m e ~ t s .  
m 
can dunk their cooked morsels, mend ? eating _at well-bal. ': 
For meat,- fish and ch,ese fen- to [  aneed varl'ety 0 f  foods at "' Y E L L O W H E A D  HAY dues you'll war  ifferent la#- - . ,  
o.rs; perh.ps a se~ectio, ot Edl '8 Quote Book regular interva)s at.least, " l 
sweet, sharp, mild andpiquant . . three.-times a day. . " 
. . . . .  " They  • also stress the MONDAY TO SATURDAY 7:00 A.M. TO9:00 P.M. 
ihe ~ec;'" The whole, t.hough larger importance of beginning 
than any o] its paris, does not . .. neeessal'ily bbscure their sop- the .  day w i th  a good SUNDAY 8:0~ A,M, TO 9:O0P.M. 
orate identities, -" • I breakfast, After many , 
- -  Willlam O; Douglas ,hours without,food, thd - ' SEE US AT 74 '10t l l l l  RD, IN THORNHILL 
' i * ] - . . .  .body-is in greater need  ' IT /$  A 'GRE~,T•PLACE TOEAT 
: of nourishment •than at  . . . . . . . . .  - '"  ' . OR PHONE 636- '1~0 " 
I ~, ,  ,' - • .,7 "7 ' .~ ' , "  ? 
before the 
- . "•  : 
• o .c t l  8¢ . sensat i  new 
rL  W'IT  
::'• • 
: • . . . .  . ..:, ~,. , EXCkUSlVE FEATURES. 
--j i" ? I,T: c0rn~'enietit access doo.r foreasy 
7; ~<:, < ::~,cleaningofwastetank. , .  
7: "' : 3 i inverted vacuum metier f0s: 
.!~ ,?~!,.." : extende'd service life. " 
; ;:s'afety overflow shut-off. " ~ r.: ": ~. '--;~ :" ;:L:~:~'?' 
~ !  Non-cloggingsir lgle jet spray,: ~. _ 
" -  J ' f fVacuum exhaust mufltekto,-: '"..'.: ,  i.",:'. :
1 / '  rot I, ;.e noise,, . ; :=! '  : i:i!/:!i:i '.'i: ~: 
" . /u 'So l id  brass n0n.stickinz draili!.; L h" : " ~" ii ": 
-: th6 dirt and moisttiie removed ~,;' 
,,',.;. :;: /~; i,-.", ..]i,.":.,'; ~ 
IT'S AS SIMPLE TO USE 
AS A VACUUM. 
The Trewax Up & Out Steam Sys- .. 
tern is extremely easy to Operate, 
. Baslcally there aretwo combined " 
steps.t 9 the Steam extrac!!on, ,  . .. 
/ 
I 
;' ' ,. i -0 : : '  
(::% 
f . . ,  '"/:; 
60RI) ": ON , ,  ANDI 
-OLOSED MONDAYS 
• 4606iLAZELLE 
. . . .  , . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
635-6576 ' 
J j  ','-i~ ',,Z , ,  , , : i  ' 
vJouui-mo 
I ' e  4 I • 
I t • .S  " t  
e • '! 
P | 
o • 
' 4  , i , L '  ' ,  . '  
- : :] 
~t 
.q :  
i,! • 
;i! 
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THE H~RALD 
3212 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
P.O. Box 399 
Phone 635.6357 
Subscription rates: Slngle 
copy 15 cents. Monthly by 
carrier .70. 
Yearly by 'mail in Canada 
$7.50 
Six months In Canada s4 
Yearly by mall outside 
Canada $15.00 
Six months outside Canada 
• $10.00 
Authorized as second class 
mall by the Post Office Dept., 
Ottawa and for payment, of 
postage In cash. 
CLASSIFIEDS DUE BY 12:00 
a.m, Monday. 
$1.25 for first 20 words 
5 cents each word thereafter. 
1 - Coming Events  
Royal Order. of Moose Lodge 
No. 1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641 CTF 
The Catholic Woman's League 
of Terrace will be holding a 
Bazaar "and Tea on Saturday 
atternoon, October 26th from 
h39to4:30at Veritas Hall. (43) 
8. Card of Thanks 
We wish "to express our 
heartfelt thanks for "the 
beautiful floral tributes, a thank 
you to the pall bearers, and to 
all who helped in any ~ay. ' 
To Rev. Kennedy ;for his 
comforting words, for letters 
and cards of condolences in the 
loss of our beloved Mother, 
Grandmother and Great 
Grandmother, Mrs. Minnie 
CONTACT 1 ROOFING° ,.. 
Terrace Landscaping Ser. 
~lces :. See Your Specialist NO~VI 
- Telephone 635.7414 
For ,all your needs con. No job to big 
cernlng: : No job too small 
Fencing: Madeand erected to i See your oldest roof speclalisl 
order. Steve Parzentry Roofing Co. 
Snow Removal: 24 hour Ltd. 
service; General Roofing 
Brand new JD62HP utility Phone anytime 635.2724 
loader for hlre or sub.eorifracf . Box 338, Terrace, B.C. 
work ~ter Nov. 1, 1974. W th (CTF) 
ooerafor $16.50 hr. 
Landscaping: Complete 
service. No jobs too large or ALCOHOLICS 
foe small. ANONYMOUS 
Book now for next year. . Mon.'~ Thurs., Sat.," 
CTF) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone 635.5520 .635"5636- .
Are you paying too much far ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
furniture. If so try our fur- 
niture renting plan, Pioneer Group Meet everY,: 
We rent complete household. Saturday Nite at 8:30 p.m. in 
l'urniture including T.V. with the Kalum. River Room in 
the option to'buy. Terrace Hotel (NC) 
Fred's Furniture Ltd. : 
Phone 635- 3630 . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  -- . . . . . . .  
4434 Lakelse 
(CTF) ~I SKRENA ELECTRIC CLASS 
. . . . .  ' 'A" ELEc;I'RICAL Phone 
. 1 - -~-- - - - -  
: .~ : RALPH'S PRECISION 
SIIARPENING 
Circular Saws . ! 
. , l Hi~nd Saws '. 
: : La~,nm0wers 
" " Axes 
I Back?:nder & fr:r~" end" I' Scissors, SkateSKnives 
I septic tank systems I 
1001 B. O]d Lake]se Lk. Rd. I ' To='~i l ,  ' J 
Locally in Thornhill & Cop.~ I Thornhi]l 635-3t3t 
Ipermountein Area. 
I For Personallz~serviFe~ / • BEST BUYS IN 
1 CALL 
I SeHMITT¥'S : BEEF 
i 635.3939 .i 
I i i I I i I I I I Right of f  the  Farm.  
• • Sides of Bee| 75~ a lb. 
Morris. OARPETS! We out, wrap and freeze. 
Signed: Hazel Gamblln, Edna Professional Service 
& Smith Arnold, Kitty and Fantastic Selection Jack Reitsma 
Hilton" Morris, Ruth and Jim 
Brlckley, Pat and Mel Morris By ;;Harding" RRI Smithers, B.C. 
and families. (C;42) andother 
. . . .  Famous Manufacturers". ; Phonel 847-2528 
13. Personal  ' [ at lll~l f, N I~ ~;A SI,'.(Y ! NG' 
" In' memb~l~ d6~atlo~s to~ the~.~:: i ;2 ::'...',: . ~,;~ :::,~ ; MA('IIINI';S 
B.C; Heart Foundation may be IL  ~ MAO Sales&Service 
mailed to the Terrace Unit, B.C. r, AI Nortbern Crafts 
7 Heart. Foundation, Box 22 ,  .i.6_24Greig 
: Terrace, B.C. CTF "Your i :" 
Irly• Bird Dealer Phone 635-5257 
LOYAL SOCREDS 636-72~4 I'IC'rURE i'RAMES, , .. : .It has become apparent 
membership .in [he British' 
'Columbia Social Credit • 480s Hwy.16w, Framing of paintings, pi- 
League does not provide Terrace, B.C. ctures photos, certificates 
membership in tbe Social "We Also Install" needlepo nt. etc. Ready to 
hang. 5o frame styles tot 
-. Credit Party of Canada. ~ choose from. Phone 635-2188 ' 
Persons wishing to properly 
establish membership n the Webb ilel'rigeration • "tCTF) 
Social Credit Party of Canada 4623SOUCLE 635:2.188 , - 'J 
ere invited to write Box 1047 ~t~l~'  Bobslen Construction has 2 -  
• 50xlOOx20 and one 6Oxa0x2O 
Inches Awa~ Club Stran-Steel buildings In stock. 
Meet every Tuesday night at For further Information 632.2749 
- 8:00 in the Skeena Health Unit. Authorize~i daysw 635.7730 evenings. (CTF.) 
<. For more information phone ServieeDepot . . . " " 
635.7038 or 635-4427 (C- Repalrsto Refrigerators 15. Found 
i l Freezers, Washers, Dryers, - . MOVING? 'l AndRanges Found: Red & Feel'at Lakelse 
Need something, anything | tCTF). PhoneRiVer' 635-9313M°n' evenlng(p.43). Sept. 30 
hauled? : Can't afford In: I .~ 
Ilationary rates? J 
Phone 635-3934 I Hkeena Welding & 19. Help Wanted 
. . anytime • (CTF) I MarbteServ oe . The Bank of'Montreal requires 
', I will no longer be responsible Gcaeral Welding and'Marin~ a stenographer. Typing "50 
for debts lncurred by other than Service in the Shop or in th~ w.p.m, plus general office 
myself. Max Muff Oct. I, 1974 'laid 'experience deslreable. Phone 
(P-42) 5025 Ralliwell 635-2295 (C=42) 
: , Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-4506 SPECTACULAR " 
:, 14, Business Personal W. "BILL" KNIGHT NEW INVENTIONI 
. Will babysit in my own home. CTF) ' "  The world's most advanced 
~i Monday through Frlday..Phone . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Idea in beverages, Men and 
635-3~71 (C-42) GREENIIOUSE I women r.equlred' to restock 
locations for this revolutionary 
~ WHY PAY HIGH RENT? As J Drink System part time or full 
low as $100 down can arrange For Sale:. Prefab 9x12, I time. No experlence necessary. 
cempletepurchaseand dellver.y easily expanded, 6 rail-plastic All locations supplied by 
: of a.fully furnished single or cover.' 635-2'i19 leave you~ I Company. Start part time In 
;: twin mobile home of your number., Box 580 Terrace. . your own bus!nasa withes I IHle 
choice. Call collect anytime: (CTF) as $1,295 for stock and.equlp- 
.~ Cosmopolitan Homes Ltd• ' ment, or earn full time ricome 
Phone 562.4391 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  with 54,900 Investment. Limited 
; DL NO, D.714~ T IP  TOP TAILOR ,I Dealers, For personal In- 
~' (CTF) tervlew Write Redy-Cup, 50 
:'~ NOW OPEN FOR YOUR Electronic Ave'., Port Moody, 
~:.•Home remodeling and repairs. CONVENIENCE B.C. Include Phone. (C-43)' 
:~ Rumpus rooms, built, Trailer Opa.n a:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Wanted: A babysitter to babysit sklrtin.g. Phone 635.7013 (P-44) Made to  In my home, or In their home in 
~, Water, Well Drilling. MeB| I I j~  S" i t l  " the vicinity of Parkslde School. 
~'~ EflqulrJes Evenings Only. 
-': 'Phone 635.3091. • ' • Monday. Friday. Phone 635. 
"" Skeena Valley Water Wel l s  Bri t ish "Roya le"  5841 (P-42) 
" CTF Woollen Fabr ics I 
• Everyday MARKET R ESEARCH 
"" Golden Rule - Odd Jobs for the Regular Price S235.00 INTERVIEWERS 
Interviewers needed fo~ door. "i: Jobless• Phone 635-A535 3239 
Kalum .St,; over Kal~m Elec- Special Price- 175.00 to door Interviewing to gather 
trio. CTF fo facts and opinions In connection 
• 18~.00 with consumer surveys and  
,~ Trl Chem Liquid Embroidery. i Aiteratlons " our Specialty public opinion polls. Mostly 
For serv ce and or sales, write ! (Inoludlng leather clothes) evening and, Saturday daytime 
'~" Box 2644, Smtthers, B.C, (C-44) Menl, J.adles & Chlldrens work. Positively no  se Ing 
Alterations" Involved. Car essential. Must 
. ',~ . .  • 
• -~ Fall H0u~'s for your fall plentlng Alltypes ofi.~pper fixed be21 years ancl over. Apply to: 
convenlenceat Up and Nursery Reglonal Marketing Surveys 
are: S'p.m. • 6 p.m.'Mon, to Frl., See Gus Llotsakis at 
10a.m. ;,5 p;n~: Sat, '4617 Eazelle Ave.  Ltd. " 922•S10 West Hasting s Street 
Vancouver, • Closed Sunday. Terrace,  B.C. B.C. 
: .  - ~":' - "- • (CTF) ___L~ L ' " - -  V6B IL8 (C-43) 
19-  He lp  Wanted: 32. Bicycles,  Motorcyc les  37. Pets ,  
As new, Yamaha 85.A classic 
guitar. $80 Phone 635-6357 9 to 5 
635-4657 evenings. (STF) 
33. For  Sa le -  Misc.  - - -  





Our T~;ansportation Division I 
Maintenance Department Is 
looking for applicants who have 
served an apprenticeship as an.  
Automotive Mechanic or a 
Heavy Duty Mechanic and have 
a knowledge of air brake 
systems, and diesel engines. 
Applicant s must pass a 
comprehens lve  medl ca,I 
examination. Wages range 
from $6.92 per hour to $7.29 per 
hour, 37V= hours per week. 
VancouVer work location. 
Pension and other employee 
benefitS. 
App y to the employment 
section, Oakrldge Transit 
Centre, 949 West 41st. Avenue,• 
Vancouver, B.C. "VSZ 2N5, 
between 9 end 4, Monday to 
Friday. Telephone 261-51S] or 
write for an application form. 
Bookkeeper for employment in 
Chartered Accountants' Office. 
washing machine, vacumn 
cleaner & various antiques. 635. 
5133 (P.42) 
Equalizer hitch, Oil cooler for 
auto trans., electric hand brake 
control. All for trailer. 635.5639 
after 6 p.m. (P.43) 
I WANTED I 
A purebred Semoyed' puppy or J 
information leading to J 
possession ot same. Please J 
phone 635.3392 after 6 p.m. J 
I (sTFI I 
30 Wanted - Misc .  
Wanted freestanding fireplace 
(acorn type). 635.6357 between 
9.5 ask fur Karen'(STF) 
7 year o!d super star of down. 
3 auto washers. S80 each, 
dryers $60 each, 2, commercial 
washers SlSO each, 2 com. 
mercial gas dryers S250 each, I 
40 gal. gas fled H.,W.T. $70, 1 
85,OOd BTU gas furnace S120, 1 
1967 Ford V= with cartopy $900, 1 
aluminum storm door $10, 2 3x3 
aluminum windows $25 each. 
Phone 635.3231 (C-42) 
3 • town Lions requi~'es ride to 
Arena from Thornhlll to 
practice every Monday at 3:00 
p.m. If you can help him out call 
635.2751 (STF) 
Moose hides wanted • whole 
hides $30.00 each, h'alf hides 
SI.50 each. Phone 635-3604 after 
6 p.m. (P.44) 
Wanted: 18' . Riverboat 
reasonably priced or swap for 
13V= ft. Alum• boat with controls 
windshield etc. Phone 635.6954 
One 14"studdedwintertlrewith 
wheel, Fit Chrysler, $20. One 
large,wine Jug, $10. Phone 635- 
5572 (P.42) 
Johns Road area, New spllt~ 
"level 3bedroom house, partially 
finished. 16' Holiday trailer. 
1965 model, Sleeps 6, Self. 
contained. Phone 635.3453 (P- 
1P.421 
* . 
49, Homes for  Sale 
Newly decorated 3 bedroom 
home, 2 bathrooms, 2 
fireplaces, recreation room, 
carport. Close to schools, 
shopping, Arena. Phone 635.3349 
(P.43) 
For Sale: A duplex wlth electric 
heat, 2 bedrooms each • side. 
Frldgee and stoves Incl.',ded. 
Cedar sldlng, Sltuatedonover u
half acre lot, Annual revenue 
$4,560. Selling at far lessthan 
the appraised value. Thls lot 
Includes a fully serviced trailer 
hook up. Phone 635.7480 CTF 
For Sale: 3 bedroom, 2 storey 
chalet style home. 1600 sq. ft., 
1V= baths, fireplace, 2 balconies, 
treed lot, sidewalk all around, 
,shake roof. On water system 
Duties to Include maintaining after 5 p.m. (P.43) with electric heat. Located 
clients bookkeeping records and For Sale: Component Stereo, 1 Copperside Estates. 63S.4256. 
payroll preparation. Salary Harmon. Kardon amplifier, 39. Boats & Engines {C-42) 
comensurate with experience 2JBL-L26 speakers, acoustic - - ~ - - - - ,  - -  
,Apply to McAlplne & Co. 46'44 research changer,' 2 shure I# boat & trailer with 20 H.P. For Sale: 2homeson ¾ acre lot 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. cartridges. Phone 635.2685 Mercury. For Sale $700 Phone just ' outside ' Terrace. 
CTF _ _  evenings. (P.42) " 635.5610 after 5p.m. (P.42) Reasonably priced. Phone 635. 
'B.C. Hydroand 6884 after $ p.m. (CTF) 
Power Authority Aluminum truck canopy 635. 
requires 2850 (C.43) FALLSALEI! " For Sale: 24'x44' Panabede 
house on Kalum Lke Drive. 
Auto Body Repair For Sale: 2 G78 14 studded & Fibreglass 0oats & Canoes Priced to be moved c'[t S12,500 
Personnel mounted snow tires. Sylvania With Franklin flreplacL~wall fo 
stereo cassefle recorder. Phone "rakeAdvantageof wall. Inquirles635.3398 (CTF) For accident repair and 
general bodywork. Preference 
will be given to an adaptable, 
tradesperson with experience, 
Appllcant~ must pass a 
comprehens ive  medica l  
examination. W,~ges range 
from $6.92 to $7.29 per hour, 37V= 
hours per "week. Vancouver 
work location. Pension apd 
other employee benefits. 
635-5264 (P-42) 
For Sale: 12'x40' shed, Frame 
construction, plywood walls, 
timber floor, aluminum roof. At 
foot of Apsley st, Written ten- 
ders will be accepted until Oct. 
,22, 1974. For further in- 
formation contact B.C. Hydro at 
635.2206 (C.42) 
Apply to the employment 
section, Oakridge Transit J 
Centre, 949 West ~41st Avenue, J 300 TON QUALITY 
Vancouv(~r, B.C. V5Z 2N5, J 
between 9 and 4, Monday to 1"  HAY 
Friday~ Telephene261-5151 or J 
write for an app!icstlon form. ~ algae 
(C-44) 
Bailed Green feed. Oat 
Need a little extra m0ney??[~i ~For your horSes.,~ ... 
Terrace Welcome Wagon needs " . • BOb Karrer 
help desperately, part-time Riverside Farm, Smlthers , 
work. Phone 635-2853 Previously "Vetterle" Farm 
Terrace 635.2816 
Roto-tllilng, post.hole and Smithers 847.3950 
basement digging, lot clearing. (CTF) 
and levelling. Phme 635.67e2 
CTF 
! !WANTED!  I / BREVICKBLDG. 
Part-time dicta.typist. PleaseJ SUPPLIES LTD., 
call 635.7173,. 
(C-43) 4118 Hart Hwy., 
Prince George 
Help Wanted: Cookfull tlmeor Phone962-7262 
parttime Phone 635-6302 Also 
Desk Clerk Wanted CTF 
25. S i tuat ions .Wanted  
Will do typing in my home. 
Phone 635.S707 (C-43) 
26 - Bu i ld ing Mater ia l s  
FORSALE: 
Price Skeena Forest 
Products Ltd. have a supply of 
low grade and Economy lum- 
ber. 
Low grade 2x 4, 6 ,8& 10 Is 
available for $10.00 per 1000 
board feet 
Economy; 2 x 4, 6, 8 & 10 Is 
available for $20.00 per 1000 
board feet 
Low grade 1 x 4, & wider is 
available for $30.00 per 1000 
board feet 
Tuesday through Saturday: 
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m, 
ALL TRANSACTIONS ON A 
CASH BASIS ONLY; 
CTF 
32. Bicycles,  Motorcyc les  
315 Honda 1972 2 cyl. Semi- 
chopped. Going for best offer. 
635.5457 (P.43) 
For Sale: 7;4 Honda Bike Model 
CB360. For Into. 6357109 or view 
Trl City Motor. (C.43), 
Thesesevlngs. 
at 
• . P .M.  Plastics' 





41. Ma~:h inery  fo r  Sale 
For Sale: John Deere rubber 
tire • loader with bockhoe. 635 
6941 or 638-3124 CTF 
For Sale or for Rent: .John 
Alum. Ribbed roofing 24 ga.,. 
6Oc fin, ft, 
Galv. ribbed roofing 30 ga..- I M - -0  2'~- yd.to7 ,'a.-- i 75c fin, ft, 
Free delivery to Smitbers on a Equ ippe  d w i th  
'1 Sl00O.0O order "('C~-48) Grapples  
" ................................ unta!n.Logger 
For Ssle: Slze Iboy's skates, IV S-kidde. " 
size 8 women's skates, 2 
unlformsslze 1~. 635-6058 (CTF) j :NIL150 & ML200 " 
ForSale: Smal garden tractor J 190 HP .  210 HP 
I Good ~lectlo'n of ", with(cTF)_.attachments. 635-2603 i "New&Used Equipment. 
For Sale: 2 VW mags with tires " | At Our Terrace 3raffch I 
m 
& 2 brand new Atlas Mark 2. Ii i 
Belted (G7815) summer tires, 
• Also a Frontiersman 16' V stern 
r.anoe. Price of canoe $250. In 
excellent rend. 635.2749 ,(P.42) ! Fimiiie TBrBX Lld: 
I ' 5110 Keith 
For S.ale: 45,800 B.T.U. oll burn ! ' Ter race  
Coleman heater, good condition, I i  • "635-7241 ~ ' 
fairly new. Phone 635.6357 I pt,,=,A~¢_~¢n 
I~etween 9 & 5 and ask for 
Karen.. (STF) 
For Sale: New split level 3 
bedroom home on Johns Road • 
area, almost complete. 635.3453 
(NC 42) 
For Sale: Cozy, one bedroom 
home, close to town. • Ideal 
starting home for young couple. 
Stove,' frldge, carl0ets, ~nd 
curtalris Included. $3,500.00 
down. Owners will carry 
balance at bank interest. Full 
price" $21,500. Phone 635.7840 
betweeen 12 and I p.m. or 5 and 
6 p.m, (CTF)' 
Must selh 3 bedronm house, 
Deere Back Hoe'Phone 635-3124 ~ Close-to dowht6wh •&/schools. 
or,635.6941 (CTF) ' "~ ,LTdi.ms,~ rndCfrq~b:tcar;?aWg~U~ 
Askifig 527,500 635.3736 "(P.42) 
Fbr Sale: Adams 555 grader 
complete with C.W wing blade, 
sparewheerandtire. Excellent Houses for Sale: 
mechanical condition. Phone • 
635.6908 or 635-3316 evenings. 
(C-44) 
43. Rooms for  Rent  
36-  For  Hire' HILLSIDE LODGE 
For Hire: Gun Cabinets, . • 445013ftle Ave., 
Vanities, China Cabinets, S leep ing  roome,  
• Kitchen Cabinets, Your choice, housekeeping units, centrally 
we'll bui l t  them. Custom Iocoted, fully furnished. 
Cablnets. Apply at Yellowhead Reasonable rates by day or 
Hay & Grain, 747 Clarke In week. Non-drinkers only. Phone 
Thornhlll, (P-42) 635-6611; CTF - * .~ 
3 - bedroom homes, brand 
new, on 70x132 ft. lots (R1 
area) Most with 1V= baths . 
Carpeting & cushion floor. 
CMHC approved. 
As, low as ~8,S00. 
$30,000 first mortgage. 
Use B.C Gov't second ol 
~,000? 
Sav.Mor Builders (~entre Ltd. 




'= 'For Sale: 3 bdr. house. Full" 
basement par t ia l l y .  
finished 3 yrs. old.. Carport, 
fenced treed lot. Phone 635.4430 
CTF " ~ 
51. 'Business, Locat.ions. 
• . - -  • . .  
Now .Renting Motz Brothers 
Industrial Plaza Space 
'available for warehousing or 
Light business. 
--Easy Access 
-Served by Railroad 
-.All utilities Available 





Located at Kalum & Kotfh CTF 
Parking space available 2 lots 
on Lazelle for lease or rent. Call 
635.3282 and oak for office mgr. 
CTF 
Wareho0se space for rent 
downtown area, approx. 1500 sq, 
ft. Phone 635-2274 Ask for 'Off. 
Mgr. CTF 
2200 sq. ft., building for rent 
4641Kelfh,Ave., Next.to Nor- 
thern Magneto 635-6334 or 635- 
2831 after 5 p.m. CTF 
I 
For Sale: 2.8 acres. Light in- 
dustrial land In Terrace. 635: 
7&W or 635.7730 (C.~) 
For. Sale: 3 acres tar sale by 
Woodland Park 635.4704 after 6 
(P.43) 
Small acreage fOr sale at 
Woodland Park (A and 5 acres) 
'Phone 635.5900 or 635.3395 CTF 
S6. Business Opportun i ty  
For Sale: Registered trapllne. 
Call evenings only 635-7037 (P- 
42) 






1049 H ighway 16 E.  
635-4372 
have: e,ec.on af 
Experle.n trucks 
PLUS 
Winnebago Kap Covers 
For All trucks" 
Campers 
, Ten~ Trailers 
DL 5571 
1968 Meteor Le Moyne Con-" 
vertlble. 390 Engine. P.S.P.B., 
.Good ,.rubber Including two 
snow.tires one owner 635.7870 
CTF 
.84 Chevy I I  Excellent 
mechanical condition. Phone 
635-4657 STF 
FoI: Safe:'1967 Ford. ,Good 
running condlton Phone 635.3925 
(P•42) 
7. .  " - 
M,NiJTI " 
MUF..FtLER SERVICE 
For Sale: 1972 Impala 2 dr. 
hardtop vinyl roof good rubber 2 
winter tires 20,000 miles. Call 
635-5939 or :5116 Graham St., 
. CT F 
1969 °/4 4x4 Internatlonel 4 
speed, H.D. super duty bum- 
pers. Real Work horse. 
Everythlng works. $1500 f irm 
635-4286 (CTF) 
For Sale: 1967 Cougar 2 dr. H.T• 
Va, 269.4V. P.S., P.B• Leather 
upholstery, dbluxe stereo-and, 
speakers. New radial tires 
mounted on Keystone mags. 
Mete IIIc silver gray with black 
For Sale:Tricycle and small 
two Wheel bike (Children 3 or 4 - 
520.00 takes both. Apt 55 
Keystone Apt. (S'I'F) 
SAC R.I F I C E ] 
Leaving country • must sell| 
1972 Yamaha 650 In excellent I 
,,'ondlti0n • extended forks and I' 
sissy bar. Phone 635.2932 afterJ 
S D,m. (@•42) 
DIRTCHEAP '  
DIRT  BIKE  
1973 Honda 250 Elslnore 
Motocrosser In full racing 
condition. This bike Is hot for 
amateurs. Phone 635.2932 




Corrals, Box Stalls, Good 
Water & ,Pasture 
We are accepting a.llmlted 
number of horses for winter 
board. 
• . RATES: 
Summer - $15,00 per men. 
Winter - $45.00 per man, 
Call 847-3165, 
~)  
R~om for rent 1 or 2 quiet 
persons. Non.smoker, 
reasonable. 885 Paquette, 
Thornhlll (C-43) 
Fdrnlshed rooms and furnished 
apts. Cooking facilities 
available, Phone 63S.665g CTF 
47. Homes fo r  Rent 
House for'rent: 3 bedrooms 
house for rent near school - 
Frtdge and stove Included 635- 
6940 (P.42) 
CLASSIFIED 
• ,vinyl top. Phone 635.3462 after 6 
• Commqrclal b~Jildlng for sale or (P,42) 
rent 2500 sq ft Phone 635-3295 
(CTF) 
Office space for rent, 1000 
square feet, seo0ncl floor, 
downtown goat on. Available' 
Immediately. Phone 635.7181' 
CTF 
For Sale: 1969 Ford Galxle'SO0 -
4dr. H.T., V8.390 cu., P.S.; P.B. 
Deluxe interior radio, dual 
speakers. Rear defrost. New 
Uniroyal winter tires, Ex. 
cellenf shape. Asking $1,100 635. 
3462 after 6 p.m. (P-42) 
"Warehouse space aval!able for 67 Parlslenne . 2 dr. H,T, 32'7 
rent, downtown area. Call 635. Auto P.S., P.B., radio Good 
32a2 and ask for Office mgr.. tonal. $75 635;5S92 (P-42) 
.CTF . . . . . . . .  For Sale: 1969 Toyota Crown 
54. Business Property s.w. 6 cyl. O.H.C. auto trans. 
'For Rent: Two 1500sq: ft. shops 
or warehouses. Avail,able Nov, I 
635-7489 OI; 635:7730. (C.45) 
635-6367 
New tires & shocks, recently 
rebuilt drive train new quad' 
tape deck third seat In rear. 
serviced, and ready to go at 
Sl,450 phone 635-7974-(P.43),' 
70 Mazda in good cond. call 
after 5,635.4738 (C.41) 
@ 
L, 
i "  
7! 
/ i  
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of Title, Issued In.the name of 
"Your cat may run like a 
lop, but mine runl like a 





-_ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . _ .  - .---- _ 
1972 Vega, 2 dr., 3 sp., 8 track, 
new tires, 25,000. Call after 6 
p.m. 635-9356 (P-42) 
For Sale: 1974 Buick Lasabre, 
fully equipped, only.  10,000 
miles• 1965 Chev Impala 
1970 Dodge Dart 6 cyl., auto, low 
mileage. Must sell. try your 
offer. 635-3888 (C.42) 
ForSale: 1974 Toyota Corolla 
1600 4 dr. 4 sp radio 2,000 miles 
635-3203 (P-43) 
1971 Mazda Coupe Phone 635- 
7266 from 9-5 and 7948 after 5 [P -  
43) 
For Sale: 1969 Mercury Mon- 
tego 2 dr. H.T., P.S. Phone 635- 
2060 after 6 (P-44) 
58. T ra i le rs  
REPOSSESSION 
1973 Canedlana make ful!y 
furnished and equipped moblle 
home. Takeover payments. For 
further into. phone collect 524- 
0114 Dealer No..121 CTF 
Aloha Trailer Court located 1156 
Old Lakelse Lk. Rd.'has two 
small treilers for rent. 635-7035 
(C-42) 
For Sale: 1Ox3O Esta Villa 
trailer with porch. Situated in 
trailer park $4500 635.7946 (P- 
43) 
For Sale in Copper~de Estates; 
Large developed corner "10t 
complete -with 1971" 12x68 
Safeway Manor and' 10x36- 
finished Joey shack & tool 
house. Fully price 524,000 or 
will sell let only for $9,000 Phone 
635.3645. (CTF) 
59 . ' .Mach inery  fo r  Rent 
For Rent: "Bobcat" front end 
loader. Daily or hourly rates 
635.2603 (CTF) 
61. P roper t ies  Wanted 
SHOR~ELINE PROPERTY 
WANTED 
Must have one mile o f  
shoreline or more, with con. 
siderable land. Send details to 
Herbert Morrlson Wightman, 
has been filed in my office, I 
hereby give notice that I shall, 
oh the expiration of one cley 
from the date of the last 
publication hereof, issue a 
Provislonal Certificate.of Title 
to the above named In lieu of 
said Lost Certificate, unless in 
the meantime valid objection is 
" made .in writing to the un- 
dersigned. 
DATED at the Land Registry 
Olflce, Prince Rupert, British 






I~otiee to Creditors 
Estate of the* following 
deceased JACQUES EUGENE 
IGNATENKO, fate of 824 Pine 
Street, Terrace, B.C; 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the said 
estate (s)are hereby required to 
send them duly verified, to the' 
Public Trustee, * 635 Burrard. 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6C 
3L7, before the 8th day of 
November, 1974 after which 
date 1he assets of the Said 
estate(s) will be distributed, 
having regard only'to claims 
that have been recelved. ~ 
Clinton W. Foote, 
Public Trustee 
(C-43)' 
Department of Lands, 
Forests, and Water 
Resources _ 
Timber Sale A.06593 
There will be offered for sale 
aLpubllc auction by the Forest 
Ranger at Hazelton, B.C,, at 
11:00 a.m. on the 251h day of 
October, 1974, the Llcence A- 
(~593, to cut 185,400 cubic feet of 
Spruce, B rch, Balsam, Aspen, 
Lodgepole Pine and trees of 
• other species. Located approx• 
3V= miles north of Pentz Lake. 
Casslar. • 
One (1) year Will be allowed 
for removal of timber. 
The successful tenderer wilt 
not  be considered as  an 
esta.b!)sh.ed ,operator ,,, for,~: ,the 
;porppse,Of applylrlg foe further 
tJl~lber w th n~:the Skeena 
P.S.Y.U. . 
Provided -anyone Who I.s 
unable to attend the auction In. 
person may ,~ubmlt a sealed 
tencler, to be opene~l at the hour 
of auction and treated as one 
bid. 
Particulars may be obtained 
from the Dtstr ld  Forester, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. or the 
Forest Ranger, Hazelton, B.C. 
(C-42) 
Depadment of Lands 
Forests, and Water 
Resources 
Timber Sale A0S023 
Sealed tenders wil l  be 
received by, the , District 
Forester at Prince Rupert 
J. Jean, Box 586, Station K, British Columbia, not later than 
Toronto, Ontarlo. (C-39, 44, 48,. 11:00 a.m. on the lOth day of 
'52, 59, 13, 18, 22, 26, 31, 35) December, 1974 for the pur- 
chase of Llcence A05023, to cut 
3,032,300 cubic feet of Hemlock, 
LAKE FRONT Balsam, Cedar, and Spruce. 
PROPERTY WANTED "" "~ Located 7 mlles~NE of Terrace 
Large acreage with at least 
one mile of shoreline; Must have 
good flshlng~ Send details to J. 
JoneS, Box 852, Station K,. 
Toronto, Ontario. • 
LAND WANTED 
Suitable for hunting or 
' fishing. Large or small acreage. 
Without" buildlngs. Send details 
of size and other Into; to M. 
Taylor, Box 586, Station K, 
Toronlo, Ontario. 
66, Campers  
FOR'SALE: 
;.1971.~h ton' Chevrolet pick 
up, has small camper. Phone 
635-7834 STF CTF 
68. Legal  . j .  
NOTICE'~O 
CREDITORS 
' IN  THE MATTER of the 
Estateof Yvonne Annette Lever 
formerly of Terr,~ce, Br l t ls l l  
'Columbia: 
. . . .  Credlt0rs and other5 having 
clalmsagalnst he above Estate 
are required to send full par- 
ticulars of such claims to Grant 
& Co., 4658 Lazelle Avenue, P.O. 
on Copper River. CR. 5 Land 
District. 
Five (S)'years will be allowed 
for removal of timber. 
As this area Is within' the 
Skeena P.S.Y.U., ~Nhlch Is fully 
committed, this sale will be 
awarded under the provisions of 
section 17 (la) of the Forest Ad, 
which gives the flmber.eele 
applicant certain prlvlleges, 
Particulars may be obtaln=ed 
from the Dlstrlct Forester, 
Prince Rupert, British 
Columbia, o r  the Forest 
Ranger, Terrace, British 
Columbia. (C-49] 
Department of Lands, 
Forests. and Water 
Resources 
Timber Sale A,06577 
There will be offered for sale 
at public auct ion  by the  
Forester Ranger at, Terrace, 
B.C. at 11:00 a.m. on the 25th 
day o f  October, 1974, the 
Llcence A.06577, to cut 75,800 
cubic feet of Spruce, Hemlock, 
Cedar, Coflo=nwood and trees of 
other species. Located Shames, 
Lot 3657. CR No.5. 
One; (1) years will be allowed 
for removal of timber. 
The successful tenderer will 
not be conJldered as an 
established operator for the 
purpose of applying for further 
~mithers Area, 30 sial Mobile 
Home park. Laid oul in a eul- 
de-sae.wilh playground FuIV 
occupancy year round with 
waiting llsl. Lel Ihis properly 
pay for itself.Asking $71,000 
Cunlael Northcounlry Really; 
Lid Box 2588 SmitherS Phone 
847-3217 
grance of this golde n ~'fmit 
eve~'y single day. 
To make a hanging zarden 
of lemons in your own kitch- 
en, select a cornel'or area 
• where there will he sut~cient 
support in the ceiling. Insert 
several arge metal hooks at 
least one •foot apart •from CTF 
ead~ other. Now get several 
with Sunkist lemons; For a 
garden touch, tnck spray.,/of 
fresh lemons leaves -  or 
Autumn colored hdiage - 
into baskets here and  there. 
You oould win Gash! 
Bring your photo to 3212 Kalum 
The herald 
HIGHLAND OATTLE 
.. Read About Some Efficient She Stuff " 
Write for a free copy of the breed magazine 
" An Tarbh Treun 
P.O.  Box 112 
Duncan,  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  V9L  3X l  
based In Whitehorse. Yukon. Jour- 
HEAVY neyman rates $6.80 rising to $7.55 
DUTY per hour January 1, 1975. First 
MECHANICS class mechanics without license 
wi l l  becons idered .  Standard 
Teamster labour contract provides 
f01" full•range fringe benefits in- 
You night hang a fern near 
the lemons, too, or a pot of 
training ivy. 
Now that lemons are in 
easy reach, use them to gar- 
nish serving platters and to 
remove cooking odors frmn 
your fingers. You can even 
pusl~ the nsed-up lemon 
peels down the disposal to 
eliminale unpleasant odors. 
68. Legal  
• Department of Lands, 
Forests, and Water 
Resources 
Tlmbar Sale A.06603 
There will be offered for sale 
at public auction by the Forest 
Ranger, at Hazelton, B.C., at 
11:00 a.m. onfhe' 151h day of 
November, 1974, the Licence A- 
SECOND MORTGAGES ~ 
Rates as low as 
14.98% " 
• Simple Intoroet 
• Cash evailahle new 
• Up to S10,O00 
• NO bonus~"~ or hidden charges 
Pay off 81 anytime 
No pr.epayment penalty 
Enquiries Welcome 
HOUSEHOLD REALTY  
Corporation Limited 
06603, to cut 593,000 cubic feet of HOUSEHOLD FINANCE Corporation of Canada 
Lodgepole Pine, Cedar, 4608 LakelseAvenue " 
Hemlock, Spruce, Cottonwood, Terrace, B.C. Phone 635-7207. 
Aspen, Birch, Balsam and trees C.27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, .43, 
ot other species, located'9 mile t45, 47, 49 r 51; 
Klsplox F.D.R. (27 miles North 
34W.of New Hazellon) Cesslar 
Land District. 
One (1) year wi l lbe  allowed 
for remove of timber. The 
successful tenderer will not be 
considered as an established 
operator for the purpose of 
applylr~g for further t imber  
within the Skeeno Public 
Suste Ined.Yield Unit. 
Provided anyone who Is 
unable to attend the auction In 
person may submit a sealed 
tender, to be opened at the hour 
of auction and treated as one. 
"hid. 
.Partlculars~may be obtained 
• from the District Forester, 
Prince Rupert, S.C. or the 
Forest Ranger, Hazelton, B.C. 
(C.45) 
Department of Lands, 
Forests and Water 
Resources 
Timber Sale A.05034 
There will be offered for sale 
at public auction by the Forest 
Ranger at Hazelfon, B.C. at 
lh00 a.m. on the 8th day of 
November, 1974, the Llcence A- 
05034, to cut 827,800 cubic feet of 
Hemlock, Lodgepole. Pine, 
Spruce, Cottonwood, Birch, 
Balsam and trees of other 
species. Located Cullon Creek, 
Casslar. 
Five (5) years will be allowed ~ 
for removal of timber. The 
successful tenderer will not be 
considered es an established' 
I I I 
~FACTS OF LIF'~I 
"rH| eACCOON nou~ THt FOOD IN ITJ 
FORS PAWS ANO It4~Kr~ ITISTHE 
WAriER, SOME COONS ~AVE B~EN 
KNOWN TO GO UUNGR~Y RATtiER TRAa 
EAT FOgD THeY COULD HOT OIPIN WA~V., 
For Your pertonelized 




B.C.'s Largest  In ter io r  
Ford  Dea ler  Requ i res  
Exper ienced  
1) Counterman 
2) Wholesales Man 
For  Top Wages in the 
cent re  of B.C, 's p lay land  
Phone or  Wr i te ,  Loren 
Box 609, .Terrace, British t mber w i th in  the 5keena operator for the .. purpose of 
Columbia on or'before the15th applying for fu#ther timber 
day of December 1974. after P.S.Y.U, Provided anyone'who Is within the Skeena P.S.Y.U. 
which date the Estate assets , unable to etfbnd the auction.In Provided anyone who Is 
will he' distributed, having person may submlt,a sealed unable to attend the auction In 
regard only to clelm that have. tehder, to be opened at the hour pereon may submit e senled tender, tobeopened atthehour Leel, Parts Manager 
been received, of auction end treated as one of auction and treated as one Dearborn Mtrs . ,  
,)ames Henry Lever - Executor bid. . o n bid Kamloeps, B.C. Parllculars may be btal ed ' • 
.Gordon L. Crampton - Grant & '~ . . . . . . . .  o " Particulars may be obtalned ~rom rne umrr~ ~- rester, ~^ ~h n,~ ,~ = , - - -  o "" ,r~m ..e ~,=.r,~, rores, er, 
CO; ' Prince Rupert, U.~ r- Ine ,:" . . . . .  = "r~,....~ e ~-Pr ince  Rupert or the Forest 
Solicitor . " Poresr Kanger, , ~ 
(C'45) (C.4~1 L . . . . . . . .  " - ~ '  Ranger, Hazefton, B.C. (C.44) 
:/I 
Lemons do marvelous 
things for beanty, both in- 
side and ont. To look beauti- 
.[ul outside, use the iuice Of 
!,ii on Oatmeal Facial Mask.Mix • juice with white of one egg. , ; 
Add dry oatmeal gradually ~[i 
until you have a soft paste. A~ 
Mix with chopping motibn," 
then allow to set a few mih~ ii 
utes till moisture is absorb/~d. 
Apply to fa~:e, avoiding area 
around the eyes. Let  dry 
THE HANGING GARDEN OF LEMONS . =. a lovely way to store them year-round and at the same'time about ten minutes, .then 
brighten up your kitchen. And for the plum0est, sunniest lemons, look for the Sunkist stamp at rinse off" with dear, warm 
your market, water. Using this mask once 
~- . a week helps remove dried • 
i skin Cells, excess oil and im- I 
YOU - ,,! . bedded city grime, m,d 
helps clarify the eohlplexion. 
I _1  
GO IC~ beautiful *inside, ,,. 
~ ~ 7  " stnrt the morning wi th  a cap win cash \~T!  II * :. o f  l;emo,, Tea Steep l ie  ,I !:" 
F XX ~ ~ ~ I:" .B''r~" iteap0t of hot water several i i ' ;  
: minutes: If desired fidd a 
Cal l  the  hera ld  ~ ~ - - - ~ ~ , ~ / , : ; ~ X  spo0nft,I 0f ,vi,h i,.a,.on stickandlfelpsS'* !; honey 
t ip  " ~ - J ~ ~ ~  ' ~ ''" " ~ ! 
";" ~'~ ,i y h a hanging of lemons" ~ , .  d ~  ~, : r~:  garden 
63]-6'5 3 7 ~ ~-!~{ ,n your kitehen all winter. ~ ~ ; i  They' l l  ke/Jp you in a smlny ! i [ ;  
~ ~ ~ % ~ \  ' ~ram~ o~ mind~ 
; - -~ ,  ~,-~ " .~ i '  
f 
. . . . . .  PRUDEN & OURItiE LTD, 
Real Estate & Insurance 
" . .  Lak . , . . , , . , . r .o . . .  
635-6142 .. 
PARK AVENUE 
• Excellent value - Three year old 3 bedroom home. 
Features large fully landscaped, fenced lot. Basement 
partially finished..French doors to patio elf dining room. 
Owner left, immediate occupancy - Try your offer. 
BRAND NEW 
..Lovely three bedroom home with full electric' heat, 
fireplace up and down, wall to wall carpeting throughout, two 
lull bathrooms, double windows, shake roof and many more 
extras that have to be seen to be appreciated. Phone Rusty 
Ljungh for appointment o view. 635-5754 
2000 SQ. FT .  DUPLEX:  
..3 Bedroom each side. Separate meters, Separate ges 
furnaces. A good buy at $30,000.00 Try your offer. 
.. I Acre Lut on Sunset" Blvd. c-w 2 Bedroum cabin. Asking 
S21,000. Try your offer. 
THREE BEDROOM WITH A V IEW 
.. Well kept home located on Skeena Street with lots of trees 
fur privacy and an excellent view of the river and rite 
Sleeping Beauty Mountain. There is a full one bedroom 
basement suite with outside entrance and full bathroom and 
Rusty L[ungh 635.5754. 
BU ILDING LOTS 
.. Size Is 120 x 394 located in the S0OO blk. Mc Oeek Street. Two 
lots at the Copperslde Estates - both on Marten Drive. Lot on 
North Sparks 50 x 120 prices at ~,500. Lot size 78 x 264 an 
paved area of Pear Street, M.L.S. S13,000. Lot 100 x 125 on 
Kerr Street with concrete floor shop 20 x 30. St4,000. Two 
building lots on Evergreen Street wllh sewer & water 814,000. 
Building lots available on Park and Lazelle Street St0,000 to 
112,000. each. Phone Rusty or Bert Llungh 635.5754 for fur. 
ther information. 
.. Lovely three bedroom home on Davis Street, with wall 
to wall carpeting, built in bar, one full and two half 
bathrooms, double garage, laundry area on the main floor, 
fireplace between the living and dining rooms and an at. 
tractive landscaped yard. For eppolntment o view Phone 
Rusty LJungh 635.5754 
BERT L JUNGt i  . '635.S'754 
TOM SLEMKO 635.3366 
DWAIN McCOLL  635.2976 t 
• ].8 ACRES.  USK 
.. complete with I bedroom house. Good well excellent soil. 
Try your offer. Asking SI2wO00. 
RUSTY L JUNGH 63S-5/54 
BOI3  SHERIDAN,  635; 2664 
JOHN CURRIE  635.5865 
,e 
J 
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Rentaism and 
On October 1st, the Government of British Columbia proclaimed a new Landlord and Tenant Act governing the rights 
and obligations involved in landlord/tenant relationships. What.follows on this page, Is a very simple summary of those 
new laws, and what they mean to you the landlord, and you the tenant. 
While this is only a summary, and does not cover all the laws found in the new Landlord and Tenant Act, it does deal 
with the questions most commonly asked. This page will be of value to you as a pleco of reference material, well 
worth clipping and saving. 
For purposes of interpreting and applying the law in more detail, the Act itself should be consulted. Copies of the Act 
are available at nominal cost from the Queen's Printer, Parliament BUildings, Victoria, B. C. 
The Office of the 
Rentalsman 
The laws contained in the new Landlord and 
Tenant Act of British Columbia govern 
relationships between landlords and tenants 
who rent residential premises. The Act clearly 
defines many of the rights and obligations of 
both parties. 
Misunderstandings may still arise, however, 
and it is for this reason that the government has 
established the rentalsman -- to act as 
ombudsman and mediate rin landlord-tenant 
disputes, and to provide prompt decisions• 
• The services of the rentalsman are free, and 
A tenant can deliver written notice to the 
landlord personally or by ordinary mail. 
A landlord must attempt o deliver a written 
notice to the tenant or if this cannot be done, a 
notice may be given to an adult apparently 
resid ng w th the tenant; by certified or 
• • , . • • 
registered me=, or by posting the not ce up on 
the tenant's door, or in some placewhere the 
tenant would be sure to see it. 
A tenant who receives a notice of termination 
may require that the landlord give him detailed '
reasons in writing within the next two days. The 
tenant may dispute the termination by giving 
notice to the rentalsman, not less than 15 days 
before the termination date specified, The 
rentalsman will then decide if the termination is 
iustified, 
can save both landlords and tenants lengthy • 
and costly legal action• Questions can be 
directed by phone, by mail or !n person. 
What Is Covered By 
the Landlord and 
Tenant Act? 
The Act applies generally to all dwelling units 
u'sed for residential prbmises (including mobile 
homes and land that is rented for mobile 
ho, mes), but it does not apply to non-profit 
co-c peratives, or nursing home facilities 
licensed by the Department of Health. 
Tenancy 
%.  - • 
n=,r....m..n._ sn ,=,= ,= 
'~:;'i']i';A tenanC~/agre~menl is the contract between 
the randl0rd and tenant about the rent, 
services, privileges and restrictions respecting 
the residential premises reached when the 
tenant agrees to rent the premises from the 
landlord. 
A tenancy agreement doesn't have to be in 
.writing. A written agreement is advantageous 
• -~. to landlord arid tenant in the event of a 
subsequent dispute, but a verbal agreement is' 
a valid agreement. Whatever the form•of 
agreement, it may be changed only when both 
landlori:l and tenant agree to the change. 
Any term of an agreement which takes away 
the rights of either party given by the Act is void. 
A landlord can include any reasonable 
Reasons For 
Termination 
P. landlord cannot arbitrarily terminate a
tenancy agreement• He must have a valid 
reason. The tenant may appeal to the 
rentalsman to determine whether or not the 
reason is justified• A landlord may terminate a
tenancy agreement if: 
• A tenant fails to pay rent owing within five 
days after receipt of a notice of demand 
from the landlord. 
• Atenantorhisguest(s)disturbother - 
tenants in the building. 
• A tenant damages the premises beyond 
reasonable wear and tear. 
• The landlord requires the premisesfor his 
own use, for the use of his wife, child, 
parents or in-laws. 
• The premises are going to be demolished. 
• The premises are to be converted to 
condominium or co-operative housing, or 
if the landlord intends to enter into a lease 
arrangemenl of more than three years. 
• The tenant knowingly misrepresentsthe 
premises to a prospective tenant or 
purchaser, 
• The tenancy agreement is for residential 
premises in a hotel, motel, etc., or if the 
agreement clearly stipulates a seasonal 
arrangement and a termination date. 
• The premises become occupied by a 
person under 19 years of age, contrary to 
the tenancy agreement. 
• e The premises become occupied by a 
specified by the landlord. The tenant must pay 
rent up to the date he leaves the premises. 
Rent Increase 
An increase in rent in respect to a particular 
residential premises may not take place more 
than once every 12 months, regardless of a- 
change in the landlord or tenant. 
A landlord must give the tenant written notice 
of such increase at least three months in 
¢ , .  
" Damageinspecti0n after termlnatlo)~. 
When the landlord gives a notice o, , 
termination, he must notify the tenant within48 
hours f he wishes to make a damage 
inspection. He must give the tenant at least 
eight hours notice of his intention to enter, and . 
he can only inspect for damage within 36 hours 
of that notice of entry. 
The landlord may make only one damage 
inspection, and it must be between 8 a.m. and 9 
p.m unless the tenant agrees otherwise. 
advance. ' L o c k s  Any reduction in services or a charge for 
services formerly supplied free to a tenant is • A landlord or tenant may not change the lock 
considered a rent increase, unless the 
rentalsman orders otherwise. 
Non-Payment of 
Rent 
Wllen a tenant fails to pay his rent, the 
on the tenant's door without mutual consent. . 
Only in an emergency involving a threat to 
security may the landlord change the lock on 
the main door of the building. 
Who May Enter 
Residential ,landlord may deliverto him a written demand 
for payment. This demand is to be delivered - 
bbtween the seventh and twentieth day Premises?• • 
following the day on which the rent was ' A landlord mustallow political candidates or 
payable• 
If the tenant has not paid within five days of their canvassers to enter a residenti.al b'uildlng, 
receiving the written demand, the landlord may A landlord cannot refuse entrance to invited 
give the tenant a notice of termination• In a guests of his tenants• 
week-to-week tenancy, termination may occur Subletting 
on the tenth day following the receipt of the 
written demand. In all other tenancies, ,- " " • 
termination may occur on the last day ofthe " Except in the case of public housing, a tenant 
rental period for which the landlord has not.. may sublet premises if the tenancy is for a tei'm 
• been paid. • 
A landlord may not seize the personal ..• 




A landlord has an obligation to keep the 
premises he rents in a condition which meets 
health and safety standards. He must also 
maintain the premises in a reasonable and 
• acceptable state of repair and decoration, in 
keeping with the age, character and location of~ 
the premises. 
The tenant has an obligation to keep the 
premises in a condition which satisfies ordinary 
standards of cleanliness and to repair any 
" " .. of Six months or 10ngerlThe landlord' s consent 
..... :., i,.. .~ must be 0btain'ed, but a landlord may not- ....... .' .>. - ........ ~::" 
-: "-:: ::Li~i'bds6~Bl~/~iihholcihlsconsenL * 
No  other tenant can  sublet unless the' 
tenancy agreement  so'provides, or unless his 
landlord consents to the subletting.,, ,. _, '~ ' 
; General ..... 
.- , Under no circumstances may a lan¢lloL;d el" ': -~, ' : '  
. . his agent forcibly remove or lock out a tenant : 
fromthetenant'sresidential premises~ "~ 
Unless a residential premises has been 
abandoned a landlord may not remove a . " " 
ten&nt's posse~!ons, 
• Te.nants n our prey nce are now eligible for a 
tenters' ~'esource grant of $80 if they are 65 
yearsOr over. 
• obligation or restriction in a tenancy 
agreement. If there is doubt whether a 
restriction or obligation is reasonable, the 
renlalsman should be consulted. 
Where the tenancy agreement is in writing, 
t 
• the landlord must give a copy of the agreement 
to the tenant within 21 days. Until he receives 
such a col0y, the tenant has no obligation to 
honor any part of the agreement, including the 
payment of rent. 
Terminating A 
Tenancy Agreement 
-- Giving Notice 
A notice of termination from either the 
landlord or the tenant must be in writing, must 
include the address of the premises, must 
specify the day on which the premises are to be 
vacated (the termination date), and it must be 
signed. It is recommended that the landlord 
also outline his reasons for giving notice. 
The termination date must be set one day 
before the day on which the rent is due. 
In a month-to-month tenancy, where the 
tenant pays rent every month; notice must be 
given not less than 30 days before the 
termination date. 
Ina week-to-week tenancy, notice must be 
given not less than 28 days before the 
• • • term nat on date and, again the date must be 
• Setonedl~y before a rent payment day, " • 
. Wher.e a tenancy agreement is for a specified 
period of time, such as a year, unless the 
landlord gives 30 days notice of termination, or 
a new tenancy agreement is entered into, the 
tenancy agreement becomes a month-to- 
. month tenancy, 
There are some exceotlons to these rules, 
For examplel if the landlord requires the 
premises for himself, his Wife, children, parents 
or In-laws, 60 days notice must be given to the 
tenant. Other exceptions are discussed under 
the headings "Reasons for Terrninatlon" a~,~-, • • 
,Conversions from Rental Accommodatlon~.~'~; 
larger number of persons under 19 years 
of age than was agreed upon in the 
tenancy agreement. 
The tenant or his guest(s)endanger the 
safety of the landlord or other tenants. 
• The tenant is an employee whose 
residential premises were provided by the 
employer and are withdrawn upon the 
f 
termination of employment. 
• An unreasonable number of persons are 
occupying the premises. 
There isone special cirEumstance in which 
the tenant cannot disp.ute the landlord's notice 
of termination. The tenant does not have this 
right if the landlord has already applied for and 
obtained the rentalsman's written consent to 
thetermination. The rentalsman w I g ye't'his 
consent only where the landlordsatisfles him 
that th~ tenant's conduct is severe y.d sturbing ". : .: 
the peace or endangering the safety of 
neig hbouring tenants or is causing , 
extraordinary da'rnage to the premises. " 
Conversions i i 
damage he or his guest cause by negligence or 
wilfulacts. 
Failure by either party to meet these 
obligations is a breach of the tenancy 
agreement• 
Either party can call upon the rentalsman to " 
determine whether or not the other party is 
meeting his obligations• 
If the rentalsman determines that the tenant 
has caused extraordinary damage, he could 
order the tenant's immediate viction. 
If the rentalsman determines that the 
landlord is not maintaining proper standards or 
providing essential services, he may order the 
tenant to pay rentdirectly to the rentalsman, 
and use the funds to pay for the needed repairs, 
maintenance or services. Unless the 
rentalsman orders otherwise, a tenant must 
:continue'to pay his rent. 
';" '~:~:~ UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES sHOULD RENT 
'.~'!~' BE SENT TO THE RENTALSMAN UNLESS IT 
IS ORDERED. 
!:!': Rights of Privacy from Rental ~'~. ' . : . . (When may a landlord enter a tenant's 
" :.. " ' : ' , p remses?)  Accommodation : L 
. . . . .  The general rule 
t has already been ment oned that a landl'0rd~."!;: i "  
• - " -'becriuse : '  : ; A and ord may enter the tenant's premlses m 
can terminate a tenancy agreamem . • 
he is going to convert the premises into a . an emergency, when he has reason to believe 
• that the tenant has permanently abandoned the 
c~ndominium orco-operative or enter into a . .. 
tenancy agreement for more than three years-- . premises, or when the tenant consents, 
When this occurs, the landlord must have the 
approval of the municipality where the 
premises are located, and he mustgive the 
tenant 120 days notice of termination. Where 
the building is to be demolished, 120 days 
notice is als0 i;equlred. The landlord must also 
pay the tenant's moving expenses up to $300. 
In this situation, the tenant may decide to 
vacate before the termination date specified by 
the landlord. If so, he must give the landlord 
notice of the day he intends to leave and such 
notice must be given to the laqdlord no later 
,than 10 days prior to the termination date 
Under most other circumstances, the 
landlord must give the tenant 24 hours notice of 
his Intention to enter and specify a time 
.' between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m, .. 
. .  ' , .  
Showing the premises to prospective tenant=. 
"When a notice of termination has been given, 
the land.lord may wish to show the premises to 
prospective tenants, Unless the tenant agrees 
to less notice, the landlord must give not less 
than eight hours notice in writing of his 
Intention to show the premises, 
Tenants under 65 are eligible for a grant of 
$30. 
Application forms are available at 
government agencies throu£.'loU t the province 
or from the Depurtment of Housing, Renters 
Resource Grant Branch, 827 Fort Street, 
Victoria B.C. 
Any person who knowingly 
or wilfully fails to abide by 
the Landlord and Tenant • 
Act or adecision of the 
rentalsman is guilty of an, 
offence. 
Most landlord-tenant misunderstandings'citn .. 
be resolved by the application of commo~ . ~'/';.. 
j sense.and courtesy. If you have a serious 
problem',and ifyou do'n't find the ansWer hei'e -'..'. • 
or in the Act, please contact: 
TheOffice of the Rentalsman,. 
525 Seymour Street, 
Vancouver, V6B 3H7, 
British Columbia. • • 
689-0811 (Call Collect) 
, , , : :~ .  '~ i~  ¸ 
